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SUMMARY
Going beyond point solutions, the vision of edge computing is to assimilate itself in the
existing computing ecosystem to enable web services to deploy their edge functions (EF) in a multi-
tenant edge infrastructure. However, there are critical challenges in making that vision possible. This
dissertation addresses three such critical challenges:
1. Demonstration of benefits of edge functions for highly dynamic and large scale Android app
ecosystem: (i) AppFlux and AppSachets, to relieve bandwidth pressure due to existing app
delivery mechanisms, (ii) Ephemeral apps and app slices that rethink the app delivery for
emerging app usage models, to highlight that the edge computing can enable transformational
changes in the computing landscape beyond just latency and bandwidth optimizations.
2. Design and implementation of AirBox – a secure, lightweight and flexible edge function
platform needed by web services to deploy and manage their EFs on edge computing nodes
on-demand. AirBox is based on a detailed experimental design space exploration for system
level mechanisms that are suitable for an edge function platform to address the technical
challenges associated with provisioning, management and EF security. AirBox leverages
state-of-the-art hardware-assisted and OS-agnostic security features, such as Intel SGX, to
prescribe a reference design of a secure EF.
3. Finally, a solution to the most critical issue of enabling edge functions while preserving end
to end security guarantees. Today, when most web services are delivered over encrypted
traffic, it is impossible for edge functions to provide meaningful functionalities without
compromising security or obviating performance benefits of EFs. Secure protocol extensions
(SPX) can efficiently maintain the proposed End-to-Edge-to-End (E3) security semantics.
Using SPX, we accomplish the seemingly impossible task of allowing edge functions to
operate on encrypted traffic transmitted over secure protocols, while ensuring their security
semantics, and continuing to provide the benefits of edge computing.
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CHAPTER I
THE CASE FOR EDGE FUNCTIONS
The trends in computing systems can be broadly characterized by oscillations between centralized
(e.g., main frames, the cloud) and distributed approaches (e.g., peer-to-peer). The current direction
of oscillation towards a distributed approach is being referred to as Edge Computing. This is driven
by emerging applications enabled by powerful end-user devices and 5G technologies which pose
demands for reduced access latencies to web services [44] and dramatic increase in the backhaul
network capacity [13, 41].
1.1 Edge Computing
Edge computing—the use of computational resources closer to end devices, at the edge of network—
is becoming an attractive approach to addressing the latency and backhaul bandwidth demands of
emerging applications. This is evident from various solutions targeting different types of applications,
such as video caches [34], IoT gateways [33, 15], as well as commoditization of access network
components [29, 74]. To put this in context, all major mobile network operators (e.g., AT&T, Verizon)
are looking to allow third parties (e.g., Netflix, Facebook) to deploy edge functions in the compute
infrastructure they intend to provision at their network’s edge and to create new revenue generating
streams.
Going beyond point solutions, Figure 1 shows the vision of edge computing, where web services
deploy their edge functions in a multi-tenant infrastructure, as proposed by researchers [59, 20, 137]
and industry initiatives [21, 38].
1.1.1 Motivating Problems
On a high level, edge computing is driven by the inability of the cloud to provide access latencies close
to 1 millisecond due to physical constraints, i.e., the speed of light which mandates deployment of a











Figure 1: Landscape of edge computing.
deployments of large data centres is an unreasonable proposition. The emergence of Edge computing
is a result of trying to find the right trade-off to distribute computational capability to devise solutions
that address the fundamental problems in the current computing ecosystem in form of:
• Unpredictable high latency: Mobile-Cloud applications often face, and hence are designed
to handle, unpredictable access latencies to the remote cloud. But, even in their best cases, the
achieved latencies are still higher than the sub-millisecond level demanded by next generation
applications, e.g., tactile internet, driver-less cars, augmented reality, etc.
• Prohibitive bandwidth usage: Increasing use of back-haul bandwidth by web services will
exacerbate in the future due to the sheer number of devices that would need Internet connec-
tivity, including the ones proposed as part of Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios. End users
have to face the burden of those increasing costs. The costs increase either directly, in form of
increase consumption in their data plan costs, or indirectly, which is then transferred to end
users.
1.1.2 Technology Drivers
The technology evolution that is driving the edge computing include the following:
• The last mile problem: Access to remote clouds is fundamentally limited by the speed of light
which mandates a data centre every 300 kilometres to achieve sub millisecond access latencies
required by emerging use-cases such as tactile Internet, driver-less cars, augmented reality, etc.
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Further, important to note here is that traditional CDNs cannot mitigate redundancy of traffic
or latency in the last mile simply because they operate on its edge facing ISPs as opposed to
edge which operate on the client side. In addition, the ISPs often opt to run their own CDNs
to exploit redundancy in traffic and/or reduce latency passing through their pipes. But, they
remain ineffective for non-cachable content flagged using HTTP headers, cookies, etc., due to
the pay-per-download nature and/or issues related to intellectual property protection, or for
content served using encryption. The pain point in the content delivery is the congestion and
latency in the last mile of the Internet. Edge computing nodes operating past ISPs, near end
users, can potentially effectively leverage redundancy and mitigate the latency at the same
time. These potential benefits are one of the factors driving the interest edge computing.
• Availability of cheap processing and storage: Increasingly powerful platforms are being
deployed at the edge in network elements like wireless routers, cellular towers, aggregation
points, or as standalone severs at strategic locations, etc., due to the reduced costs of compute
resources. Storage benefits from similar technology trends in terms of reduced cost of storage
capacity. The potential benefits of replicating the success of cloud computing at the edge is
another factor driving the edge computing.
• Increasingly Fast Wireless Networks: The theoretical access data rates of on-device flash
memory 1 can be an order of magnitude lower than the wireless network (cellular and WiFi
(802.11x)). This indicates a strong potential performance benefit from accessing functionalities
over the local wireless network vs. even a device’s local flash device, let alone remote cloud.
While such ideal numbers cannot be taken at face value given the practical issues in achieving
those data rates, with new adaptive methods for wireless communications [122, 112], however,
demonstrate that such practical issues can be overcome. This is another factor driving edge
computing to solve the latency problem faced by mobile-cloud computing.
1.1.3 Policy Drivers
The policy landscape driving the edge computing can be summarized by the following two policies:
1ISSCC Trends vs. JEDEC Mobile Memory Technology Road map.
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• Net Neutrality: On one hand, the recent policy initiatives geared towards ensuring the contin-
ued social and economic benefits of an open Internet eco-system have proposed that Internet
service providers including mobile network operators should enable access to all content and
applications regardless of the source, and without favoring or blocking particular products
or websites. In effect, this has constrained the ability of Internet service providers or mobile
network operators to differentiate their services solely based on their deployed network and
hence, limits the avenues of generating additional revenue that drives the deployment of newer,
better and faster network. Their search for alternatives which leverage their strengths, i.e., the
already deployed distributed network elements which can be augmented with computational
capability, leads to edge computing.
• Cyber-security and Privacy: On the other hand, cyber-security policies and privacy poli-
cies are professing the use of end-to-end encryption in web access due to obvious problems
related to fraud, IP theft and surveillance concerns. This trend can make it close to impos-
sible for Internet service providers or mobile network operators to optimize the use of their
communication infrastructure. Coupled with the humongous amount of traffic expected from
emerging applications, this poses significant financial pressure on them to ready their com-
munication infrastructure. This is another factor where policies’ implications are driving the
use of computational elements near end users to manage the traffic and hence, leading to edge
computing.
• New revenue generation: Today, most revenue in the Internet ecosystem is generated by
Internet service provider companies like Google, Facebook, Netflix, etc., by infrastructure
companies like Amazon, Microsoft, etc., or by application developers, e.g., mobile app
developers. Despite being a critical component of the Internet ecosystem, mobile networks like
AT&T, Verizon etc., are at the brink of becoming a commodity entity owing to recent policy
initiatives on net-neutrality and privacy, making it impossible for them to create new revenue
streams from their network. So, all major operators are looking for new ways to monetize
their networks and create new revenue opportunities. Edge computing can provide them with
literally an edge to differentiate themselves and provide valuable low latency services to end
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users and infrastructure services to Internet companies. This is the major factor driving interest
in edge computing.
1.2 Edge Functions
Today, edge computing remains loosely defined to describe geographical dispersed computational
infrastructure element outside of data center based cloud which is only one wireless hop away from
end users. Heterogeneity in their capabilities, lack of deployment models or system support or for
that matter concrete use cases demonstrating real world benefit make it a non-trivial task to argue
about uses of those platforms. Broadly, Edge Computing is being explored in the following two
major research directions:
• Client driven cyber-foraging: One direction in research suggests the use of client-driven
cyber-foraging to utilize edge clouds. Examples of which include offloading system like MAUI
[69], Clone-Cloud [68], Comet [82] to overcome resource constraints of mobile devices to
reduce delay in user perceived response. However, these approaches are effective only when
the delay in response is compute bound. Other proposals like NOMAD [127] take a client
driven approach to minimize the user perceived maximum access latencies.
Despite its promising benefits, client-based offloading is faced with many difficult technical
challenges arising out of the diversity in the end user device space – from supporting numerous
types of devices, their diverse OSes, and numerous apps running on them, to accurate code
profiling, and gauging optimal offload conditions, which often requires continuous monitoring
of network conditions on resource constrained end user devices. At the same time, back-end
driven approaches are inherently designed to handle different types of devices. They also
have access to practically unlimited computational capability at their disposal, powered by the
cloud, to accurately characterize access to their service usage with respect to users, location,
and time, which they can use to appropriately onload services at edge clouds or cloudlets.
• Backend-driven cyber-foraging: Another promising direction, the one proposed in this
thesis as well and depicted in Figure 22, is backend-driven cyber-foraging that proposes to run
appropriate beneficial services (e.g., caching content, accelerating relevant traffic, etc.) or even
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including some backend functionality (e.g., buffering notifications, aggregating redundant
traffic, etc.) near end-users, with a goal of minimizing user perceived latency and consolidating
the use of bandwidth.
Examples of such backend-driven approach and has been demonstrated for different services,
including AppFlux [58], that allow end users to instantly access app updates via edge-cloud-
based app streaming at speeds 2x faster compared to content delivery networks (CDN),
cognitive assistance application based on Cloudlets [86], that show the feasibility of moving
functionality between cloudlet servers and the cloud. Additionally, backend-driven onloading
unlocks the opportunity to consolidate bandwidth usage at the edge, by employing service-
specific logic to reduce traffic over the Internet, e.g., via filtering, compression, or caching
in edge services. This can reduce the cost incurred by end users in the form of reduced data
charges, as well as by backend services in terms of reduced use of network bandwidth. For
instance, for app updates as a service, AppSachet [55] demonstrates opportunities to reduce
traffic in the last mile by up to 83%.
1.2.1 Definition
In this thesis, we argue that a back-end driven cyber-foraging approach is more pragmatic than client
driven cyber-foraging. Accordingly, we coin the the term edge function as defined below.
Edge Function (EF): Any third party service deployed on edge infrastructure that interacts with
end client requests on behalf of a back-end service deployed in remote clouds.
Typically, EF is functionality implemented over networking layer or layer 4 because it requires
or uses back-end service’s specific logic or semantic information that is not available at the network
layer. A simple example of this difference is network level caching which is an example of network
function vs. replication of web service content among geographically distributed data centers which
inherently requires a application specific knowledge to carry it out effectively. In the same vein, we
call the underlying software stack as Edge Function Platform or EFP that provides system support
for deployment, execution and security of edge functions.
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1.2.2 Benefits
Fundamentally, following benefits of using edge functions are derived from their shorter distance to
end users and a vantage point beyond the last mile:
• Latency reduction: EFs can make possible access latencies of less than 1 ms observed by
applications on end user devices, a feat that is impossible to achieve with remote cloud based
services due to network distance between end user device and remote clouds (including those
set up by content delivery networks) and physical constraints imposed by the speed of light.
• Bandwidth consolidation: EFs can open opportunity to deploy functionalities such as aggre-
gation, filtering or at the very least, buffering to provide flexibility in scheduling the use of
bandwidth to non-peak hours. Thus, providing consolidation in the use of bandwidth by end
user, the upcoming IoT devices and back end services.
1.2.3 Replicating cloud at the edge
Despite these seemingly obvious benefits and substantial momentum from industry towards edge
computing, one can argue that edge computing is simply application of the solutions developed in
the cloud computing space to edge infrastructure. However, in this thesis, we argue that this is not
the case. Although, there are obvious benefits of deploying supporting functionalities e.g., proxy,
load balancers etc., as edge functions, using same mechanisms and solutions developed as part of
cloud computing but there are assumptions that do not hold, additional constraints and opportunities
in edge computing that do not manifest themselves in the cloud space. We hypothesize that there are
critical barriers for edge functions to assimilate in to the mainstream computing ecosystem that will
result in harnessing the full potential of edge computing.
1.3 Thesis Statement
To harness full potential of edge computing, edge functions must be assimilated into the mainstream
computing ecosystem through concrete characterization and demonstration of the edge function
benefits, design and development of appropriate system support to dynamically and securely deploy
edge functions, and by addressing the most critical challenge of making it possible for edge functions
to operate on encrypted traffic without compromising end-to-end security semantics or performance.
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1.4 Contributions
The key contribution of our research is a set of technologies that addresses the aforementioned
challenges. Specifically, to validate the thesis we make the following contributions:
• Introduces following abstract notions relevant to Edge computing.
1. Edge functions. as a fundamental construct that delivers the benefits of Edge Computing
to mainstream computing applications.
2. E3 security semantics. A fundamentally new type of security semantics without which
the whole edge computing paradigm can potentially be rendered useless.
• Demonstration of edge functions designed to address pain points of Android app eco-system:
1. AppFlux., that allow end users to instantly access app updates via app streaming as
an edge function at speeds 2x faster compared to content delivery networks (CDN)
and reducing traffic due to app installs and updates by 70%, without requiring any
modifications to the existing apps [58].
2. AppSachet. demonstrates opportunities and proposes intelligent caching policies to
further reduce app traffic in the last mile by 13% taking a total reduction to 83% [55] .
3. AppInstant. that uses the proposed ephemeral app model and the notion of app slices
powered by edge functions to re-envision the app delivery model. The proposed model
reduces barriers in app discovery and allows providing fine grained functionality - app
slices - to end users to maintain relevancy of app eco-system with emerging ways of web
service consumption e.g., messaging apps.
• AirBox. A software platform – frame – that enables flexible, fast and scalable edge function
onloading while ensuring security for its execution and stored state – rods – evaluated using the
proposed generic edge functions – beads. AirBox allows web services to deploy their EFs just
in time while providing management capabilities to their EFs on edge computing nodes. The
research contributes to understand the trade-offs in using different system level mechanisms
for developing an edge function platform. The experimental design space exploration focuses
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on technical aspects crucial for edge functions i.e., provisioning, management and security.
AirBox leverages state or art hardware assisted OS agnostic security features i.e., Intel SGX to
prescribe a reference design of a secure EF.
• Secure protocol extensions (SPX). A solution to the most critical problem that could render
the whole edge computing paradigm useless. Today, when most web services are delivered
over end-to-end encrypted traffic, using SPX we demonstrate how to accomplish the seemingly
impossible task of allowing edge functions to operate on encrypted traffic, while ensuring that
end-to-end security semantics of secure communication protocols. Secure protocol extensions
can efficiently maintain the proposed End-to-Edge-to-End (E3) security semantics.
1.5 Dissertation Structure
The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 motivate use of edge functions by describing and quantifying the concrete pain points
in app delivery along with relevant details about Android app ecosystem.
Chapter 3 describes the edge function based solutions in details demonstrated to address those
pain points by co-designing them with novel Mobile OS support.
Chapter 4 outlines the technical challenges to translate similar benefits for arbitrary web services
using generic edge functions.
Chapter 5 describes the exploration of system level technologies to ensure fast, flexible and
secure onloading of edge functions. Then, it describes AirBox - a generic edge function platform.
Chapter 6 describes a protocol level solution to enable use of edge functions operation over
encrypted traffic. It describes how to achieve the appropriate E3 - End-to-edge-to-end security
semantics in existing secure protocols.
Each of the above chapters also include a detailed performance evaluation of each of the solutions
validating their effectiveness when compared to state-of-the-art competing solutions.
Chapter 7 discusses the salient research relevant to the work presented in this thesis.
Chapter 8 describes some relevant problems that were identified but not addressed completely at
the time of preparations this thesis and which can be considered future directions of this research.
Finally, we close with concluding remarks in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER II
THE ROLE OF EDGE COMPUTING FOR APP DELIVERY
In order to demonstrate real world benefits of using edge functions, we chose to develop edge
functions that address concrete problems in app delivery for mobile app ecosystem. The rationale
behind choosing Android app ecosystem is its popularity, scale, highly dynamic nature and openness
that allowed us to develop real end to end systems. In this chapter, we describe the pain ponts of
Android app eco-system §2.2 and relevant details about Android app ecosystem to formulate practical
edge function based solutions.
2.1 Introduction
The number of active smart devices worldwide has surpassed 1 billion, and is forecast to cross the
3 billion mark by 2018. Coupled with these tremendous increases in the number of active devices
is an explosion in the apps available to end users, with roughly 80 billion app downloads reported
for 2013, set to reach a staggering 200 billion by 2017 1. App installs and more so, app updates
affect users both directly, by potentially consuming costly bytes in their data plans and indirectly, by
congesting the last mile of the Internet known to be a bottleneck for delivered service quality [28].
The current app delivery mechanisms, where apps are delivered directly from app stores ignores
such issues. In the fast paced app market, a conservative approach to updates lead to other issues
like retaining app users’ interests, delay in security and performance fixes. The consequences are
undesirable increases in data plan costs for end users and increased congestion in the last mile, even
in the presence of Content Delivery Networks (CDNs).
Moreover, even if the last mile congestion can be solved by using edge functions presented,
there are more difficult problems faced by Android app ecosystem. One critical problem is App
Discovery. Concretely, The number of apps available in the Google play store neared 1.5 million
by the end of 2014. There app ecosystem has gained substantial momentum with new apps beign
1Data Source: http://mobithinking.com/
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introduced at a much faster pace than they are consumed by end users. In fact, only 15% of total
available native apps are downloaded more than 5,000 times2. The app discovery gap is likely to
widen with the impending explosion of new apps prompted by the wearables, on-demand interactions
in Internet-of-Things, situation-specific apps, etc. Existing mechanisms do not reduce the burden to
try new apps for end users
Furthermore recently, how end user interacts with web services is evolving e.g., the ubiquitous use
of messaging apps, end users’ desire for more efficient, easy to find online services, and advancements
in artificial intelligence, are posing chatbots based on messaging apps as a main vehicles of contextual
service delivery and consumption [76, 81, 121]. Chatbots provide human like responses over a text
based interface to offer personal assistant like services for shopping, transportation, personalized
news, etc. Chatbots are deemed to pave the way for the next disruption in mobile systems, often
considered as the end of the apps era. However, it would requiring mobilization of a new developer
community centered around chatbot based apps and yet another refactoring of web services similar
to what happened for apps, which is expensive and difficult to do. Existing mechanisms in app
eco-system are not sufficient to ensure relevance of apps as we go forward.
In this chapter, we also outline solutions developed as a response to these problems. We
then, outline high level benefits expected from such edge functions and practical constraints in
designing §2.3 which are crucial for their deployability. Then, we present the measurements §2.4.1
and studies §2.2.3, §2.2.2 carried out to quantify those painpoints. We end this chapter with required
Android background §2.4.4 from which we elicit design considerations for the presented solutions.
In next chapter, we delve deeper in to details about the developed solutions.
2.2 Pain points of Android app ecosystem




2.2.1 Supporting frequent app updates without congesting the last mile
App installs and more so, app updates, which our studies have found to exceed installs by more than
a factor of 3x (see Figure 2(a)), affect users both directly, by potentially consuming costly bytes in
their data plans and indirectly, by congesting the last mile of the Internet known to be a bottleneck
for delivered service quality [28]. The current app delivery model, where apps are delivered directly
from app stores, ignores such issues, which suggests that a conservative approach to rolling out
app updates would lessen burdens on end users. Unfortunately, the fast paced nature of today’s
app market mandates frequent app updates to retain users, by offering new features, changing app
aesthetics, enhancing usability, dealing with bugs, improving security and performance.
In response we developed AppFlux and AppSachets for the Android app ecosystem as an
additional path for app delivery. It offers an alternative way to handling the delivery of apps and their
updates via app streaming.
AppFlux comprises (i) novel system support in Android for streaming apps, which can eliminate
the need for explicit updates and enable just-in-time delivery of usage based app updates and (ii) edge
function that cache apps and app updates on behalf of end users. It reduce last mile traffic volume by
leveraging (i) their better connectivity to app stores and end user devices, and (ii) the redundancy
inherent in app traffic. Gains are derived from the fact that edge function can update apps frequently,
without requiring any action from a mobile device. At the same time, with a nearby edge node, the
device always sees the newest version of the app, but triggers an install on mobile device only when
the app is actually being run, rather than when updates are being pushed out by app stores. Hence,
end devices or users are not burdened by update handling.
AppSachets are an efficient app cache implemented as edge function to further reduce traffic in
last mile due to apps and their updates. It comprises of two novel caching policies targetted at App
ecosystem: (i) p-LRU which takes into account local app popularity and (ii) c-LRU which takes into
account the cost of caching apps with edge function.
State simply, AppSachets provides answers to the following questions.
• How to best design an edge function whcih can cache apps and/or updates?
• How to efficiently use the limited resources (i.e., storage capacity) available to edge function to
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maximize hit ratio or minimize caching cost for Internet traffic due to apps and their updates?
• How to articulate cost vs. benefit of the edge function deployment on edge nodes?
To put this in context, When end user requests an app from an app store, the path app traverses
include the following elements of Internet fabric to reach end client device:
1. App store or back end data center which houses apps uploaded by app developers respond
either by sending the app package directly or a more commonly redirect clients to their content
delivery networks. Similarly, the update notifications are delivered by app stores to devices via
push notifications that trigger end user devices to request the app updates which get delivered
in same way as app installs. This can happen automatically or involve users‘ approval based
on end user preferences.
2. When clients request apps or their updates, the app packages are delivered from CDN cache
which is either privately owned (e.g., Google CDN) or standalone (e.g., Akamai in case of iOS
apps) from their geographically distributed points of presence.
3. The app packages from CDNs are transmitted over an internet typically operated by internet
service provider (ISP) or Telecommunication companies via their network pipes. It is important
to note that each request for any app or its update results in separate traffic flow in ISP pipes.
This is first part of what is often referred as ‘the last mile’.
4. The second part of the last mile is the wireless connection (Wi-Fi or 4G) to which device is
connected. The app or its update travels over wireless (Wi-Fi or 4G) connection to reach end
client devices where it is stored and consumed by the end user.
Important to note here is that traditional CDNs cannot mitigate redundancy of traffic in the last mile
simply because they operate on its edge facing ISPs as opposed to edge nodes which operate on the
client side. In addition, the ISPs often opt to run their own CDNs to exploit redundancy in traffic
passing through their pipes. Since, the apps and their updates are normally flagged as non-cachable
content using HTTP headers, cookies etc., due to pay-per-download nature and issues related to
intellectual property protection, these ISP CDNs are unable to mitigate the app traffic in the last
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mile. The pain point in the app delivery is the congestion in the last mile of internet. Edge functions
operating past ISP near end users can potentially effectively leverage redundancy in traffic due to
apps and their updates.
AppFlux and AppSachets are part of an end-to-end system that caters to end client devices and
fits in the existing Android app ecosystem, without requiring any changes from app developers or
any changes visible to end users. They complement the current app delivery model in ways that can
remain invisible to end users and app developers.
2.2.2 Lowering app discovery barriers
While end users prefer native apps over web apps or other browser-based interactions [77, 32], due
to their faster performance, seamless access to device features, security, etc., a wide gap continues
to exists in app availability vs. their actual use. Simply put, with so many available apps, how can
users search, install, and try them, even if they might benefit from or like them? This is called as app
discovery problem. This is particularly the case for apps with a transient usage model, i.e., those
used only in contexts users experience infrequently. For a developers thriving on innovation and
quick rollout of new apps, this poses a grave concern, as it creates a high barrier for acceptance of
their apps.
App discovery can be seen as two problems: (i) contextual app selection which refers to
classifying and presenting relevant apps to users based on their current context, history of used apps
etc., and (ii) barriers to app’s first use which refer to effort on the end user’s part to install and try
out an app for the first time. In this research, we focus on the latter – reducing the barriers in app’s
first use by end users by leveraging edge functions. For contextual app selection, we rely on existing
mechanisms employed by app stores, e.g., recommendation engines, user reviews, etc.
In response, we developed Ephemeral Apps as new types of apps that (i) ‘pop up’ instantaneously
on end-user devices in appropriate contexts, (ii) are transient, in that they can completely disappear
including the state they might have created from the device once the end-user leaves the context, (iii)
do not require any additional effort from app developers, (iv) do not need to change user behaviour
of how they use apps today and finally, (iv) offer similar levels of performance, access to device
features and security as native apps.
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Ephemeral apps make it easy for users to ‘try apps out’ before deciding to install them perma-
nently, hence reducing barriers in app discovery; or they can use them only within their current
contexts, then discard them, expecting to experience an updated app next time in the same context,
prompting the use of new available apps by end users and aiding with app discovery. This eliminates
not only the need to explicitly install apps that may only be of temporary interest to a user, but also
‘de-clutters’ end user devices from too many apps and avoids device pollution from their persistent
on-device state.
Achieving the abovementioned goals, however, required both the use of edge functions as
ephemeral app servers, and systems software support in Mobile OSes to support their execution.
This build on top of AppFlux and AppSachets discussed above to extend support for (i) ab-initio app
streaming support so that devices can directly run streamed apps, without requiring their installation
and (ii) invisible app ephemerality to keep device clean of the apps and the associated state created
on device without any app specific modification.
2.2.3 Maintaining relvance with newer user interaction models
Looking forward, end user interaction with web services is evolving. Once such evolution had led to
the use of messaging apps: chatbots as web service consumption vehicles. Chatbots support very
simple responses associated with end user context derived from the conversation. However, as of
today they offers very limited functionality due to not being able to deliver executable content, and
to then execute that content on the end user device. We posit that in order to realize the real potential
of chatbots, apps or app like functionalities would have to be delivered inside chat interfaces.
There exist a number of technologies which can be used to make that possible. Examples include
using an image with a link to a web app in the chatbot window, triggering an app that is already
installed on the end user device, redirecting users to install an app, or showing a screen capture of an
app running in a remote location [24]. These examples suffer from several limitations. All of these
approaches require additional developer effort to re-factor existing services into finer granularity
for delivery in chatbots, i.e., creating a functional partition of an online service or app that can be
delivered directly via chatbot interfaces to end user. Further, there are trade-offs in using any of these
approaches with respect to the cost of their data usage vs. the performance they provide in form of
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responsiveness and security/privacy concerns. These concerns were clearly evident in disagreements
among app models to be used: web apps vs. native apps vs. thin client apps, and in costs associated
with re-factoring of mobile web sites to mobile apps.
In response, we developed AppInstant edge function that automatically creates appropriate and
lightweight app slices from native apps. With AppInstant, app slices can be used to deliver on-
demand online services without requiring any additional developer effort. App slices run on end user
devices and correspond to a single task that is carried out using an app. For instance, while booking
a flight from a chat interface users would be presented with a screen that shows the chosen flight
details and allows a booking action to be taken on it, in the same manner as if the airline app were
installed on the end user’s device. We prototyped AppInstant on Android. We use the term task to
refer to a single focussed thing user can do with apps, and the term activity as a class derived from
the Activity class of Android, which corresponds to the implementation of a single task.
AppInstant creates app slices from existing native Android apps using the standard Android SDK
tools. A minimal app meta-data needed for presenting an app – an icon and a short text describing the
app – are extracted from the app package and delivered to end user devices and rendered in the chat
window. When a user launches an app slice, the app slice components are fetched via streaming. We
call the support for streaming app slice as app slice streaming build on top of ephemeral apps. App
slices can be executed on end user devices in the same fashion as a native apps. During execution,
AppInstant tracks any on-device state created or modified by an app slice. When the user finishes,
clean up is scheduled for the apps slices. We call this new tracking and clean up functionality as app
ephemerality.
2.3 Benefits and constraints
Overall, we motivate the edge function based Android app delivery from its following benefits:
• Efficient: Low pressure on backhaul. Edge function based delivery of apps and their updates
can leverage redundancy in their Internet traffic across different users making them an efficient
choice.
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• Performant: Efficiency of native apps. End user preference for native apps is, in part, due to
their faster response times or better performance vs. that seen for web apps, thin apps and their
consistent user interfaces mandated by the mobile OSes. Edge function based app delivery
can keep these characteristics, by making it possible for native apps to be streamed from edge
functions and run on devices with the efficiency of native apps.
• Rich: Seamless access to device features. End user preference for native apps is also driven
by apps being able to seamlessly access device features for better user experience. Apps
delivered from the edge function can preserve the benefits of native apps, and address web
apps’ limitations on access to device features, while maintaining the same levels of security as
native apps.
• Convenient: Interaction on-demand. With so many available apps for multiple devices
owned by an user, it is very inconvenient for a user to search, install, and/or update those apps.
Edge function based delivery can reduce this inconvenience, by providing apps to users based
on their connectivity to an edge function.
• Minimal: Finer granular delivery of functionality. To allow delivery of only the specific
functionalities needed by end users for appropriate context while maintaining native app like
performance, security and access to device features can allow app to be integrated with newer
forms of end user interactions e.g., chatbots.
The resulting system must respect the following constraints to be a practical solution:
• Invisible: Delivery of updates to the end user devices must be invisible to user and driven by
app’s usage rather than their presence on end user device.
• No change in user behaviour: Using apps or slices delivered from edge functions must not
present a learning curve for end users to use them i.e., users must be able to use them in same
way as they use native apps installed on device.
• Instantaneous: Apps or slices delivered from edge function must be able to appear instanta-
neous in that a single ephemeral app should be able to appear on end-user devices within 300
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ms. This rules out pushing full app installs on devices automatically and/or on-demand as the
user goes from one context to other.
• Transient: Apps or slices delivered from edge function along with the state that they create
on end user’s device must completely disappear from the device once the end-user leaves the
context. Important to clarify is that the intent is to keep device clear rather than removing the
trace of its execution as was the goal of earlier work like [72].
• No additional effort from app developers: Delivering apps or slices from edge function
must not require developers to change thier apps. The mechanisms and/or tools developers use
to create must not be different from creating native apps. This is important from a practical
standpoint of their acceptance by developer community.
• Performance and device features: Apps or slices delivered from edge function must be able
to perform at same level as native apps and have access to device hardware on existing devices
under existing permission models.
2.4 Measurements and studies
We start with presenting the measurements and studies carried out to quantify the pain points for
Android app ecosystem and understanding Android apps to develop a practical solution.
2.4.1 Traffic due to app delivery
We collected data about all users in Georgia Institute of Technology, over an extensive, representative
time period (from May 19, 2014 to Aug 21, 2014). The data is obtained from a network tap also used
for security research, and is filtered to determine whether traffic was due to the installation or updates
of apps from the Google Play store and includes apps and/or updates accessed by entire population
including students, faculty and staff at our institution during the collection period.
Data Collection Methodology. App installs or updates are not directly identifiable in the traffic
traces available to us. Instead, we observe that whenever a device initiates an install or update of
an app from the Google Play store, this leads to a HTTP 301 response code from the store, which
points to the location of the app within Google’s CDN or server. This 301 response contains a
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location URL that points to the domain “play.google.com”, and contains the URL path element
“/market/”. The URL also contains in its parameters the name and the version number of the app
being installed/updated. The version information is either a single version number if installing a
new app or if an app update results in removal of old version and installation of a newer one, or a
colon separated list of two version numbers, i.e., the current and new versions. This information is
sufficient for determining the overall set of IP addresses for which play.google.com resolves, as many
portions of Google’s overall infrastructure (including app distribution) are served via their CDNs.
Prior to obtaining traces, we systematically resolved the IP for play.google.com over a multi-
week period and recorded all resolved IP addresses. We configure our collection server with this IP
information, to collect all packets that have any of these derived IPs in the source address section of
the IP header and that utilize the TCP source port 80 (HTTP). After collecting all such traffic, we then
use tshark to perform TCP packet reassembly, filtering out all traffic that does not fit the parameters
of Google Play HTTP 301 responses. The resultant set of response codes represent all detectable
Google Play app installs and updates for that two week period within our organization’s network.
While traffic collection is ongoing, we use softflowd to generate netflow information for the network.
At the conclusion of the data collection process, we use nfdump to read in, aggregate, and produce
total bandwidth utilization for the time period of collection. The resulting measurements report a
total of 2 Terabytes of 301 requests pcaps for this period from the Google Play Store. Unfortunately,
updates and installs over encrypted connections (e.g., HTTPS) cannot be detected in this fashion and
are not included in the data presented because the necessary information to detect an app install or
update requires the contents of the HTTP 301 response code.
Observation in first glance
• App updates dwarf the number of app installs. Figure 2(a) shows that the total number
of app updates is approximately three times the number of app installs. Figure 2(c) and
Figure 3(a) show the distribution of app traffic aggregated on a per day basis. Figure 2(d) and
Figure 3(b) show the distribution aggregated on a particular hour during the day. One might
find it surprising that the number of installs also increases on the same days when updates
are transmitted. This is due to the way we distinguish between updates and installs in the
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Figure 2: Android app traffic measurements over the period from May 19, 2014 to Aug 21, 2014 (excluding
two weeks in July - a total of 11 weeks): (a) showing the total number of observed and unique app installs and
updates; (b) CDF showing distribution of app installs and updates observed per unique app; (c) CDF showing
distribution of app updates and installs for each day; (d) CDF showing distribution of app installs and updates
at a particular hour during a day.
transmitted as full apps, if the diff between the updated and installed app versions is large. In
any case, it is clear that app updates introduce significant traffic flowing in the last mile for
apps resident (previously installed) on devices, regardless of whether those apps are actually
being used or not. The long tail in the number of unique app updates and installs seen in
Figure 2(b) (clipped on the x axis to highlight the lines) suggests a small edge-resident app
cache would suffice to provide significant savings in last mile traffic.
• Bursty and cyclic nature of app updates. Looking at the temporal patterns in the collected app
traffic data, Figure 3(a) shows the app traffic observed per day. App updates show a bursty
nature with respect to days with burst period of 10 days. This suggests in a significant period


















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3: Android app traffic measurements over the period from May 19, 2014 to Aug 21, 2014 (excluding
two weeks in July - a total of 11 weeks): (a) showing number of app installs and updates observed per day; (b)
showing number of app installs and updates observed during hours of a day; (c) CDF of the size of the apps at
the time data was collected; (b) CDF caching benefit i.e., number of days between successive app installs and
updates observed in the measurements.
attributed to the variation in the number of devices present in our organization (from May 19th
through August 15th) and the arrival of students in the fall (from August 15th). App traffic in
a particular hour during a 24 hour period is shown in Figure 3(b). The diurnal traffic pattern
suggests that even if updated apps have already been pushed to the app store by developers,
actual updates coincide and are centered around the Internet rush hour (7-9PM) [27]. An
updated app resident with an edge function can alleviate this pressure at peak times. The
CDF of the number of app updates and installs per day in Figure 2(b) highlights the long tail
distribution of app traffic with respect to days, i.e., there are a few days with heavy updates,
but the majority of days are without any updates. Also, shown in Figure 2(c) is the CDF of
app traffic per hour of day, to provide a complete picture of the data collected as part of this
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Table 1: Summary of measured traffic due to app intalls and updates.
per app per day per hour Total
max 90% max 90 % max 90 %
Installs 755 10 1377 420 217 11 9536
Updates (raw) 1288 19 4626 1540 443 44 31338
Updates (versioned) 895 20 1377 420 443 44 31338
work. An interesting element is that app updates are distributed throughout the hours of a
day which seems contradictory to results in Figure 3(b). But this is a result of the cumulative
effect caused by combining hourly distributions during peak and non-peak days. AppFlux can
alleviate pressure on peak hours and at the same time, reduce the interruptions seen by end
user on their devices due to absorption of updates by the edge function which will be seen only
if the app is actually used.
To assess the impact of app-related traffic on the Internet and assess the improvement opportuni-
ties that can be provided with better app caching poliecies, we further analysed the collected data
collected discussed below.
A second glance at traffic. Table 1 summarizes our app traffic measurements. The results are further
divided to show the number on app installs or updates observed per app, number of installs and
updates observed per day, and finally, number of apps and updates seen during a particular hour of a
day. Figure 4(a) shows the distribution of app sizes and the distribution of weighted app sizes where
weights for an app is derived from its access frequency seen in our measurements. Figure 4(b) shows
the distribution of app access with respect to interval at which apps and/or their updates are accessed
shown for all apps and popular apps separately. We derive an app’s popularity by ranking apps on
their access frequency. It is clear that all popular app updates are finished within 10 days of the first
roll out suggesting that the app updates occur in cycle of 10 days. We were not able to find an exact
reason for this cycle, but intuitively, it is likely either due to app store’s scheduling of app updates
or a period arising out of different developers pushing out updates for their apps. In any case, this
suggests there is a significant period for edge functions to absorb updates. Further, the difference
in max and 90th%ile shown in Table 1, clearly highlights the bursty nature of app traffic in which
app updates outnumber app installs by a factor of 3. The above observations bolsters our hypothesis
about the benefits of caching app traffic on the edge. However, leveraging this redundancy in app
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Figure 4: (a) App downloads in weeks after launch with more than 500, 5k, and 50k downloads (b) No. of
apps uploaded to the Google Play store in 2014; (b) Showing CDF of the lower bounds on time spent during
app installation.
traffic, to reduce congestion in the last mile, requires careful design of the app cache and caching
algorithms. Regarding which we derive the following two hypothesis:
1. The gap between popular apps and all apps seen in Figure 4(b) leads us to hypothesize that a
caching scheme that explicitly considers app popularity in its operation can provide the best
cache hit ratio.
2. The difference in weighted app size and app size seen in Figure 4(a) leads us to hypothesize
that a caching scheme based on (a) cost derived from storage and time an app resides with an
edge function and (b) benefit derived from reduction in bytes transferred, can provide good
hit ratio while limiting caching costs and hence, pave way for a cost model for edge cloud
services.
2.4.2 Quantifying barriers to app discovery
Concretely, a wide gap exists in app availability and their acceptance. In fact, only 15% of total
available native apps are downloaded more than 5,000 times, as shown in Figure 4(a).(a)3. The
app discovery gap is likely to widen with the impending explosion of new apps prompted by the
wearables, on-demand interactions in Internet-of-Things, situation-specific apps, etc.
Further, we argue that automatically installing and uninstalling apps on mobile phones without
3Data source: http://www.appbrain.com/stats/
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Table 2: Survey of popular chatbot SDKs checking their support to deliver executables and other content type.
Chatbot SDK Executable content Other content
Facebook Javascript text, images, web links
Pandorabot None text, files
Libre None text, images, web links, video, audio, animation
Telegram None text, images, web links, video, audio
WeChat None text, images, web links, video, audio
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Figure 5: For top 5000 apps downloaded from Google play (a) CDF of number of activities in a single app;
(b)CDF of memory footprint of the main activity in terms of fraction of classes, static assets and total footprint
loaded when compared to total classes size, static assets size and total app size respectively
users’ involvement can raise concerns about the permissions. Moreover, it takes a long time to install
full apps as shown in Figure 4(b) which shows the time taken to simply install an app on an Android
phone (Nexus 5) from a PC connected via USB cable using Android debug bridge (ADB), measured
for 5000 apps - the top 100 in each category dowloaded from the Google Play store. Our posit that
with ephemeral apps, this delay can be reduced by a factor of 10x, bringing the time required to try
an app below 5 seconds.
We make another important observation that most apps turn on the network to access Internet
anyways: out of top 5000 popular apps in the Google Play Store, we inspected, 98.9% of apps require
Internet permissions. This highlights that using networked nearby resources for ephemeral apps puts
minimal overhead on mobile devices. So in essense, ephemeral apps can be thought of as a edge
function enabled device experience.
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2.4.3 Supporting new user interaction models using apps: chatbots
The motivation of this work stems from the goal of minimizing cost, time and risk of creating a new
developer ecosystem for chat bot based apps. We observe that messaging apps, drivers of chatbot
based apps, are mostly used from mobile devices and users prefer native apps on them. Keeping this
in mind, we asked the question that how and if we can deliver parts or slices of native apps to end
user devices while maintaining the same experience as using native apps, without any involvement of
app developers. We make the following observations:
• Apps contain more than one functionality. Figure 5(a) shows the CDF of number of activities per
app over a period of for the top 5000 apps downloaded from Google Play store. Concretely, it
shows an average 19 activities per app with minimum 1 and maximum 403 activities in an app.
That doesn’t include many ActivityFragments (a feature introduced in Android 3.0) in a single
activity that app might be using to let end users perform many tasks from a single activity.
• Apps do not require to load all content available in an app package to offer a single functionality.
Figure 5(b) shows the memory foot print of apps when launching the main activity vs. their total
app package size which we observed to be always less than 25%.
2.4.4 Understanding Android apps
We decided to use Android to prototype app delivery from edge functions due its open nature
providing us the ability to prototype a real system. We start with a glance on the lifecycle of an
Android native app.
Life cycle of a mobile app.
To understand constraints in realizing an alternate path for app delivery, we studied the app’s life
cycle in the current app ecosystem, which can be summarised as follows. Developers upload their
apps to app stores, which audit and check for security before making them available to authenticated
end users. During installation, end users trust the integrity of apps from app stores based on self
signed certificates by developer and agree to specific permissions required by the apps via a privileged
app (Google Play or iTunes) deployed on end user devices. After installation, the app resides on the
device’s local storage, and is then available for launch. A launch involves loading its components from
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Figure 6: The life cycle of an app in the current app ecosystem, with associated actions shown as solid lines.
Dashed lines show the modification proposed for ephemeral apps. Dotted lines represent the system goals
ensured by those actions.
run. Subsequent app runs leverage the app state created by previous runs, and resident on devices’
local storage, to provide an efficient and personalized ‘app experience’.
Preserving this experience, without asking developers to change existing apps, gives rise to a
number of system-level differences compared to how apps are handled in the current app ecosystem.
First, for apps uploaded to app stores, beyond carrying out actions like auditing and checking, the
store proactively need to push apps to relevant, pre-registered edge functions. When a user devices
connect with an edge function, the identity of the edge function need to be verified by end client
device as a valid provider apps. After verification, for contextually appropriate apps, minimal app
meta-data (as opposed to full app) required for presenting an app to a user should be sent to end
user devices which then must be rendered in a fashion similar to that of installed apps, but on an
‘different’ home screen. To allow faster user access, app permissions must be granted lazily. When
an user decide to launch an app made available by an edge function, app components streamed from
it must be checked for their integrity individually (as opposed a single developer signature), and
then, the app needs to be executed on end user device in similar ways as a native app. When the user
disconnects from the edge function, cleanup is carried out for the apps not in the foreground, for their
meta-data and any on-device state created by that app during its use.
Having established the high level vision of app delivery using edge functions, we now outline the
technical challenges in form of answers to questions the are needed to achieve that vision. Although
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Figure 7: App anatomy analysis for the Top 100 apps in each category available in the Google Play Store
in July 2013 and August 2014: (a) showing CDF of total app sizes (apk file size); (b) showing CDF of
uncompressed class sizes in apps; (c) showing CDF of other static assets (asset folder, res folder, arsc file,
native libraries).
the discussion in this section is very Android-centric, because we prototype app delivery for Android
app ecosystem but the concerns and design implications can be applied to other mobile OSes as well
by carefully considering implementation details.
Diversity in app anatomy
Question: What is an Android app made of?
Answer: A typical Android app consists of app’s configruation (Android Manifest.xml), executables
(classes.dex, native libraries) and static resources (.arsc, UI images etc.). We observed two important
aspect specific to mobile apps during our analysis. First, apps are self contained entities, i.e., apps
rely solely on the Android platform features for their implementation. So, for an Android app, if
functionality other than what is available on an Android platform is needed by an app (e.g., API,
libraries, etc.), it is packaged in the app itself, and inter app communication is explicit (via API or
Intent functionality), as opposed to it being a runtime dependency. Second, app components occur in
two forms either complied together e.g., all classes in a dex file or .arsc file which can be decompiled
using standard Android SDK tools to be recompiled to a finer granularity packages or are stand
alone files e.g., UI images, XMLs, Android manifest etc. which can simply be included or left. Only
exceptions are native libraries that have to be included as it is, if they are to be included in an app
slice.
In order to determine the long term viability of app delivery using edge functions for Android
devices as apps evolve, we undertook an extensive study by inspecting the top 100 Android apps in
each category available in the Google Play Store, for a total of 4,969 apps. This inspection identified
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Table 3: Showing app components of a typical android app.
App Component Type Role
AndroidManifest.xml file App configuration file used by Android
classes.dex file JAVA classes, libraries
.arsc Compiled binary resource file
assets directory Static assets in a directory structure: images, fonts, textlables, etc.
res directory Locale, device, OS specific resources.
libs directory JNI libraries, any other native libraries used in apps.
misc directory Certs, HTML help files, app specific binary files, etc.
app constituents, but also aims to quantify their evolution over a year and finally, the impact of this
evolution on the app update process and on app performance.
This is important because previous efforts geared towards application streaming for end con-
sumers have been thwarted limiting their use by enterprise customers only, e.g., Windows application
virtualization [30, 35]. This was attributed to the inability of the end user applications to achieve
100% compliance due to their run-time dependence on non-Windows (or third party) services. We
found that by design, Android apps are standalone entities, running as separate (uid, gid) pairs, and
rely solely on Android platform features for their implementation. So, for Android, if functionality
other than what is available on an Android platform is needed by an app (e.g., specific API libraries,
etc.), it is packaged in the app itself, and inter app communication is explicit (via API or supported
Intent functionality). Therefore, run-time dependency is not an issue for Android apps.
Concretely, Table 3 shows the component in a typical Android app and Figure 7(a) shows the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the total compressed size of downloaded apps, i.e., apks. It
clearly show that app size is increasing over time, up to (but not exceeding) the 50MB limit imposed
by Google. However, Google also provides two expansion files (2GB each) that can be used by
developers to provide any additional resources required by an app. We conservatively analyze only
apks and their components, despite the fact that any update on either expansion file also triggers an
app update. Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c) show the CDF of the apps uncompressed class size, and
that of apps’ other static assets. Figure 7(b) shows that app class size has increased for all the apps,
hinting at increased app complexity, a trend expected to continue as more complex functionalities are
introduced by newer apps. We limit the max value of the x axis in Figure 7(c) to clearly highlight
that the sizes of other static app components do not vary much, with only slight increases. This does
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Table 4: Android mechanisms for checking app integrity, maintaining sandbox and permission control.
Function Mechanism
App Integrity Developer certificates, Trusted source
Sandboxing Discretionary access control (DAC), SEAndroid mandatory access Control (MAC)
Permissions Check Binder IPC requests from apps to framework APIs based on UID, GID
not mean that these components do not change, but rather, those changes are not visible as changes
in component sizes (e.g., changes in UI images or icons, etc.).
App integrity and permissions
Question: Which assumptions about app integrity and permissions are violated by delivering app
slices on-demand?
Answer: Table 4 shows the various functions and mechanisms employed in Android. App integrity is
established using developer certificates and check are implemented at binder IPC for granting/denying
permissions to apps that enable them to use platform APIs to access device features at app installation
time. However, these cannot be used for delivery of app slices as there is no installation step at
all – i.e., to see an app, currently the full package of the app has to be delivered and installed on
a user’s device. In addition, the current mechanisms in Android for establishing app integrity at
installation time use a single developer-signed certificate, hash of package contents and unique
developer signature.
Native app execution and sandboxing
Question: What are the roles of different app components during app execution and how an app
execution is sandboxed in Android?
Answer: In Android, an app executes as an instance of the Android Runtime (ART), identified via
Linux’s group and user identifier pair (gid, uid) allocated at the installation time. Sandboxing is
enforced using the underlying Linux’s discretionary access control (DAC) and mandatory access
control (MAC) – SEAndroid policies associated with different type of apps. The device features are
exposed via Mobile OS APIs, where permissions are enforced by checking the (uid, gid) pair of the
requesting app and matching them with information saved at installation time. During execution,
different app components are loaded from separate subsystems as described below:
• JAVA classes are loaded by the ART either as byte code from classes.dex in the app’s package
or as a mix of byte code and compiled binaries from the OAT file;
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• Native libraries used in apps are loaded by ART using the Linux dynamic library loader;
• Static assets (e.g., form .arsc files or res or asset folders) and non-assets (e.g. AndroidMani-
fest.xml) are accessed using the asset manager implementation in the androidfw app framework
module;
To makes matters more complicated, these components can be used in different ways, e.g., an app can
use either a URI and/or a binary buffer mode to load static assets. This also highlights an important
point that existing mechanisms such as remote class loading or JAVA reflection do not suffice for
delivering app slices on-demand.
Question: How to identify which app components contribute to a particular activity?
Answer: If we instrument all interfaces discussed above i.e., class and native library loading in ART,
asset loading in asset manager and capturing the logs when a particular activity of an app is launched,
we can identify which app components contribute to launch of a particular activity.
Native app state
Question: What persistent state is maintained for apps and/or created by apps?
Answer: Table 5 lists the state maintained for and/or created by an app during different phases of its
lifetime. It is important to note that not all state is controlled directly by the apps. Instead, Android’s
system components are also responsible for maintaining app state.
2.5 Deduced design considerations
We discuss the design considerations for the design changes in Mobile OS central to use of edge
function for app delivery:
• Decoupling presentation from execution: Before app streaming functionality can be designed,
automatic identifiction and separating of the information needed to ‘present’ that app, app
slice or update to end user device needs to be carried out. This is important to avoid too much
overhead in just showing an app or an app slice to user device or informing device about an
available update.
• Designing app streaming: For app streaming, all the app components (more than just executa-
bles) must be made available on-demand, via streaming, invisibly to the app being run. This
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Table 5: Showing app state generated on device during app installation, execution and sync operations.
State Type Phase Location relative to
/data
Access Reason for persistence
On-device
system
installation app/package/base.apk system App package (.apk)
installation app/package name/lib system App native libs




system Device-specific optimized app binaries
On-device
App Private
execution data/package name/ app indi-
rect
To store app specific Shared document-like con-
tent [4], caches, cookies, data journals, database,
shared preference etc.
execution data/package name/files app
direct
acessed via openFileOutput() or getFileDir() API





store files on external storage via getExter-
nalDirs() API




to store files via getExternalStorageDirectory(),
getExternalStoragePublicDirectory(), getExternal-
CacheDir() API
Remote Sync Cloud app explicitly committed to a cloud e.g., saved
game [23]
Content Sync Cloud app fetched from back end, cloud storage or third party
e.g., ads, etc.
needs to be carried out at levels of performance similar to those seen for installed apps which
loade those components from devices’ local storage. Furthermore, we need to augment the
single developer based signature that is currently used to establish app integrity. This is not
sufficient for streaming apps or streaming automatically created app slices which are loaded
on-demand individually thus, making usage of a single developer signature futile. Further, lazy
permission granting mechanism must be used to keep the time it takes for an end user to use
an app to minimum. A similar feature was recently rolled out as runtime permission model for
Android M. Finally, To create an app slice, once identified, app components needed to launch
a particular activity in the app must be carved out and be made available on-demand in a chat
window to provide a native app experience for that slice.
• Ensuring correct and safe execution via streaming: This poses the following technical chal-
lenge for executing streaming apps or app slices. To ensure that during execution, automatically
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created app slices are provided with the same execution environment as installed apps. This
is hard because it violates a number of hard-wired design time dependencies of the Android
runtime, app framework and the underlying Linux capabilities. For instance, when an app is
launched, the name of the initial class which is needed by the runtime is extracted from an
API exposed by the app framework. That information is stored by the package manager at
app installation time exposed via an internal API. To ensure that streamed app or app slice
execute correctly, the system state needed by an app needs to be populated at launch time. This
includes assigning a folder to save app components or exposing a folder to allow for saving
app specific state. Similar is true for permissions, Android sandbox and Android’s internal
framework components such as AssetManager.
• Designing app ephemerality: As a result of ensuring same execution environment, we also
need a mechanism to clean up those system state changes and any additional state created by
the apps and/or app slices. Currently, any such functionality does not exist in Android or other
Mobile OSes. To support it, we need to track the changes made by an app or app slice or by
system on their behalf. In a nutshell, all of the interfaces listed Table 5 need to be enhanced
to track the state associated with an app slice. Important to clarify is that the goal is to keep
device clear rather than removing the trace of its execution as was the described in earlier work
like [72]
• Automatically creating appropriate app slices: To create an app slice, app components needed
to launch a particular activity in the app need to be carved out from the app package. Then,
they can be made available on-demand in a chat window to provide a native app experience
for that slice to end users. The next important step is to create an optimal slice of the app
components that fulfils requests for app components originating from different subsystems.
This is hard because determining the optimal slicing is inherently dependent on how an app is
used by end users. We need to profile apps by dry running them to identify app component
needed for launch of an app slice or a single activity. Any further required app components as
a result of app’s usage are to be made available on-demand via streaming at runtime.
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• Preserving a native app experience for app slices: Executing app slices as native apps gives
rise to a number of system-level changes compared to how apps are delivered and run in
mobile OSes. In the current install-and-run model, the app’s presentation on a device (i.e.,
when its icon can appear on a device screen) and the app’s execution are tightly coupled.
When an app “appears” on a device, the full package of the app is delivered to the end user
device, including code and other assets required for execution, it is verified using a single
developer signature for the whole package, and the app is always executed in a sandbox once
the requested permissions listed in the package are granted by end users during its first launch.
But for app slices delivered in a chatbot, we need to decouple the presentation of an app from
its delivery and execution.
2.6 Research Contributions
Concretely, the measurements and studies carried out as part of this work make the following
technical contributions:
1. Quantifying pain points of Android app delivery: We presented concrete data to establish
the pain points for Android app ecosystem that the solutions developed as part of thesis
address. Further, this chapter establishes the important practical design considerations for edge
functions those pain points for Android app eco-system.
2. Unique app traffic characteristics demonstrating cacheability: We measured Android app
installs and updates at the network tap of our organization for 3 months period. To the best of
our nowledgee this measurement is first of its kind and potentially the only one given that all
the app traffic has moved to https since then.
3. Tracking evolution of mobile app anatomy: We presented data from a year long tracking of
app anatomy for top 100 free apps in each category available from Android play store. This
highlights an important point that the work presented in next chapter can be withstand the
evolution of apps.
4. Detailed description of app in Android ecosystem: We described in details the life cycle of
an android app along with system level mechanisms employed in Android OS to support them.
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This led us to develop the practical solutions as presented in next chapter.
2.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented measurements and studies about app delivery in Android app ecosystem.
The rationale behind carrying out those was to find problems and opportunites which can server as
concrete use cases to demontrate wide range of benefits of using edge computing based solutions.
More generally, these studies and measurement highlight the importance of application specific logic
which is crucial to definition of edge function. Furthermore, it highlights that newer system software
support is required to harness the real potential of edge computing. Finally, these measurements
and studies allowed us to quantitaively look at the problems and informed our the next step in our
research to design, implement and evaluation of those solutions.
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CHAPTER III
SYSTEMS SOFTWARE SUPPORT FOR APP DELIVERY FROM
THE EDGE
Motivated by the observations presented in the previous chapter, we designed the edge function based
solutions and developed new system software in Android to realize our vision of edge function based
app delivery. In this chapter, we describe the details of their design and rigourous evaluations to
quantify the benefits of using those solutions.
3.1 Introduction
We developed the following four egde function based systems developed to address paint points in
Android app delivery.
• AppFlux. The volume of app installs and updates puts pressure on the existing app-delivery
infrastructure due to interactions of end user devices with app stores via the Internet that
involve app stores’ data center, content delivery network’s (CDNs) points of presence and
the Internet Service Provider (ISP) pipes. ‘AppFlux’ is a novel app streaming approach to
app delivery which reduces the load app delivery poses on the app infrastructure, and relieves
users from having to deal with unnecessary updates potentially saving bytes on their costly
data plan. By leveraging the emerging ‘edge’ tier of the Internet, the AppFlux edge function
provides ‘just-in-time’ delivery of apps and their updates while (i) reducing the traffic due to
app installs and updates seen in the last mile of Internet by up to 70%, (ii) facilitating twice
as fast app delivery compared to CDNs and (iii) App streaming can potentially lead to 20%
improvements in the app load times on devices. With its implementation for the Android app
ecosystem, AppFlux achieves this in a completely invisible manner i.e., without requiring any
changes by app developers or any explicit actions by end users.
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• AppSachets. Data center based app stores offer users convenient app access, however, cause
congestion in the last mile of the Internet, despite use of content delivery networks (CDNs) or
ISP-based caching. With redesigned app caches – termed AppSachet – edge function based
distributed caching can achieve a hit ratio of up to 83%, demonstrated on real-world Internet
traffic due to apps. The redesign leverages proposed new caching policies, termed p-LRU
and c-LRU, specifically targeted at limited storage available at edge nodes and for the traffic
caused by app installs and updates. A cost benefit analysis shows that the additional cost
required to deploy AppSachet as edge functions can be recovered within the first three months
of operation.
• Ephemeral Apps. Despite a tremendous increase in the number of mobile apps, coupled with
their popularity with consumers, there exists a wide gap in app availability vs. their use. Recent
trends suggest that this gap will further widen in the future. Ephemeral apps delivered from
the edge, lower the barrier for end-user app acceptance by removing the app installation step
when ‘trying out’ new apps, without requiring modifications to current apps or any additional
programming efforts by app developers. We estimate the resulting reduction in time-to-use for
apps to be a factor of 10x by providing then from an edge function.
• AppInstant. The immense popularity of messaging app and advances in AI are posing chatbots
as the main vehicle for online content consumption. For the chatbots ecosystem to succeed, a
new developer community needs to be mobilized to develop apps and re-factor content, which
is both costly and difficult to achieve. Further, chatbots SDKs will take more time to mature.
Currently, only content can be delivered via chatbots, and not functionality which would be
needed for the rich types of interactions users are accustomed to. In this paper, we present
an alternative - AppInstant - an approach which allows the chatbot ecosystem to piggyback
on the native app ecosystem, and deliver new functionality to end users while allowing app
developers an opportunity to expose their apps more often. To ensure that AppInstant doesn’t
require any additional developer effort for either refactoring the content or for development of
new apps, we propose the notion of app slice. Prototyped using Android, we show that it is
feasible to automatically create app slices from existing Android apps and to use them in same
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manner as native apps installed on end user devices. Delivery and execution of app slices on
end user devices, however, requires additional support for app streaming, runtime integrity
checking and app ephemerality, which we implement for Android. We show experimentally
that AppInstant’s app slices perform better than other technologies such as web apps, thin
clients or on-demand native app delivery. Further, we show that using the emerging ’edge tier’
infrastructure, app slice can perform better or at same level as installed native apps.
In designing the above solutions, we made some high level and low level design choices. We
discuss those choices next.
3.2 High level design choices
We start with discussing crucial high level design choices for our new vision of app delivery:
Edge function vs. cloud service. Mobile devices are subject to well-understood constraints, such
as power consumption. Using remote resources not subject to those constraints can, enhance user
experiences on devices. Concerning the use of such remote resources for ephemeral apps, we
argue the relative advantage of edge functions vs. remote data center based services in terms of
(i) increasingly fast wireless networks, (ii) cheap storage to house app repositories and low access
latency due to lower network distance.
Type of apps. Currently, all mobile OSes like Android, iOS etc. support the following app mod-
els:
• Native app: specifically designed to run on a device’s OS, uses features exposed by platform via
APIs and is constrained by OS semantics.
• Web app: the entire app or its parts are downloaded from the web during execution. It can
be accessed from any web-capable mobile device without requiring operating system-specific
customization.
• Hybrid apps: most native apps utilize web connectivity, and web apps provide offline modes. The
resulting form of apps are referred to as hybrid apps.
• Thin client apps: require a remote access app, e.g., VNC client on device while actual execution
happens remotely.
We posit that streaming ephemeral apps can potentially obtain native app user experience in
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terms of responsiveness, access to device features, security, efficient operation than thin client apps
with central management capabilities of web apps by allowing on-demand streaming of the native
app components needed for execution. We choose to use native apps to prototype them for end user
prefer them over other forms of apps e.g., web apps, thin apps etc.
System layer for app streaming. Our goal is that functionality required to support ephemeral apps
must leverage the existing app model supported on client devices. Modern devices with ‘tall’ mobile
OS stacks, and ‘thinner’, well packaged mobile apps on top. We posit that since the majority of
system level functionality required by apps is abstracted by the app framework APIs, runtime, etc.,
provided by the mobile OS, it is possible to hide the complexity associated with app streaming and
ephemerality completely from app developers, while providing efficient app execution leveraging
devices’ capabilities. On the edge function side, this also allows to leverage system level information
like the order of app components to optimize streaming performance [57].
3.3 Low level design choices
Having made the high level design choices, there are a number of design decisions that we are faced
with considered in designing the three main elements for Android i.e., Ab-initio app streaming, app
ephemerality and creation app slices that made the new vision of app delivery possible. We discuss
them below.
3.3.1 Ab-initio app streaming
Designing ab-intio app streaming requires designing two main mechanims to be designed. We
discuss the design choices and decisions we made to design those below:
3.3.1.1 On-demand delivery
Design choices:
Network class loaders: For streaming apps or slices, app components are requested from different
subsystems and accessed in different ways as discussed earlier. This rules out the use of network
class loaders for delivering app slices on-demand simply because not everything is loaded as a JAVA
class in an Android app.
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Network file system: Another design choice would be to mount a network file system partition
on a folder on the end user device which houses app packages. When an app slice is launched an
app can load the required components from that folder and also during subsequent streaming app
execution. It is technically feasible but it would require the app mounting the partition, in our case a
messaging app, to be assigned root access on device which is simply not a good security decision.
Further, mounting a network file system is possible without root privileges by using FUSE drivers to
implement a new user level file system. But that means that the interactions with the file systems need
to be implemented explicitly anyways. Further, it would require making sure the existing app security
model and permission model isn’t violated in using that partition which would lead to changing the
app framework anyways. So, it is better to confine the changes to app framework. Also, since most
app components are files mapped and loaded during execution, relying on network file system to
optimize the app component transfers makes it impossible to exploit opportunities to reduce the
device side overheads during app slice execution without changing how these components are used
explicitly in many places in Android. For instance, it becomes impossible to defer the class/asset
look up overhead to the server, or to use server side uncompression of app packages shown to provide
better app loading performance [57] without explicitly changing how class look up is performed
in ART or asset is read using zipped data stream derived from app package vs. uncompressed app
components available via AppInstalnt server. Finally, it makes it difficult to track those fetched slice
components as the caching semantics are controlled by the network file system.
Design decision: We decided to implement delivery as a two phase process spanning messaging
app, Android’s app framework and app runtime. In the presentation phase, when a chat bot decides
to make a functionality visible to an end user, an manifest is delivered to the end user device. At this
point, end user device can display app or app slice as an icon with a short description of what can
this be used for to end users. Till this step, there is no involvement of Andorid’s system components.
When a user decides to launch an app or app slice, the same interface as native app for that online
service is shown to the end users by fetching the app components listed in manifest from AppInstant
server and launching the app or app slice as if it were an installed app on end user device. Then,
additional app components may be required if a user tries to do anything with that app or app slice
example, say launch another activity. So, those app components are made available on-demand via
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streaming from app server where they are present in an uncompressed copy of the native app package.
For further execution, any other app components are made available on-demand and checked for
their integrity at run time.
3.3.1.2 Streaming execution
Design choices:
New vs. existing API: The choice is to integrate handling of app slices in existing Android APIs
vs. creating a new API to launch app slices. This is important because if we add support for app slice
in existing APIs, it will result in undesirable additional implementation complexity and overheads in
launching and execution of installed native apps for operations that are specific to app slices e.g.,
runtime integrity check, etc. Further, this is the integration point for chat bots as well, i.e., how
will chat bots launch app slices on an end user devices. Keeping the same API can cause conflicts
between installed apps and its slice delivered from chatbots.
Design decision: To keep things clean and simple for an app slice, messaging app uses a newly
added system API - startActivitySlice()- via its Android context. Android content is an interface to
global information about an app environment and can also be used to launch other app’s activities via
startIntent() API. The execution phase starts when a user launches an app slice by touching its icon.
The AppInstant support in Android includes provisions to create and maintain a sandbox environment
for the app slice, similar to that of an installed app. To ensure compatibility with existing apps, this
involves assigning appropriate permissions, applying the app slice security context, and forking
a new instance of the enhanced Android runtime. Specifically, before forking an instance of the
Android runtime, the Android Activity Manager asks the Package Manager to assign to the instance
ephemeral uid, gid identifiers, that belong to a separate range from existing uid, gid ranges used
for installed apps. They are later used to handle permission exceptions to provide lazy permission
approvals for app slices (e.g., if an app requires more permission to access a device resource). To
keep app sandboxing guarantees for app slices, we added a new SEAndroid security context and
associated policy: app slice domain. During execution, all additional requests to load classes, native
libraries and all static assets originating in runtime’s class loader, native library loader and the app
framework’s asset Manager respectively are intercepted and redirected to the AppInstant’s app slice
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servers via a streaming client and runtime integrity checker discussed next.
For native apps, app components are stored on device’s local storage at a location assigned at
installation time which is not changed till the app resides on device. For app slices, there is no such
location and it has to be created and managed at runtime. by intercepting all app component requests,
streaming client stores the fetched app components on appropriate storage locations. These app
components can further be cached and reused during execution of an app slice for better performance.
3.3.2 Invisible app ephemerality
Design choices:
Confine apps: It can be argued that confining accesses granted to running app or slices to specific
directories should suffice for tracking state. But, not all app state is maintained at a file or directory
granularity. For instance, permissions added for an app are appended to a file /system/packages.xml
which if removed or corrupted would break the system.
Complete tracking and removal: Approaches such as those described in forensic deniability [72]
can be used to run app slices in private sessions, monitor its IPC and track all its memory allocations
as well as interaction with any device features to track and remove every possible trace of an app
execution. However, it is important to note that Android app are already run in an sandbox and
sandboxing a sandbox would entail too much performance overhead. It is important to remember that
our goal is to keep a device clean as opposed to providing strong guarantees. So, we can minimize the
overhead associated with tracking and avoid device pollution by using a more light weight solution
that can rely on reporting by Mobile OS rather than invisible tracking.
Design decision: AppInstant keeps end user devices clear of the system and app slice’s private
state created for or by its delivery or execution. To facilitate this, hooks are added in relevant places
in the app framework, runtime or libraries, as listed in Table 6, to explicitly log the on-device app
slice state on a per app slice basis using additional library-supported APIs. These per-app slice logs,
implemented as SQlite’s databases, are key to enabling system level app ephemerality guarantees and
are handled by an ephemerality manager, which is part of a new system library: libephemeralutils.
The ephemerality manager, allows processing of the logs under different policies, each of which
is derived from end user preferences about the state created by app slices. For instance, if a user
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indicates that he wants to discard all app slice state then, on app slice exit, the ephemerality manager
accesses the logs to gather the app slice state generated by that slice, to delete such state, and to
ultimately remove the logs from the database. It can also be argued that instead of a per app slice
ephemeral log, a single log would suffice for all app slices. However, that prevents users from being
able to specify different policies of how to handle removal of the state for different apps. For instance,
for a shopping app’s slice, end user could be allowed to choose that he wants to remove all the app
components for that app slice but still keep his shopping cart or invoice created by that app slice
on-device. Further, libephemeralutils also implements checks to ensure integrity of each received
app slice component from the streaming client using the top level merkel tree hash shared during the
presentation phase, thereby ensuring runtime integrity check.
3.3.3 App slicing
There is a number of possible ways to restructure apps or to create app slices from app packages.
Design choices:
On code boundary: One simplistic approach would be to partition the app based on the static
code boundaries, i.e., classes in case of Android apps. However, launching apps not only requires
classes but also other static assets, ruling out this approach.
On activity boundary: Another simple approach would be to create app slices as bundles of
classes and assets that are part of any particular activity, for instance those referenced from the main
activity class. However, as it turns out for most apps, the activities defined in typical Android apps
are tightly linked to each other or have some form of reference to the main activity. Hence, for every
activity the corresponding bundle would be almost equivalent to the entire app package, leaving out
only classes and/or static resource which are unique to the device configurations rather than the app’s
functionality itself (e.g., leaving out the UI images for different form factor of devices).
On execution boundary: In the approach that we are using in AppInstant, the partitioning is
carried out based on the classes and static assets that are loaded at run time when an activity is
launched and before it starts servicing the user input. Detecting this condition is simple – launch an
activity and do nothing. Except for the apps that keep doing some task in background or implement
Android services, there are no requests for classes and/or static assets during this period. It is
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important to note that apps with background services are also not good candidates for being delivered
as slices anyways because app slices are intended to augment the experience that chatbots provide
based on users’ explicit intent rather than a continuous task. For instance, there is no point of
delivering a footstep counter app as a slice instead it should anyways be installed on the device.
Design decision: On the AppInstant app slice server side, we create an execution dependency set
for each activity in an app. This is actually a subset of all the app components available in the app
package using static and dynamic analysis of app packages. Specifically, we extract this subset by
launching app’s activities on an instrumented Android running on a virtual machine, enabling us to
profile them and thus create a lists of app components associated with different activities. Once, this
list is created we use the standard Android SDK tools to create multiple packages – or app slices
– from the same app package. It is important to note that this has to be carried out separately for
each device with a different form factor because for different form factors supported in a single app,
even though the name of resources may be same but they may point to different directory in app
package and are resolved at run time by asset manager. This is not a hard technical limitation but of
our current implementation which can be handled simply by running the same process for different
form factor devices and creating app slices per form factor. Additionally, we create an app slice
manifest for each app slice which contains only the app components required to make the app slice
appear on an end user device, so that it can be subsequently launched. The slice manifest is extracted
from the native app package without any developer effort and contains its package name, label, main
activity name, link for app’s icon and the top level hash of the merkle tree of uncompressed app slice
components as leaf nodes. The actual app components (classes, static resources, etc.) required to run
an app’s activity are only fetched at the launch time via streaming.
3.3.4 App caching policies: p-LRU and c-LRU
We developed two novel cache policies for managing the cache of apps and app updates using
AppSachet edge function. Policies are specifically defined based on opportunities observed from the
app-traffic characteristics captured in our measurements. The two policies – p-LRU and c-LRU – are
described next, and the overall description of the cache management operations with either policy































Figure 8: Showing the operation of AppSachet edge function.
3.3.4.1 Popularity-aware Caching: p-LRU
p-LRU cache is designed to operate based on app popularity, observed as an important characteristics
of app traffic. p-LRU divides the available storage space for caching in two parts: (i) LRU based
and (ii) popularity based. The size of each segment is decided based on popularity metric which
is defined as percent of storage space allocated to popular apps on an edge node. p-LRU cache is
similar to a segmented LRU (SLRU) [102] in the way it keeps two separate segments of cache, but
differs in the eviction strategies in the LRU-vs. the popularity based segment. The p-LRU cache
works as follows:
During p-LRU bootstapp period, e.g., the first 24 hours, p-LRU acts as simple LRU. After that,
apps are ranked according to the apps that were accessed in the past 24 hours based on the number of
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times they were accessed or popularity metric. For instance, if we have a cache of size 1 GB, and we
see that 40% of apps are being accessed repeatedly, we set popularity metric at 40%. This will result
in reserving 40% storage space, i.e., 400 MB, for storing popular apps and 60%, i.e., 600 MB, for
storing recently used apps.
The popular apps and their updates are then pre-fetched until the popular segment is full. If the
app is present in both LRU and popular segment, it is kept in the popular segment, so that LRU
can accommodate more apps. Note that there are many apps that although not popular, not caching
them would result in a considerable reduction in hit ratio, also highlighted by the gap in all apps and
popular apps in Figure 17(b). Since, there are considerable number of apps that are often not popular
but not caching them would result in a considerable reduction in hit ratio also highlighted by the gap
in all apps and popular apps in Figure 17(b). Once p-LRU is bootstrapped, app ranking is repeated
every hour and popular apps are pre-fetched for that hour.
3.3.4.2 Cost-aware Caching: c-LRU
Similar to p-LRU cache, c-LRU cache divides the available storage space for caching in two parts:
(i) LRU based and (ii) cost of caching based. It uses a cost index to quantify the cost of caching an
app on edge node. Intuitively, the cost of caching can be derived from the following metrics: (i) The
number of times it is downloaded when compared to all the apps downloaded from that edge function
or the download ratio; (ii) the time for which a particular app is kept with edge function’s storage
compared to its first download or utilization ratio; (iii) the time an app has already spent in the cache
without actually being requested by end users or recency ratio; and (iv) the size of the app that needs
to be stored. e.g., if any particular app whose size is 50 MB and is accessed 10 times and we have
two other apps whose sizes are 20MB and 30MB, and are accessed 5 and 8 times respectively in
the same interval, then we should give preference to caching the two smaller apps than one large
app. One exception to this rule is that c-LRU must handle updates and installs separately because
updates are always smaller than installs and this would lead to installs never being cached on edge
node. We started with giving equal weights to each metric, and the value of each is normalized i.e.,
varies from 0 to 1. The app with the lowest cost caclulated this way is considered the most suitable
one for caching at an edge node. After experimenting with different combinations of weights and
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metrics, we zeroed to the below mentioned definition of cost index of an app stored as:
Cost index = [DR ∗ (1/Appsize) + UR+RR)]−1
where,
Download ratio (DR) = number of downloads of that app / total number of downloads
Utilization ratio (UR) = hours spent in cache / hours since first download
Recency ratio (RR) = 1/hours since last download
The lower cost index results in lower cost associated with storing and hence, higher benefit, because
the app may be accessed too frequently or uses very little space or a combination of both. The c-LRU
cache works as follows: during c-LRU bootstrapp process, i.e., the first 24 hours, c-LRU acts as a
simple LRU. After that, apps are ranked according to the cost index of apps accessed in the past 24
hours. The segmentation, pre-fetching and eviction in c-LRU work similarly to p-LRU except the
use of cost index vs. popularity.
The cost function described above tries to maximize the utilization of resources used by edge
function. However, the model permits for additional cost functions, including ones that incorporate
consideration of different value generated from different apps. The ability to attach a value to an
app in case of AppSachet or generally an edge function can pave the way to creating a quantifiable
economic model for the upcoming ’edge cloud’ infrastructure, a concern of utmost importance
regarding edge cloud deployment, which hasn’t been addressed in any of the recent edge cloud
research [70, 100, 106, 60].
3.4 Design and implementation
In this section, we describe the design and implementation details of the four concrete systems
developed as part of this thesis.
3.4.1 AppFlux
AppFlux encompasses the edge function-remote app store interfaces needed to obtain updates. The
outcomes of edge function interactions with a remote cloud or app-store is that edge function locally
cache those apps that are more likely to be used by nearby mobile devices. AppFlux complements
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Figure 9: AppFlux Design: (a) AppFlux device-edge function interface; (b) DCL protocols for connection
and app streaming.
existing mechanisms for “on device” app installs and/or updates with instant edge function-based,
just-in-time streaming of app executable, whenever apps are run. A desirable side-effect of running
an app from the nearby edge node is a consequent update to the app resident on the device, but
as this is done asynchronously with the app’s execution, end users do not directly perceive such
an update, nor do they experience the delays of update actions (they will see the battery power
consumed by such updates, however). AppFlux operates by relying on device-resident functionality
to transparently intercept requests for app components like classes, static assets like images, XML,
etc., and then redirect such requests to network-accessible edge functions or to the device’s local
storage. The latter is so that other devices operate just like today’s devices, relying on updated apps
stored locally. Devices enhanced with app streaming, however, can use apps stored in the accessible
edge function, with the desirable outcome being that users will use the newest app version currently
available with EF. In case of disconnection while streaming an app, there are two cases that arise: (i)
subsequent usage of the app requires only the already fetched app components in which case user
would not see any interruption and (ii) subsequent usage requests an app component which hasn’t
been streamed yet. In that case, user will see an interruption and would have to restart the app.
The realization of AppFlux developed in our work addresses the technical challenges enumerated
earlier, with a design that splits the app eco-system into two components: (1) a front end end user
device – edge function interface, and (2) a back end component interfacing the edge function with
a remote cloud or app store. As shown in Figure 9(a), the main elements of AppFlux are (i) the
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AppFlux Client – embedded in app framework of mobile OSes, (ii) the AppFlux Server – providing
on-demand streaming of app components, and (iii) a Device Cell Link (DCL) – that comprises a
protocol for bootstrapping and app usage reporting which then, drives the prognostic adaptation in
app streaming shown in Figure 9(b). For completeness, (iv) we also sketch the expected interactions
between edge function and the remote cloud, such as populating app caches (push- or pull-based) and
app-profile consolidation, but defer the discussion on caching policies, governing policies about how
app executable, static assets, and associated app state are managed – for next section of this chapter.
The implementation of AppFlux uses either available Android platform components or open
source technologies. Specifically, (i) the device-side AppFlux client elements are implemented as a
patch for Android (specifically, modification and/or enhancements in cutils, dalvik, androidfw, and
init.rc), and (ii) the edge function-resident elements are implemented using the node.js TCP socket
API. (iii) Additional elements of the edge function-app store interface can be implemented using
HTTP API exposed by app stores like Google Play.
3.4.1.1 AppFlux Client
The AppFlux front-end component provides the device-edge function interface and is designed as a
split module, one half residing deep inside the mobile OS and the other resident on an edge node, as
shown in Figure 9(a).
Operation Duality enabling Connection Manager. The connection manager is responsible for
communication setup when an end device first connects to a app streaming edge function. This
entails (i) exchange of a list of installed apps, their versions and signatures, and (ii) exchanging the
streaming server’s configuration, i.e., port number, IP address, and the available apps. In the current
prototype, a file in the Android file system, i.e., /data/AppFlux/app-list, is used to store a list of apps
available on the currently connected edge function. On-device population of this information is
implemented as a patch in Android’s cutils exposing a wpa-supplicant listener that raises a new Wi-fi
connection notification which then triggers AppFlux’s bootstrap process.
Prognosis Enabling App Signature. App streaming maintains a concise representation of each app,
termed app signature. It is a list of the app’s executable components and/or assets that are loaded
during its execution on the end client device. The device-resident app signature module is responsible
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for maintaining these signatures for all device-accessible apps. In Android, this is achieved by
keeping a list of classes and/or static assets to be loaded during app execution. The signature is stored
as an app-specific file in the Android file system, specifically, in the configuration folder for app
streaming on the device, i.e., /data/AppFlux/app-name/signature. App signatures are shared with
edge function via the connection manager when the device first connects to an app streaming edge
function. This is used by edge function to adapt the streaming content to include components that
would be needed by that app by a particular user.
Operation Duality and Sync Agnosticism in App Proxy. In a streaming-enabled device, the app
proxy is responsible for intercepting executable and/or static asset requests (at the app run-time layer)
and redirecting them to the network or to local storage, the latter based on connectivity information
in the connection manager that actively monitors the device’s connectivity to an edge function.
Such interception makes it possible for app streaming to be transparent to app developers, i.e., no
changes are required to existing apps. The app proxy also interacts with the app-signature module,
to store and/or retrieve history-based app signatures. In our Android prototype, the app proxy is
implemented as a module in the Dalvik VM (for app classes) and the androidfw module (for static
assets). In Android, when an app requests a class via JNI, it is loaded from the classes.dex file or from
dex-optimized classes cached in an app specific directory. When a static asset is requested, it can be
loaded from the multiple locations, i.e., res folder, arsc file, asset folder, icon directory, etc., present
in the app’s apk installed on the device after passing through an unzip data stream. A URI and/or
buffer mode can be used for loading static assets. The app-proxy spans Dalvik and the Androidfw
library, and forwards request to the app streaming client or uses existing loading mechanisms to
load from local storage. App-proxy provides URIs for classes, e.g., com.adobe.reader. classname,
which are identical to those specified to the class loader by its JAVA framework or app’s locale,
vendor information and asset’s name, to allow edge function to correctly select and stream required
assets, as explained in the next sections. With this design and implementation, since there are no
changes in the interfaces used by apps, even for static asset loading, app streaming operates without
requiring app changes and invisible to end clients. The app proxy is also responsible for handling
update triggers from edge function. On the trigger, it uses existing interfaces (i.e., Android’s package
manager) to trigger app update on device. The incremental updates when delivered from app stores
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are consolidated at edge function for streaming but are delivered as incremental updates only to
devices which are handled in the same way as they are handled by existing devices.
Invisible App streaming Client. The app streaming client is simply a TCP socket client that accepts
requests from the app proxy and then handles app streaming responses from the server. It is embedded
in dalvik and the androidfw library to cover all app components. TCP sockets are used (vs. HTTP)
to minimize connection and packet overheads during streaming. The implementation modifies
Android’s cutils to expose APIs to dalvik and androidfw library that allow it to request classes or
static assets.
3.4.1.2 AppFlux Server
Sync Agnosticism enabling App streaming Server. The app streaming server is an edge function,
listening to requests from end client devices for app executable and static assets, on a port number
exchanged during connection setup. It is implemented as a node.js-based TCP socket server, and
interfaces with an in-memory cache for classes and static assets – part of the code-state cache
(CSC). It translates class names to directory entries, which in turn are pre-populated based on edge
function-app store interactions, where apps are de-compiled on the edge functon into the same
directory structure as the source. The loading of static assets is more complex, because (i) there are
more locations to search for an asset including the asset folder, the .arsc file, the icon directory, xml
files, etc., (ii) the same asset may refer to a different file depending on locale information, and (iii)
some apps may choose to load assets in a raw buffer and parse individual assets for performance
reasons. This leads to some additional computational overhead imposed on the app streaming edge
function – rather than the end client device – to maintain an index and to search and load static assets.
An important server action is to compare the app version on the device to the one resident in its own
repository. If the app on the device must be updated, the server also issues an update request, but
only after the user stops streaming the app. This triggers the app proxy to perform a background
update on the device-resident app.
Prognostic Code State Cache (CSC). The CSC is an edge function maintained in-memory app
repository. It can be populated using policies that govern (i) preparation for app streaming, e.g., by
pre-fetching in memory those apps that will be used soon based on user behavior, (ii) app refresh on
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the edge function, and (iii) app replacement to conserve limited resources.
In the Android prototype, for all (uid, app) pairs, there exist executable and static assets in the
CSC (e.g., app background images, embedded A-V content in apps, etc.). In order to minimize
memory usage on the user’s device and the number of requests to app streaming edge function during
streaming app execution, we have explored multiple approaches for storing executable. We first
used existing single classes.dex file and streamed it at the start of an app, but that needlessly stresses
device memory and increases delay, as classes.dex typically span multiple initial packets. Second,
we de-compiled apps and create dex file for each class that can be streamed as requests arrive. This
is good for device memory but bad for the number of requests. We therefore, maintain multiple dex
files for a single app, each including a subset of classes from classes.dex, where the size of each dex
file depends on the TCP/IP payload limit, i.e., 65536 bytes, and the order in which these dex files
are delivered is derived from the app signature. This requires pre-processing of app classes by edge
function (which remains transparent to app developers). Currently, CSC population is performed
manually, using the dex2jar [16] and dx tool from Android SDK to extract and repackage dex files
which we plan to automate using inotify callbacks on app repository maintained by edge function.
Invisibility enabling Device Cell Link (DCL). The purpose of the DCL protocol is (i) to realize
seamless access to app executable and static assets from edge function, and (ii) to reliably stream app
executable components. In Android, DCL operates by referring to classes by their qualified names,
as seen on the device, using hooks implemented in the Dalvik VM as it gets launched before any
loading request is issued by an app. Reliability in streaming is obtained by implementing DCL on top
of TCP/IP sockets (vs. using UDP). Operationally, as also shown in Figure 9(b), a connection phase,
is followed by a streaming phase in which app classes, assets are streamed to the device running the
app.
The AppFlux back-end components span the edge function and the remote cloud hosting app-
store service (e.g., Google Play Store). As stated earlier, The key components in edge function-App
Store interactions needed for AppFlux are same as AppSachet described next.
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3.4.2 AppSachet
AppSachet acts as source of the latest apps and their updates to connected end client devices in similar
ways as existing app stores and is placed in the app eco-system as shown in Figure 10. AppSachet
sees all requests made for apps and/or their updates to app-stores. Its goal is to leverage redundancy
in app traffic and provide benefits to end-users and reductions in last-mile bandwidth use, while
operating efficiently within limited resources available to an edge functon. AppSachet operation
starts as a simple LRU cache of web responses (from the app stores) which contain the actual binaries
of apps and/or updates requested by end clients connected to the AppSachet edge function. If an
end user’s request cannot be fulfilled by AppSachet i.e., a cache miss is observed then, it proxies
the request to remote app stores and saves the response in its local storage. To ensure high hit
ratio, AppSachet ranks the seen apps after a pre-definded bootstrapp time, and based on that ranking
segments its own cache into two parts. The segment created are either based on app popularity (i.e., in
case of p-LRU cache) or cost of caching (in case of c-LRU cache) or simple LRU. AppSachet syncs
or pre-fetches popular or cost effective apps and their updates from remote app stores. Thereafter,
the popular or most cost effective apps are updated proactively and pre-fetched every hour. When an
end client device that supports AppSachet, the device starts by sharing information about installed
apps on-device to which an AppSachet responds in form of apps and/or updates available, depending
on user-preferences.
For completeness sake, we outline a simpler version of how AppSachet is integrated in the
Android app ecosystem, by focusing only on interactions related to app installs and updates. These
mechanisms are useful even in the context of the existing app download/install/upgrade model, but
their benefits can be further enhanced through systems support for app-streaming, developed in our
previous work [57]. AppSachet achieves its goals via the following four components:
1. AppSachet Cache: An edge function module maintaining a cache containing apps, updates,
and anonymized app-profiles on its local storage.
2. AppSachet Server: An edge function server module that services end client devices’ request
for apps and/or updates, and collects anonymized app-profiles from the connected devices.




































Figure 10: AppSachet design showing different system components, their interactions and their placement in
app ecosystem.
notifications from app stores and notifying app stores about the delivered apps and/or updates.
4. AppSache Client is a module embedded in the Android app framework that enables handling
of app installs and/or updates from an AppSachet server.
3.4.2.1 AppSachet Cache
The AppSachet cache is an edge function module that maintains an indexed repository of app and
update binaries fetched from app stores. It houses aggregate app usage information – referred to
as app-profile – from all connected clients, and a list of delivered apps and/or updates mapped to
particular user, used for required app-store notifications. Although the policy used for app cache
management can be as simple as an age-based LRU policy, we demonstrate significant gains from
targeting the cache management policy to the characteristic of the app traffic. In response, we define
two policies – p-LRU and c-LRU – described in greater detail in §3.3.4. The updates of the app
cache rely on AppSachet’s Sync service.
In addition to apps and their updates, AppSachet also maintains per-app App Profiles. An
App Profile is simply a relational structure containing the state collected from end user devices on
connection. It includes the following user specific persistent information from device: (i) a list of
apps, (ii) their versions and (iii) usage patterns of installed on end user device. It also contains
session specific device configuration, e.g., current IP address of the device needed to deliver an
app or update, and the current App Sachet user preferences indicating how user wants his device to
interact with AppSachet. For instance, the preferences can indicate whether a user wants to update
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all available app updates or to disable updating specific app, of is a user wants to see new contextual
apps available for installation, etc. An app-profile is exchanged during the bootstrapping when a
device first connects to an AppSachet.
App-profiles are also kept with edge function in another cache instance. The rationale behind
keeping a cache vs. a persistent copy of app profiles is first based on the limited amount of storage, and
the fact that app-profiles are synced with app-stores anyway. Second, considering the predictability
of human movement, i.e., we often go the same places at particular times, e.g. office, coffee shop,
etc., creates opportunities for applying proactive and predictive caching algorithms.
Note, however, that sharing this information about a device poses a potential privacy threat; it
is avoided by sharing only anonymized app profiles with edge function. The anonymization of app
profiles is designed to be carried out on the device, in the app usage monitor, vs. the edge functions,
to prevent privacy concerns. Another concerns is mismatch in app version installed on device and the
one known by backend app stores due to edge function based updates. For the current prototype, it is
a non issue because of the way AppSachet fetches apps and their updates on behalf of an end user
effectively syncing the current version of app on device and known by app stores. But we posit that a
delegation of authorization from end user to edge function could be used in real-world deployments.
3.4.2.2 AppSachet Server
AppSache server carries out interaction with a device. It is responsible for bootstrapping device-edge
function interaction on connection by presenting a valid certificate which established that edge
function as as valid provider of apps and updates. Another choice is to have remote app stores
involved during the bootstrapping process but that leads to longer bootstrapp process as the device
and edge function have to reach out to app stores, which then can issue a common token which can
be used to verify identity of an edge function. The server interacts with the cache of apps and shared
app profiles, and updates and considers user preferences, e.g., to create a tailored response for the
device.
Actual App Delivery from an edge function is facilitated by Android Debug Bridge (ADB) over
Wi-Fi to connect to the device and carry out actual app installs and updates when requested by a
device resident AppSachet client, an app at a time. The decision to not batch multiple app updates
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from edge function to end client device is to ensure correctness of updates on a device, and also not
to overwhelm the end user device’s network with large number of updates.
3.4.2.3 AppSachet Sync
App-Sachet’s Sync service is responsible interacting with existing app-stores on behalf of end clients.
Its interaction involves (i) fetching apps and/or updates not cached with an edge function and (ii)
periodically checking and pre-fetching updates for apps based on p-LRU or c-LRU policy. It supports
a pull-based mechanism for update distribution for which AppSachet registers a push notification
handler, i.e., update handler, listening to push notifications from the app store for apps present in
its app cache. When a notification arrives, the AppSachet sync service fetches the updates.
App stores transmit app as full apks to end clients devices but updates are transmitted either (i)
as full apks if there exists is a wide gap in version of app installed on device vs. app version that is
currently available app store or (ii) as incremental updates [136] which are binary diff of previously
installed app apk and the current version of apk submitted by developer at app store. AppSachet
supports incremental updates to end clients and also handles incremental updates for its own cache.
To ensure correctness of incremental updates, app cache follows a 2 phase commit approach i.e.,
it commits an update to the app cache only when there are no current users installing the app or
its update to avoid misalignment of app versions, but once committed, the update is immediately
available to edge function connected devices.
A push-based approach to app cache updates, allowing app stores to dynamically push apps or
their updates to a device, could leverage global context, e.g., trending apps, important updates, etc.
However, given that our current implementation is limited by the existing unoffical Google Play API,
AppSachets are restricted to a pull-based approach explicitly requesting apps and updates from the
store.
The Sync component is also responsible for aggregating and propagating to the app store
notifications about delivery of an app or an update. These notifications are sent asynchronously to
app stores to avoid causing slowdowns in AppSachet-end user device interaction but still ensuring
consistency in the versions of apps installed on end user device and what is known to remote app-
stores. The choice of lazy and asynchronous reporting to remote app stores by edge function ensures
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that devices are not burdened to communicate with remote app stores. It also avoids making remote
interactions between edge function and app stores a bottleneck while edge function updates are
ongoing. However, this may be problematic for apps that require payments. We posit that to support
paid apps on AppSachets app stores, either this communication would have to be made synchronous
or the edge function must be enabled to process payments. We believe there are additional challenges
related to authorization and authentication of edge functions, which we plan to explore in our future
work.
AppSachet relies on app store-resident functionality to provide the aforementioned callbacks or
edge function-initiated sync operations, and leverages app profiles and other information gleaned
from edge function usage patterns to guide the distribution of app updates across edge functions,
or to otherwise allow app stores to benefit from the presence of edge functions in the end-to-end
app ecosystem. Even though this paper has not yet explored challenges concerning the efficient
operation of an edge function-app Store interface, we believe that with ∼100 apps installed on a
average device [3, 2] and an update cycle of 10 days, there are significant opportunities to reduce
considerable overhead from app stores. By using edge function based app delivery, congestion is
reduced by (i) providing flexibility in scheduling app store interactions and updates, and (ii) by
distributing the app and app update delivery load across a number of edge functions, which then can
handle per device installs/updates.
3.4.2.4 AppSachet Client
The AppSachet client is implemented in similar ways as described in AppFlux. The AppSachet client
also includes a App Usage Monitor interfaces with Android’s package manager to get the list of
installed apps and uses native hooks to app usage APIs [1] to create anonymous app profiles, stored
in a separate file on the device’s file system. It is run lazily in the background when the device is
locked by the end user. The decision to invoke the app usage monitor lazily ensures that (i) mining
relevant information doesn’t impact user experience when the device is being actively used and (ii)
utilizes the period between user locking the device and system’s decision to put device in a deep
sleep state to minimize its its impact on device’s battery usage. The app-profile is anonymized by
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Figure 11: Showing an overview of ephemeral app eco-system and its potential integration with existing app
stores.
information. In the current prototype, this simply removes keywords provided by users in their
preference, but better anonymization techniques could be deployed for improved privacy guarantees.
3.4.3 Ephemeral Apps
Ephemeral apps extends the app streaming support developed in AppFlux and AppSachet to next
level. While the previous work relied on the presence of apps to deliver updates, in this work we
assume no-prior information from end user devices to deliver apps to end users. Next, we present the
design and implementation details of novel support in Mobile OSes which make ephemeral apps
possible, which we collectively refer to as Wandroid – Mobile OS built on top of Android with
support for app streaming and app ephemerality. Figure 11 shows an overview of ephemeral app
eco-system and its potential integration with existing app stores.
Wandroid is Android with inherent system level support for (i) app streaming and (ii) app
ephemerality. In this section, we delve deeper into implementation details covering the specific
modifications in existing Android’s subsystems along with the a newly added ephemerality subsystem.
Support for the above mentioned capabilities is designed with the goal of allowing existing
Android apps to run in ephemeral mode without any programming effort by developers. This includes
support for the following:
Ab-initio app streaming: App streaming support in Wandroid is designed to work seamlessly for














































Figure 12: Showing design of app streaming and ephemerality support in Wandroid. Blue dotted lines depict
the ‘pop up’ of ephemeral apps, black solid lines depict path taken by execution of app via streaming, red
dashed lines depict handling clean up/sync of app and its state for ephemerality abd block arraows showing
interaction with ephemeral app servers.
and newly added components are shown in white. App streaming is designed to operate in two
phases (i) Conjuring phase and (ii) Execution phase. The rationale behind the two phase-design of
the ephemeral app life cycle is to ensure faster app discovery by decoupling presentation of an app
from its launch and execution described next.
Conjuring phase starts when a user invokes his ephemeral home screen referred to as Stage, as shown
with dotted blue lines in Figure 12, on users’ device connecting to an ephemeral app enabling edge
function. Stage’s Manifest Requester module sends the request for available ephemeral apps; on
receipt of the response, a certificate Verifier verifies the integrity of the edge function as a valid app
provider; If the user trusts them, the Manifest Parser parses the Ephemeral Manifest to start fetching
icons of the available apps and asks Presenter to populate those on end user’s stage.
Execution phase starts when a user decides to launch an ephemeral app. It starts with call to the
a API added in Wandroid as shown in Figure 12 with solid black arrows. Wandroid’s Activity
Manager starts a new app runtime instance. Before forking an instance of the app runtime WART, the
Activity Manager asks the Package Manager to assign a virtual blanket of permissions and to assign
ephemeral uid, gid, that belong to a separate range from existing uid ranges used in Android, and are
later used to handle permission exceptions to provide lazy permission approvals for ephemeral apps
(e.g., if an app requires more than already assigned blanket permissions). To keep app sandboxing
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guarantees for ephemeral apps while also ensuring availability of storage for caching app components
fetched during app streaming, we introduce in Wandroid a new SEAndroid security context and
associated policy: ephemeral app domain. During execution, app streaming is designed to work
seamlessly for existing apps by intercepting calls to the runtime’s class loader, native library loader
and the app framework’s Asset Manager, and redirecting those to a remote ephemeral app server via
a Streaming Client. This ensures that even when the apps are not installed on a device, the running
apps are offered the same runtime environment as if they are installed. Concerning state created by
apps, which normally is stored in app specific folders on the device’s local storage, ephemeral apps
are assigned new location which also helps in providing app ephemerality.
Invisible app ephemerality: To track app’s system state Wandroid routes all ephemeral app com-
ponent requests through a central module libepehemeralutils. We added hooks in all app relevant
framework APIs to capture app private state which is then explicitly logged on-device using an API
implemented as part of libepehemeralutils, as show in Figure 12 with dashed red lines. Briefly,
the API includes native and JNI interfaces which are used by the Android app framework and by
individual system services to log app state when apps use the corresponding APIs. libepehemera-
lutils’ logs are the key to enabling system level ephemerality guarantees. Asynchronously saving,
discarding and/or syncing of apps and their states is supported in libepehemrealutils by design, in
order to minimize ephemerality-related overheads on the system. The Ephmerality Manager, part of
libephemeralutils, allows processing of the logs under different policies, each of which is derived
from end user preference about the app state. For instance, if a user indicates that he wants to discard
app state then, on app exit, the ephemerality manager accesses the logs to gather app state generated
by that app and deletes them followed by removal of the logs from the database. Similarly, if an end
user chooses to sync state to an edge function, the Ephmerality Manager sends app state to an edge
function before deleting the logs. The logs are created on per app granularity as SQlite tables, with
access granted to the corresponding app and system for garbage collection.
Implementation of Wandroid modules responsible for enabling (i) app execution via streaming
and (ii) full support for app ephemerality at system level is shown in Figure 12 and is summarized
in Table 6.
Stage - Ephemeral Apps Home
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Table 6: AppInstant implementation in Android: App streaming, ephemerality and runtime integrity check.
Modules modified Functionality
Framework
Context Expose new API for Stage to launch ephemeral API - startActivityEphemeral()
Activity Manager Handle app slice launch, integrate correctly with activity lifecycle, window Manager, activity
stack and Instrumentation, request (uid, gid) lazily, attach seinfo label, handle attaching and
binding for app, pass app slices to ART via libcore after setting app classes
Package Manager Store and provide ephemeral app info, assign (uid, gid) via installd, create app private directories
Asset Manager Facilitate on-demand streaming of static assets from network, cache them and log using ephemer-
ality manager
Runtime - WART
Class linker Facilitate on-demand streaming of only app-specific classes by Hooking DefineClass() JNI used
in class loader, loads any JAVA library, cache them and log using ephemerality manager. NOTE:
No support for app defined class loader
Native library loader Facilitate on-demand fetching of native libraries by hooking System.Load() JNI, caches native
libs
SEAndroid
App slice policy Ensure sandboxing, access to device features using the SEAndroid label, domain, file context
Ephemerality
APIs instrumented getExternalFilesDir(), getFilesDir() ,getExternalStoragePublicDirectory(), getExternalDirs(),
openFileOutput(), createTempFile(), getSharedPreferences(), getPreferences(), openFileOutput(),




Provide API for logging, clean up and sync app state using JNI or native interface to libepehe-
meralutils, and checks their integrity, logs implemented as per app tables in a SQLite’s database
Streaming client Handles app component requests from system and carries out network interactions to fulfil them.
Runtime integrity
check
Checks integrity of individual app components at runtime.
In Wandroid, double-clicking the home button, invokes a alternate home screen on the phone, referred
to as Stage, vs. viewing the default home screen. Before populating Stage with apps, the integrity of
an edge function (or in general a remote ephemeral app server) is established using certificate-based
authentication. The ‘pop up’ of apps is implemented by Stage via an HTTP request for apps to
ephemeral app servers with a user defined filter specification. Filter specifies the kind of apps users
wants to see on their device, i.e., some user just wants to see apps for near by vending machines
only, etc. Filtering of apps ensures that the user screen is not spammed by too many irrelevant apps.
By default, all available apps are pushed to end user devices by sending ephemeral manifests in
response to Stage request. These manifests are then parsed (by the parser module) to extract the
meta-data about available ephemeral apps which contain information such as icon URL, app label
and short text description about the app. Additional meta-data (activity name, class implementing the
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activity, permissions, etc.) needed to launch an app via streaming is also part of ephemeral manifests.
Based on the metadata, Stage’s presentation module – an implementation of gridfragment – shows
ephemeral apps in exactly the same manner as the installed apps are shown on the default home
screen. Population of apps results in creation of a file /data/ephemeralapps/applist which contains
the list of currently available ephemeral apps and is later used by various Wandroid components to
distinguish between installed and ephemeral apps during their execution. On launch, the ephemeral
launcher module invokes a newly added path to support app streaming in Wandroid. This path starts
from a new Android API – startActivityEphemeral – similar to startIntent currently supported in
Android. Note, however, that existing apps do not need to use this API, i.e., do not require any
changes. The newly added API simply allows Stage to pass the configuration of ephemeral apps
required by the app framework and its runtime components to setup its sandbox, runtime environment
and launch it.
Wandroid’s Ephemeral App Framework
Activity Manager: Wandroid’s activity manager is responsible for handling the launch of ephemeral
apps and for setting up their permissions. It supports launching activity for ephemeral apps in
a way that doesn’t interfere with installed apps. The required changes in the ActivityManager
include an additional Binder call, support for requesting uid, gids for ephemeral apps at launch
time, attaching the correct seinfo label, passing correct arguments to WART via Android’s libcore
and binding ephemeral app to a newly launched ActivityThread to ensure smooth activity lifecycle
transitions, interfacing correctly with the intricate implementation of Android’s activityStack and
windowManager to ensure smooth transitions while switching between apps.
Package Manager: In addition to handling installed apps, Wandroid’s package manager is now also
responsible for providing information to the app framework regarding available ephemeral apps,
for assigning uids, gids via its interaction with Android’s installd, and for creating app specific
directories in /data/ephemeralapps/<appname> for their use in caching and/or for ephemeral app
private state at launch time. The Package Manager still uses the privileged pipe socket connection to
installd to assign Linux level uid, gids, create app specific directories for apk, libraries, etc. Installd’s
interface and implementation is also modified to support ephemeral apps. Worth noting here is that
by setting up ephemeral app directories in /data/ephemeralapps/<appname>, the complexity of
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supporting ephemerality is reduced. Namely, typically apps do not have access to directory structure
on the Android’s Linux filesystem, and request specific directories (e.g., media directory, download
directory, app private external storage, etc.) via framework APIs. By returning the ephemeral app
directory as above results in localization of on-device and/or content state to a single folder, which
then can be removed or synced with less complexity, resulting in low overheads.
Asset Manager: Wandroid’s asset manager provides supports for on-demand streaming of assets
in addition to reading it from a file, directory or compressed apk. Typically, apps do not explicitly
request assets in code-line granularity, except essential assets (i.e., icon, AndroidManifest.xml,
etc.). This is implemented via the Android framework’s Asset Manager, which loads assets on
behalf of the app. In addition to making assets available to ephemeral apps in seamless fashion, it
caches the streamed assets on device storage at location /data/ephemeralapps/<appname>/<Original
PathOf AssetInApk> under control of the Ephemerality Manager. This is also logged to ensure
ephemerality guarantee. The current implementation creates a ‘temporary’ file for the requested
assets to preserve the semantics for current apps which require file descriptor of assets. However, the
desirable implementation is to create file descriptor using a memory buffer via fmemopem() call not
available in bionic[11].
Cleanup Signaller: Cleanup signaller sends a signal to Wandroid runtime to carry out cleanup of an
ephemeral app when the app is no longer used. What no longer used means and what actions are to
be taken for ephemeral apps is a matter of user preference – e.g., whether a user wants ephemeral
app state saved on-device till he moves out of range of an edge function or immediately discarded
on switching apps. By default, it is carried out after the app specific activity callbacks onPause(),
OnDestroy(). We used the previously unused SIGUSR2 to signal the Wandroid runtime that an app
and its state is not needed.
Wandroid Runtime - WART
Currently, Android apps are run as instances of the Wandroid Android runtime (WART), in which we
added support for ephemeral apps. Specifically, we added the following features:
Ephemeral class linker: WART loads classes from dex files or OAT files created as a result of ahead
of time compilation of classes.dex files of apps. We implemented a new type of class linker which
fetches the same dex or OAT files from ephemeral app servers when they are requested via JNI
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interfaces. With this support, the ephemeral class linker streams only the app-specific classes from
ephemeral app servers (vs. reading them from the device’s local storage) but still uses the system
classes linked and/or required by the app (from device’s local storage). This can support caching of
the fetched classes if indicated by end user preferences. This also handles the loading of additional
JAVA libraries used by an app. However, currently it has a limitation that it cannot use an application
defined class loader.
Ephemeral native library loader: Native libraries used in Android apps, i.e., JNI or any other libraries,
are loaded by WART which is enhanced to fetch app-specific native libraries from an edge function
vs. from the device’s local storage at app launch. However, the current implementation saves required
native libraries in /data/ephemeralapps/<appname>/lib and opens them using dlopen() as opposed
to opting in-memory loading because it isn’t allowed by dynamic library loader due to security
concerns.
Cleanup handler: A handler of SIGUSR2 added in WART ensures removal of app components
(if saved on device’s storage) and syncs/discards the app state from the device using ephemerality
manager, based on user preference described next, and then, kills itself freeing allocated resources.
Ephemerality Manager
We added a core library libephemeralutils in Wandroid which implements an API required for the
Ephemerality Manager and for ensuring app ephemerality. The API includes an interface to explicitly
log app state, implemented on top of SQlite’s C interface and also exposed to the Android framework
via JNI. The Ephemerality library also abstracts network operations for streaming of assets and
classes for Wandroid’s Asset Manager and WART respectively, automatically logging system state
created by for app components fetched via streaming. Wandroid’s libepehemeralutils logs acts
as state that is used by WART for cleaning up and/or syncing app state after when user exits an
ephemeral app. The Ephemerality Manager is implemented as a background task which is invoked
from WART’s cleanup handler when cleanup and/or sync is required.
SEAndroid policy for Ephemeral apps
In order to support similar sandboxing as guranteed by Android for ephemeral apps, we added a
new policy to Android’s default SEAndroid policies. In addition, ephemeral apps require access to
temporary storage to cache app’s system and private state. Toward this, we added a new policy for
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ephemeral apps by introducing a new security label, defining a new security domain derived from
untrusted app label (which is used for all apps installed from app stores) to ensure similar security
grantees as existing Android. We added a new SE Android file context entry for /data/ephemeralapps/.
The policy adds read-write access to /data/ephemeralapps/<appname> for each launched ephemeral
apps and keeps all the restrictions of existing untrusted apps as defined by Android. In addition,
WART which is run as system process, is assigned read/write access to the base folder to support
ephemerality management.
In summary, the additional features and extensions added to the existing version of Android
AOSP v5.0.3 result in a new mobile OS – Wandroid, with unique features to permit fast, on-demand
execution of streamed apps, and with mechanisms to support app ephemerality, including app state
synchronization and cleanup. The implementation of Wandroid are carried out in ways that allow
unmodified existing apps to run as ephemeral apps.
3.4.4 AppInstant
AppInstant aims to automatically restructure native apps into app slices that are delivered to end
users inside of their messaging apps. Those app slices are then run on end user devices as if they are
installed native apps. AppInstant is implemented on top of ephmeral apps support in Android. The
additional functionality is creating the functional correct app slices and delivering them as ephemeral
apps. Creation of app slices is implemented as offline python scripts that automatically execute apps
on an instrumented Android running on a virtual machine. All activities in an app can be extracted
by using a tool available with Android SDK to launch all the activities of an app. This results in
execution dependency sets for the all different activities in those apps. We then uncompress the apps
using 7z and decompile app’s classes using dex2jar tool. Then, we rebundle and recompile identified
app components creating app slices. Additionally, we extract app slice manifests in similar ways
as ephemeral app manifests but at a finer granularity. Figure 26 shows the high level overview of
AppInstant. On the app slice server side, part of the chatbot server, app slices are created apriori
and are presented to end users who can choose to launch them at which point they are delivered to
end user devices. On the end user device side, we add support for new mechanisms in Android to
























Figure 13: High level components of AppInstant, including the app slice server and the device-side support.
and run those app slices on end user devices in a secure manner. These mechanisms are designed to
provide the same experience, security, and performance as native apps. Further, we observed the
need to keep end user devices clear of app slices or any on-device state they create during execution.
The implementation of AppInstant’s device side modules responsible for enabling app slice
delivery and execution via streaming, and support for app ephemerality, are summarized in Table 6
and were discussed in previous section.
3.4.5 Enabling edge function
The edge function that supports our vision of app delivery consists of three subsystems named after
magic shows as shown in Figure 14:
It is responsible for responsible for making ephemeral apps available to end users. The goals
of the ephemeral app service are: (i) maintaining an up-to-date repository of apps, (ii) facilitating
‘appearance’ of ephemeral apps on end user devices, (iii) handling streaming of app components
during execution, and (iv) multi-tenant app state management.
BackStage: refers to a repository of uncompressed apps and their associated states available for
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Figure 14: Showing design of ephemeral app server along with states maintained by each components and
interaction with clients and app stores.
in case of an edge function-based backstage implements an explicit sync/update action to maintain
up-to-date versions of apps; (ii) App update handler, which maintains the consistency of apps in
backstage by applying updates and/or adding new apps to repository; (iii) Notifier, which generates
a notification for conjurer to update its state for the newly available apps or their updates; and (iv)
Use state sync which handles sync requests for app specific user state. The role of BackStage can be
illustrated via the following example. A user uses facebook’s ephemeral app on his tablet at home
and he wants to sync the on-device app state to his edge function at a home edge node, e.g., say
his preference to aggressively fetch updates. But he wants that preference only for his tablet and
not when he uses his phone to use Facebook, and wants this preference to persist next time uses the
tablet. Backstage maintains a table per user which links users apps to devices he uses those apps
on. The latter can also be used to provide apps components optimized for the user’s target device by
conjurer. Backstage is implemented as an app storage layer that uses enhanced app metadata. Apps
are stored in remote file systems in remote cloud based ephemeral app servers, or on local SSDs, for
edge function-based app servers. Linux’s notifyd is used to track existing app repository changes
and for automatic interactions with Conjurer. App specific pre-processing is implemented using
standard Android sdk tools, including the appt tool to extract app metadata housed on the ephemeral
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app servers’ filesystem.
Conjuror: refers to a module that’s involved in establishing the integrity of an edge function as
a valid app provider at request from Stage and/or at connection time, and in pushing ephemeral
manifests to end user devices based on user-provided filter specifications. It consists of six modules
as shown in Figure 14: (i) a Request Manager: provides CA certificate using the (ii) Authentication
module and then, handles the requests from Stage for ephemeral app’s manifests. It uses the (iii)
Sieved ephemeral manifest responder to create a list of app manifests based on end user provided
filters, which is sent back to Stage. The request manager also interfaces with (iv) App state manager
which handles app state sync requests arising from Wandroid’s ehemerality manager passing them
on to backstage’s user state sync module if user chooses to use edge function to sync that state to
some central entity. On notification about a new app or update from the Backstage Notifier, (v)
App retriever fetches the compressed app binary and invokes the (vi) App analyzer. The latter uses
Android sdk tools to extract app meta-data required as part of ephemeral manifest table maintained
by Conjurer. App retrieve is again asked to partially uncompress the app components referenced in
an app’s ephemeral manifest in its own cache to provide faster launch.
Famulus: refers to a module which actually handles on-demand request for app components; It
implements the logic to translate app-specific URIs to uncompressed entities on its Backstage It
consists of three modules as shown in Figure 14: (i) Streaming request manager which is a Wandroid
facing module handling requests from different Wandroid’s components for a single or multiple apps;
(ii) Reorder buffer which maintains the current streaming sessions and handles reordering of requests
to optimize for multi-tenant operations and (iii) Streaming server which responds back with stream
of app components for app execution via streaming.
Creation of app slices is implemented as offline python scripts that automatically execute apps
on an instrumented Android running on a virtual machine. All activities in an app can be extracted
by using a tool available with Android SDK to launch all the activities of an app. This results in
execution dependency sets for the all different activities in those apps. We then uncompress the apps
using 7z and decompile app’s classes using dex2jar tool. Then, we rebundle and recompile identified
app components creating app slices. Additionally, we extract app slice manifests.
Conjuror and Famulous are implemented as an HTTP and TCP servers servicing requests from
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Figure 15: (a) Traffic reduction in the last mile due to apps and their updates with the age of app with edge
function i.e., app is stored for those many days after it has been seen for the first time; (b) Average response
latency in fetching an app with changing storage capacity: On a cache hit, app is fetched from an edge function
else from a remote cloud based app store of different capacity; (c) Latency variation with age of apps/updates
as number of days with 10GB of LRU cache.
end-user devices for app metadata and app components, respectively. TCP is chosen for Famulous
app streaming because (i) HTTP-based streaming of components incurs high overhead for app
components and (ii) reliability in streaming is obtained by implementing Famulus on top of TCP/IP
sockets (vs. using UDP). Two versions are currently implemented, using node.js and python, to
support easy porting to the many platforms that could act as ephemeral app servers – e.g., edge
function, or Amazon EC2 instances.
3.5 Evaluations
In this section, we present the evaluation of the four developed systems carried out as part of this
research.
3.5.1 AppFlux
The goal of AppFlux was reduction in the last mile traffic while highlighting that update delivery
using streaming from the edge doesn’t affect app performance.
3.5.1.1 Traffic Reduction in the Last Mile
Figure 15(a) shows the estimated reduction in traffic if the app installs and updates are cached with
edge function for 1 to 15 days. Our analysis of Internet traffic shows the use of edge functions to
result in potentially saving up to 70% of the last mile traffic due to app updates and up to 42% of
traffic from app installs. We see such huge benefits because when two or more devices near the same
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edge function update or install the same app, this leads to duplicate requests from all those devices to
go to Google Play Store via the Internet. Those apps are then delivered directly or by Google’s CDN,
but in both cases this leads to repeated delivery of the same apps binaries to different devices in the
last mile which holds true for app updates as well. With an edge function, redundant last-mile traffic
is eliminated by re-using the single update or install already present with the edge function. This
clearly shows that an edge function-based app cache can significantly reduce traffic in the last mile
of the Internet.
3.5.1.2 Faster App Delivery
We analyze the impact of edge function on app delivery by considering edge function as a ‘nearby’
addition to existing CDNs. We simulate an edge function and a single nearby CDN POP (point of
presence) using the open sourced Globule CDN implementation [131] deployed on our OpenStack-
based cloud infrastructure. Our setup represents the best case for any CDN node because it is present
within the same ISP (i.e., Georgia Tech’s network) compared to CDN which are situated near ISP’s
nodes. We use captured app traffic traces to generate a representative app traffic workload. Fig-
ure 15(a) shows an achieved cache hit rate of 93% with 10GBs of storage made available to edge
function. The left part of the figure shows the cold start of the edge function cache, where subsequent
requests to the same app result in cache hits and Figure 15(b) shows the average download latency
from an edge function with a 10GB of cache. In case of hit, the app is fetched from an edge function
and an app is fetched from a remote cloud based apps store in case of a miss. The app install and
update times can be significantly reduced in case of cache hit as can be seen from red and green
dots in Figure 15(c). From Figure 15(b), we can see that the average install and update times can be
reduced by a factor of 2x, i.e., from 40.29 to 19.362 secs., when the edge function cache size varies
from 2GB to 30GB. From these results, we see that a 10GB cache can absorb most redundancy in the
last mile due to app traffic. Important points to note here are (i) AppFlux does not compete with the
CDN, but complements its operations. (ii) We must consider relative improvements in bandwidth and
latency measured as opposed to the absolute values measured in our simulated experiments. An edge
function based cache with reasonable storage, i.e., 10GB, can provide up to 2x faster app delivery
than CDNs.
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3.5.1.3 Streaming Improves App Performance
Experiments are run on a Nexus 5 phone with Android (CyanogenMod 11.2 ∼ Android KitKat). The
edge function is run on a Core2Duo machine housing apps in its local storage and connected to a
Linksys wrt 1900ac router via a Gigabit port. A local wireless LAN using only the 5GHz frequency
band (with up to 1.3 Gbps capacity) provides 802.11ac WiFi connections for app streaming. The
phone is placed near the router for experiments, with only two entities connected on this network
during experiments, i.e., the phone and the edge function. Interactions between the edge function
and the app store are emulated by downloading 4,969 apps from the Google Play Store using its
unofficial Python API. Figure 16 depicts the time spent in loading app components during execution.
The data shown is the median of five measurements, resulting from a total execution time of 10 secs.
after app startup, for the Top 100 free apps in each category available from the Google Play Store.
Apps are run using the Monkey runner available as part of the Android app ecosystem for app start
up, with a fixed numbers of random events (20 UI events with a spacing of 500 ms) mimicking a real
use of an app by an end user. We exclude the first run when device-specific optimization is applied
by the existing Android dexopt tool, for apps installed for the first time.
Figure 16(a) and Figure 16(b) show the CDF of the time spent in loading app-specific classes
and assets, respectively. As seen in Figure 16(a), load times for app-specific classes vary from a few
milliseconds to slightly more than 2 seconds, for the 99th percentile of apps. Similarly, Figure 16(b)
shows the time taken to load app-specific static assets varying from a few milliseconds to 2 seconds
for the 99th percentile of 10 secs. The measurements in Figure 16(c) suggest that the time taken
to load system classes, for the 99th percentile, is around 5 secs. These measurements support our
assumption about the impact of app loading on app performance. This also suggests that these
(surprising) results are primarily due to (i) Android’s dex file format, which packs all app classes into
a single file to reduce the app’s storage footprint, (ii) Android’s class look-up method, which uses a
hashmap and utilizes a memory mapped dex file to load classes, and (iii) finally, the effective flash
memory access bandwidth available to the class loader. The consequent technical approach chosen
for app streaming addresses these issues by (i) eliminating the need for compression in the dex file
format, by keeping uncompressed app classes and static assets in the memory-rich edge function,
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Figure 16: App loading performance comparison (streaming vs. installed) (a) showing CDF of time taken
to load app specific classes; (b) showing CDF of time taken to load static assets of app; (c) showing CDF of
time taken to load system classes; (d)showing CDFs of latency in total response time per request varying with
number of concurrent clients (c).
thus trading storage capacity in edge function for performance, (ii) shifting class lookup overheads to
edge functions, by modifying the existing Dalvik class loading mechanisms, and (iii) leveraging the
improved access bandwidths of future WiFi networks. A positive additional side effect of improving
app class loading is a reduction in system class load times, shown in Figure 16(c), also bolstering app
performance. Using streaming apps and under ideal network conditions, app loading performance
can be improved by up to 20%.
3.5.1.4 App Streaming Server - Multi-tenancy
For edge function micro-benchmarks, we use a powerful (Intel core i7, 16 GB DDR3 RAM) and
802.11ac capable laptop to simulate concurrent clients connected on the same network link. To
show that a single edge function can simultaneously serve a modest number of end user clients,
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with no or little degradation in app streaming performance, we measure the variation in latency
of app streaming with different numbers of concurrent clients, averaged over a fixed number of
requests per client (set to 20 per client – because most apps end up fetching 20 chunks of components,
including classes and assets). The concurrent client load are simulated Node.js processes, and the
bandwidth achieved is limited to 270 Mbps, the latter because of a limitation in the laptop’s Wifi
adapter that supports a maximum of 8x40 Mbps simultaneous connections on 5GHz. Conservatively
using full dex file response payloads for every request (the actual AppFlux implementation does
not have such large responses), Figure 16(d) shows that our current (un-optimized) edge function
implementation can handle 100 concurrent clients with reasonable latency. Beyond that number,
we observe the bottleneck to shift from network to storage I/O on the edge nofr, which leads to
degradation in response time, as shown in the figure. This suggests the need for careful edge function
implementation and optimization for client multi-tenancy, which we plan to undertake in the future.
Nevertheless, the micro-benchmark highlights that even with an un-optimized implementation, an
edge function can handle app streaming for a reasonable number of clients, thus establishing the
viability of edge function-based app streaming.
3.5.2 AppSachet
3.5.2.1 Experimental testbed
App traffic mesurements are obtained from a network tap that has the capability of logging all
traffic flowing in and out of our institution. We used offline analysis to filter the data after logging.
The AppSachet is deployed on an edge function run on a Core2Duo machine housing apps in its
local storage and connected to a Linksys wrt 1900ac router via a Gigabit port. We generate a
representative app traffic workload for our experiments using captured app traffic. The AppSachet
client is prototyped using a Nexus 5 phone running Android (CyanogenMod 11.2 ∼ Android KitKat).
3.5.2.2 Cacheability of app traffic
Figure 17(a) shows the number of times a particular app or its update in accessed from the measured
app traffic. The most popular app was accessed 1403 times and then access frequency decreases
exponentially. Specifically, the 100th app was accessed only 68 times, showing a clear long-tail
distribution of apps and their updates. To gain insights into finer temporal cache characteristics of app
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Figure 17: For the measured app traffic showing (a) the number of times each app is accessed in the complete
dataset; (b) temporal caching characteristics of app traffic workload by dividing observed traffic in 6 small
periods; (c) number of popular apps vs. other apps accessed from the cache per hour; (d) p-LRU cache
performance with different size of edge function based cache.
traffic, we divided the complete dataset into 6 equal smaller periods – where each line in Figure 17(b)
d_i corresponds to a different period – and found that the caching characteristics persist for small
periods as well as for the overall traffic trace.
Going a step further, we analyse the observed app traffic on a per-hour basis to capture local
popularity of apps on an edge function based cache. Figure 17(c) shows that for every hour, 40%-60%
of apps are accessed from what we call the local popular app cache. We notice that every hour,
the local popularity of apps on an edge function changes, requiring hourly updates to keep the app
cache clear of outdated apps, also seen from the pattern in the Figure 17(d). These results establish
that traffic due to apps and their updates is suitable for caching on an hourly basis and provided
justification for our rationale behind the design of the p-LRU and c-LRU caching policies.
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Table 7: For the measured app traffic, showing comparisons of cache policies with varying cache sizes.
Cache Size 1 GB 1.5 GB 2 GB 2.5 GB
Oracle 0.8386 0.8558 0.8647 0.8688
Cache Poli-
cies
p-LRU 0.7837 0.8105 0.8247 0.8352
c-LRU 0.7782 0.8078 0.824 0.8328
LRU 0.7665 0.7965 0.8149 0.8274
Random 0.6266 0.671 0.6994 0.714














































Figure 18: For the measured app traffic showing (a) the comparison of caching policies; (b) the average cost
index observed (i.e., by all the apps stored on edge function at a time) when using p-LRU and c-LRU caching
policy while varying cache size.
3.5.2.3 p-LRU and c-LRU Cache Performance
We compared the proposed p-LRU and c-LRU with a number of popular cache policies, i.e., LRU,
Random and Belady’s optimal eviction policy. The experimental results, summarized in Figure 18(a)
and Table 7 are obtained using edge functions with up to 2.5GB of cache storage.
It is clear that p-LRU outperforms all other policies and is closest to the optimal cache closely
followed by c-LRU policy. Figure 17(d) shows the overall performance of p-LRU cache for varying
sizes of app cache which shows that the best ratio is obtained when the cache size for popularity
metric is between 40%-60% which drops drastically after 80%. This also shows why one segment
must be assigned as a LRU cache, i.e., LRU also plays a very important role in maintaining a high
cache ratio whereas the popularity metric or cost index ensures that the popular apps or apps with
high cost index are always cached, even on their first access. We conclude that efficient use of
the capabilities of upcoming edge cloud platforms (e.g., for caching) would require defining new
application specific metrics (e.g., popularity, cost) and/or implement new mechanisms (e.g., p-LRU,
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c-LRU).
3.5.2.4 Storage Requirements for edge function
Figure 17(d) shows the variation of cache hit ratio of the p-LRU cache with increasing cache size.
Using a p-LRU cache with a capacity of 2.5 GB results in the highest hit ratio; this is also closest to
the optimal Belady’s algorithm shown as Oracle. We conclude that with 2.5 GB of additional storage
at edge nodes and a p-LRU cache, AppSachet achieves a 83% hit ratio. Figure 18(b) shows the
average cost index observed, i.e., average of cost indexes of all apps stored with the edge function,
updated hourly, while running through the complete workload and using p-LRU and c-LRU. As
apparent, c-LRU beats p-LRU consistently in terms of lower cost index and hence, lower cost of
caching resulting in higher benefits, while still slightly sacrificing hit ratio as seen from Table 7
This highlight a trade off in cache performance vs. cost particularly for edge functions with less
available storage due to cost constraints. Generally, for edge services (e.g., AppSachet) deployed on
edge cloud platforms with resource constraints (e.g., storage capacity), designing mechanisms (e.g.,
c-LRU policy) must consider other factors (e.g., cost) vs. just performance (e.g., hit ratio).
3.5.2.5 Cost benefit analysis of deploying AppSachets edge function
Without real world deployments of edge function and in the absence of any real cost models for edge
function revenue, we base our cost-benefit analysis on the retail cost of SSD storage and the benefit
of the latest pricing information about content delivery networks prices. Simply put, the benefit from
an AppSachet is directly proportional to the reduction in volume of traffic served by an edge function.
Consider the following:
1. There is a wide range on prices offered by CDNs[12], e.g., typically $0.01 per GB to $0.05 per
GB depending on the volume of traffic.
2. Additional storage cost of 2.5 GB flash storage varies from $3-$20 based on its quality.
Assuming that we also add 2GB DDR3 RAM as well to the edge function, which costs
anywhere from $10-$20, this would result in a maximum increase of $40 in edge function cost.
3. Based on the size of app installs/updates, the total amount of bytes served by an app store are
∼2.6TB. With a 83% hit ratio shown to be achieved by p-LRU cache would serve ∼2TB from
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edge functions.
Conservatively, using $0.01 per GB, an edge function can save ($0.01 x 2000 = $20) in three
months, i.e., an edge function would be able to recover the additional cost of storage within 3 months
of its deployment. Even if we consider the additional RAM as a cost increase in deploying edge
nodes, it will be recovered in the first 6 months of edge function deployment. From this, we want to
highlight the value proposition of edge cloud based services (e.g., AppSachet) in terms of reduced
operational costs for cloud based services.
3.5.3 Ephemeral apps
Experimental Setup: We used a Nexus 5 phone running Open Source Android v5.0.1.3 for device
side evaluation. The phone is connected to edge function running on Linksys WRT1900ac 802.11ac
Wi-Fi router running OpenWRT. The same router with an attached SSD of 20GB is used to prototype
the edge function based app streaming server.
Feasibility: We report that we have been able to run native existing apps as ‘Ephemeral apps’ via
app streaming and app ephemerality on Android without requiring any changes in those apps.
Time to use: Figure 19(a) shows the lower bounds of time to to start using an app when installing
it from app store vs. using ephemeral apps. In addition, Figure 19 shows upto 10x reduction in time
to use compared to installation and launch time of top 40 apps which include the top app in each
category downloaded from Google Play Store. Also, important to note is that, launching app via app
streaming doesn’t lead to delay in app launch time and hence, leading us to believe responsiveness is
comparable to native installed apps.
Figure 19(b) shows the variation of delay in populating or ‘popping up’ apps on end users new
home screen - Stage. The measurement is broken in three parts, time take to get ephemeral manifests,
parsing of those manifests and finally fetching icons for ephemeral apps varying with number of apps
to be populated. We observed that in less than a minute the user-screen can be populated with 24
newly available app icons, i.e., the maximum number of app icons that fit on a typical phone’s home
screen. Also, we observe that edge function-based servers can do the same job in under 30 seconds
compared to using CDNs or remote clouds servers. Additional optimizations like icon caching can
further reduce this delay. Also, it is worth noting that by making it explicit for users to invoke Stage
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Figure 19: (a) Comparing time to use of ephemeral apps made available from a nearby edge function vs. lower
bounds of install and launch time for top 40 apps. (b) Stage performance: (i) Delay in popping up ephemeral
apps varying number with number of apps from edge function, CDNs Remote cloud based ephemeral app
server.
Table 8: Showing number of ephemeral logs (classes and static assets requested) during launch of app slices.
Footprint Minimum Maximum Median
Number of Classes 75 2070 1090.5
Size of Classes (KB) 48 2030 970.0
Number of Assets 1 353 31.5
Size of Asset (KB) 5.5 18829 358.6
Number of Native libraries 0 45 1
Size of Native libraries (KB) 0 29581 17
and because apps are downloaded from local network when ephemeral app servers are deployed
using edge functions, Stage doesn’t burden end user devices with any background overheads.
Ephemerality overheads
Overhead due to ephemerality arises from two basic operations: (i) logging, which includes
writing to the ephemeral database implicitly during streaming of app components, or explicitly
via JNI when an app tries to create and/or modify its on-device state, and (ii) processing those
logs by reading from the database and removing the state by either modifying or deleting files.
So, fundamentally the overheads are accesses to the SQLite3 database, JNI overheads, and the
amount of state created by an app slice on devices’ local storage. It is worth noting that by keeping
the implementation inside of the mobile OS, i.e., by modifying Android framework APIs that are
primarily responsible for granting and exposing local storage to apps, allows us to provide access to
the same local storage, but at the same time, exposes a different location to app slices for their use.
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This ensures that support for ephemerality does not incur any additional overheads in the critical path
of app slice execution. However, for app slices, additional system state is created and maintained
while streaming app components. Concerning that, Table 8 shows the number of requests and the
total bytes transferred in form of classes, assets, native libraries or any non-asset app component,
during the launch of the 45 apps used in evaluation. We claim that the overhead introduced to support
ephemerality is negligible, evident from the fact that launching apps from edge functions can even
be faster than from phone’s local storage, as shown in Figure Figure 19(a), subject to the quality of
connectivity between a device and an edge function. In favor of brevity, we omit two set of results
from this paper (i) benchmarking results of JNI overheads and SQLite3 performance and (ii) amount
of on-device state of created by apps on local storage, which has been studied extensively in previous
research [104, 105, 101, 103] around the impact of storage access pattern on app performance.
Next, we discuss another approach to app delivery that addresses the need of emerging chatbot
based user interactions with apps.
3.5.4 AppInstant
Workload: We perform more detailed evaluation of app slicing and responsiveness with a small
subset of 45 apps listed as top apps on Google Play store. We chose those 45 apps by (i) selecting 40
popular apps, also ensuring that we include the top app in each category, and (ii) including 5 apps
that are known to pressure specific resources on end user devices, also shown in Table 10.
3.5.4.1 App slice creation
We report the feasibility of automatic creation of app slices from Android native apps without any
involvement of developers. We created app slices from the top 5000 apps we downloaded from
Google Play store and were able to run those slices on end user devices as if they were natively
installed. For brevity, we only present the results for the subset of 45 apps. Figure 20(a) shows (i)
the total number of activities in the app and (ii) the aggregate size of app slices compared to the
total package size and. It shows that the app storage footprint increases with increasing number of
activities. The overall increase in the aggregate per app size due to app slices is as expected, as it
removes the optimization to reduce the size of app in dex file format which packs all classes into
one file. That is offset by only using small number of static resources for each activity. Note that we
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Table 9: Experimental setup for AppInstant evaluation.
Setup Description
Phone Nexus 5 phone, Wandroid based on AOSP Lollipop v5.0.1.3
edge function Linksys WRT1900ac 802.11ac Wi-Fi router, OpenWRT, 20GB Samsung SSD via USB 3.0
Simulated CDN OpenStack Ubuntu 14.04 VM on local cloud test bed: 4 vCPUs, 16GB Memory
Remote Cloud Amazon EC2 Ubuntu 14.04 instance (m3.xlarge): 4 vCPUs, 15GB Memory
Internet Gigabit ethernet connected via cable to edge function
Table 10: Apps used in AppIntant evaluation with rationale in choosing them.
App Category Rationale
40 apps Topmost free apps from each category Evaluation spans different app types.
Facebook (S) Social CPU, storage intensive
Chrome (W) Web browser Network, Memory intensive
Zedge (P) Personalization Network, power intensive
8Ball pool (G) Game CPU, power intensive
Guidebook (E) Apps for events Network, power intensive
pointed out earlier in Figure 5 that the footprint of typical activities is only fraction of the overall
app package. App slicing can be performed a priori, and this can be done for all relevant device form
factors, similarly to how YouTube pre-generates versions of videos for different. In addition, app
slicing can be dynamically performed, proactively or on-demand. The actual time to perform the
app slicing varies based on the app and the number of activities it has, as well as on the AppInstant
servers. Using a client-grade machine, we measured that for most apps, slicing was performed in
order of few seconds.
To integrate AppInstant, messaging apps simply need to use the new Android API to present
and launch app slices from within their chat windows. With the proposed support for app streaming,
runtime integrity check and app ephemerality in Android, there is no additional change for them. This
substantiates our claim that AppInstant can potentially allow chat bots to leverage the momentum of
the native app ecosystem without involvement of app developers and also with minimum effort from
messaging apps.
3.5.4.2 App slice performance
Experimental setup: Table 16 lists the details of the experimental setup used in the experiments.
The testbed includes a device, and several possible alternatives for an AppInstant server deployment.
Responsiveness. We use launch time as a metric for measuring responsiveness. This is the time
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Figure 20: (a) Showing (i) number of activities in apps and (ii) aggregate size of app slices relative to original
app package with number of activities marked on top; (b) Comparing lower bounds of installation time (using
adb over USB and launching app) and launch of installed apps vs. app slice launch using AppInstant server
taken by an end user to start using an for the app slice for the first time. We believe it is crucial
because it represents the time a user needs to spent to try out a recommended app slice. We believe
that this is similar to the web page load time metric for web apps based interactions. The lesser time
it takes for a user to launch an app slice, the higher the chances that the user will be happy. Further,
launching is the heaviest activity in terms of responsiveness as at this time, requiring that almost all
of the app slice components be present on the users’ device.
vs. native apps. For native apps, the minimum time required for a user to use an app equals the
sum of the app install time and app’s first launch time, i.e., ignoring completely the time taken to
download an app from an app store over the Internet. In contrast, for AppInstants’ app slices, it is
simply its launch. We measured it by installing apps on a phone from a local machine, where the
apps were downloaded apriori, using Android’s debug bridge (ADB) [5]. So, this represents lower
bound of the delay in fetching apps from app stores, because it eliminates network delays and uses
apps available on hard disk of the machine and installed over USB 3.0, along with launch time of the
apps after installation. Figure 20(b) shows the comparison between native apps and native app slices
served from a local machine running app instant edge function.
Next, we present our results for 5 resource intensive apps to compare the responsiveness of app
slices when compared to other potential technologies that can be used to offer similar functionality –
web apps and thin clients.
vs. web apps. To compare web apps vs. app slices, we use the 5 apps from the Table 10 because
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Figure 21: Comparing (a) launch time observed for (i) app slice using remote cloud v/s web apps and (ii) app
slice using edge function vs. thin clients; (b) app slices using edge function vs. native apps, (c) apps slices
using remote cloud vs. web apps and (d) app slices using edge function vs. thin client in terms CPU load,
memory usage, battery power and network use measured during execution.
both web app and native apps versions are available for those. We compare app slices served from
an AppInstant server on remote cloud to web apps, for it is the only fair comparison to serving web
apps. We use a developer version of Chromium to access those web apps while controlling the cache
behaviour. Figure 29(a) (i) shows the responsiveness in terms of launch time for those apps, not
including the browser launch time.
vs. thin clients. Performing comparisons with thin clients raised a number of technical challenges.
Unfortunately, there are no standard thin client servers that work for Android Lollipop because they
all depend on capturing the frame buffer, but in recent Android versions there is no simple frame
buffer [6]. So, we implemented a thin client using the support for secondary screen in Android.
These screen captures are then sent to clients from a standard VNC server. We also ran the same apps
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on Android-x86 running in a VM on a machine connected to a local network – best case for thin
client apps. For fair comparison, we used a VM with the same configuration on the same machine to
run the AppInstant server. Figure 29(a)(ii) shows the launch time for those apps. Another challenge
was to measure app launch in thin clients. The method we used to capture launch time was inspired
form calculation of web page speed index calculation [46]. We recorded the thin client session on
the device and then, manually subtracted the time between when the app is launched and the screen
completely appears. To be fair, we kept the screen recording running while we ran AppInstant as
well.
Different deployment models. Further, Figure 20(b)(ii) shows the comparison of launch time
when running the AppInstant server from an edge function, CDN, or from a remote cloud. The
findings highlight that when served from the edge tier of the infrastructure, app slice can provide
responsiveness comparable to native installed apps.
Execution performance. We performed performance experiments with all of the listed apps but
present results using the last 5 apps from Table 10, due to limited space and because these apps are
known to put pressure on device resources. We carried out our measurements using the diagnostics
tool Trepn Profiler, that measures and profiles system resource use, including power consumptions,
of applications running on Qualcomm’s Snapdragon mobile processors. Nexus 5 uses Snapdragon
800. We compare CPU load, memory consumption and power consumption of installed apps vs. app
slices from edge function. During the experiments, we exercise the UI manually for at least 2 minutes
in natural ways. For instance, for Facebook, we opened the app, scrolled down, opened a post,
went back to wall and updated the wall. Similarly for Chrome, we launched the browser, opened
a predefined website, scrolled the webpage, followed a predefined link on that website, opened a
second tab, opened another website, then closed the second tab during both runs. We made sure that
we follow the same steps and clear any on-device cache of these apps before running experiments on
both occasions.
vs. native apps Figure 29(b) shows the raw CPU load, memory usage and battery power
consumed. As seen from the graphs, there is no considerable difference in resource consumption for
an installed app vs. an app slice from an edge function. There is no impact on power partly because
we found that 99.8% of apps ask for internet permission and use the network anyways during their
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launch and/or execution to fetch ads, updates, content, etc. As a result, streaming app slices does not
substantially affect network power, which could be the main concern for app slices (due to WiFi use).
However, we want to state that these experiments were done in lab conditions where only the phone
was connected to edge function and the performance may be affected by the quality of connection.
vs. web apps Figure 21(c) shows the difference in CPU load, memory usage, power consumption
and the network use in terms of total number of bytes transferred when using a web app vs. an app
slice. We compared web apps to app slices hosted on the remote cloud – an EC2 instance for it is
only fair comparison. As can be seen in the figure there are benefits in terms of reduced launch time
and resource power consumption. We attribute these to the number and size of web app components
(JavaScript, HTML, CSS etc.) that need to be fetched and the additional processing in creating
DOM objects, handling dependencies and rendering those on device, the first three of which are
removed when we fetch appropriate native app components via streaming. Further, Figure 21(c) also
shows that fetching app components has negligible affect on total network bytes, an observation
strengthened by ubiquitous use of Internet to access app content. It seems counter intuitive that more
bytes are fetched via the network for app slices vs. web apps, where as memory requirements for app
slices are lesser. This is because the fetched components inflate for web apps (DOM objects, render
page layout, etc.). For app slices the components can be directly used, resulting in lower battery use.
vs. thin clients Figure 21(d) shows the difference in CPU load, memory usage, power consump-
tion and network use in terms of the total size of data fetched by an end user. As expected, thin
clients use the least amount of on-device resources as they only keep at-most two memory buffers (in
case of double buffering in clients) of size that is needed to store a RGB image of screen. Despite
lower memory and less processing, thin clients consume more power because of its aggressive use of
network.
3.6 Research contributions
Overall, this chapter makes the following research contributions:
1. New caching policies in edge functions: Derived from real world measurements of app
traffic, we developed p-LRU cache and c-LRU cache policies. They outperform other popular
cache policies in terms of hit ratio (§3.5.2.3). While p-LRU maximizes hit ratio – 83%, c-LRU
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minimizes the cost associated with caching using edge functions eBoxes.
2. Cost-benefit analysis for edge function: We show that the cost of deploying AppSachets
on eBoxes can be fully recovered by app stores within the first 3 months (§3.5.2.5) of its
operation. We estimate the additional cost of deploying AppSachets in terms of the cost of
storage required(§3.5.2.4), while benefit is estimated based on the pricing of CDNs.
3. New concepts proposed for Mobile OSes:
• Ab-initio app streaming: Design and implementation of app streaming with a notion
of ephemeral apps for the Mobile OSes. Additionally, we highlight and address the
gaps in existing mechanims in Mobile OS i.e., to ensure app integrity especially for
streaming apps. We demonstrate feasibility and evaluated it with a concrete realization
using Android.
• Invisible app ephemerality: Design and implementation of a new and useful system
level ephemerality property. We demonstrate its feasibility using a concrete realization
in Android. it is important to note that ephemerality is a weaker property than forensic
deniability and therefore can be supported with much lower overheads.
3.7 Discussion
Cellular network. An important question that is left open in this paper is whether AppFlux is
relevant for cellular technologies because all of the experiments are run using Wi-Fi. We posit that
similar opportunities exist in future cellular technologies using small cells as eBoxes. However, we
could not experiment with small cells because of lack of open small cell platforms that we could
use carry out experiments as most commercially available small cells are closed platforms (sold
by cellular providers) making it close to impossible to insert app streaming functionality on them.
Subject to availability of open cellular platforms, we are exploring ways to include evaluation of
eBox functionality on cellular technologies.
Deployment Model. Given that eBoxes deployment doesn’t exist as yet, there are open questions
like who will own the eBoxes – individuals, businesses or will they be part of public infrastructure ?
How to securely run app streaming servers on those eBoxes ? How can an end user trust an app from
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a particular eBox ? Another aspect is mechanisms to manage and ensure DRM of the app repository
on eBox. We posit that with existing authentication and authorization methods deployed on eBoxes,
this can be addressed theoretically. But it leaves out one concern that is not addressed in existing
methods i.e., current authorization and authentication assume a human user which is authenticated or
authorizes which is not the case for eBox. We believe that this is an interesting problem which plan
to study in details.
Privacy Concerns. Sharing app signature with an eBox may raise privacy concerns as it effectively
represents how an app is being used by a particular user. We argue that this would not be more
invasive than current support available in apps. Specifically, with recent rollout of app usage API in
android[1] which allows developers to track app usage, it seems that sharing app signature is more
obfuscated than what is guranteed in latest version of android. However, this aspect certainly needs a
detailed evaluation.
On devices executable format.. Further, we plan to push in two directions: (i) Current design of
executable file format is driven by the assumption that executables are stored in the local storage of
devices but for streaming apps, these assumptions do not hold. We are pursuing exploration of the
effects of app layout e.g. dex for android app classes, elf for native code, etc. for streaming apps.
Support in other Mobile OSes. We make an important observation that all modern mobile OSes
support similar architecture. All of them have grown taller to include some form of app framework
(APIs) to facilitate access to device features, app runtime to sandbox app execution, mechanisms
to handle app permissions, support to allow apps to maintain some private on-device state. For this
reason, we claim that although AppInstant is designed and evaluated for the Android, similar design
will hold for other Mobile OSes.
Energy consumption on devices. With almost all apps requiring network access (98.9% in the
apps we used for evaluation) and hence, turning on the network connection, We posit that app
streaming can potentially piggyback the tail energy [129], causing minimal affect on overall energy
consumption which requires detailed evaluation.
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3.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented systems demonstrated to realize the new vision of app delivery using
edge functions without compromising app performance or requiring changes to apps by developers
and/or changes in how end users employ these apps. Our evaluations demonstrated how the use of
edge functions can address difficult existing problems of a large scale computing ecosystem such as
Android app ecosystem. Further, we demonstrated that the use of edge functions with the new system
software support can potentially address non-technical problems such as transition between different
models of web service consumption. In summary, we demonstrate with concrete use cases that edge
functions can provide value far beyond just latency and bandwidth optimization. It is this potential
of edge functions, which if delivered generally to other web services can lead to transformational
changes in computing landscape, that informed our nest steps in this thesis.
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CHAPTER IV
FROM APP DELIVERY TO GENERIC EDGE FUNCTIONS
Translating advantages similar to those demonstrated for Android app eco-system in previous chapters
for other web services requires a more generalized approach. Towards that, in this chapter, we first
elaborate on the definition of edge functions and their benefits and then, present the six representative
generic edge functions which we identified to model those benefits. We draw on our experience in
developing those generic edge functions and those developed for Android app ecosystem to elicit
system level requirements and technical challenges to be addressed to the translate the benefits of
edge functions to arbitrary web services.
4.1 Edge functions
Earlier in this thesis §1.2.1, we defined edge function as
Any third party service deployed on edge infrastructure that interacts with end client requests on
behalf of a back-end service deployed in remote clouds.
However, before we discuss generic edge functions and system level functionalities required to
translate their benefits to arbitrary web services, it is important to elaborate on that definition and
provide a concretely model of edge functions that can enable reasoning about their benefits more
formally.
4.1.1 Modeling Edge functions
Figure 27 shows the proposed model of a generic edge function including the parameters, also
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Figure 22: Showing the model of a generic edge function.
Table 11: Parameters in the edge function model to formally describe their benefits.
Parameter Description
Le Latency of wireless connection between edge infrastructure and client device
Be Bandwidth of wireless connection between edge infrastructure and client device
Lb Back-haul latency of wired connection between edge infrastructure and remote cloud
Bb Back-haul bandwidth of wired connection between edge infrastructure and remote cloud
X Application specific logic embedded in edge functions.
Luc User observed latency from remote cloud based web service.
Lue User observed latency from edge function.
Bsc Service observed back-haul bandwidth utilization for remote cloud based web service.
Bse Service observed back-haul bandwidth utilization when using edge function.
Ce Compute capacity made available to edge function by edge infrastructure
Se Storage capacity made available to edge function by edge infrastructure
EF = ef(Ce, Se, X)
where,
Ce : Compute capacity made available to edge function by edge infrastructure.
Se: Storage capacity made available to edge function by edge infrastructure.
X: Application specific logic embedded in edge functions.
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4.1.2 Modeling edge function benefits
In this section, we present a formal model to capture the benefits of deploying edge functions i.e.,
latency and bandwidth. We then show how we can use that model to capture the aggregate benefits
and enable reasoning on cost modes for edge computing ecosystem.
Latency benefits
The use of an edge function allows for lower user observable latency end user observed latency
for a web service which deploys its edge function. We can formally represent those benefits as
described below:
Let
Luc be the access latency observed by an end user when accessing a web service deployed in
the remote cloud
Lue be the access latency observed by an end user when accessing a web service from the edge
Le be the access latency observed by an end user to reach an edge function at the edge
ef(Ce, X) is the time spent in servicing the request at the edge
using the above formulations, we can state the following:
Lue = Le + ef(Ce, X)
and ∆L denoting the reduction in access latency observed by user accessing the web service can be
derived as follows:
∆L = Luc − Lue
substituting for Lue in terms of end user observable parameters
=⇒ ∆L = Luc− ef(Ce, X) −Le
substituting for Luc in terms of edge infrastructure observable parameters
=⇒ ∆L = Lb− ef(Ce, X)
From the above expression, it is easy to see that the condition for useful latency benefits is that
the access latency from the edge function must be less than latency when accessing from the remote
cloud which can be expressed as below:
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Luc > Le + ef(Ce, X) ... (1)(a)
or
Lb > ef(Ce, X) ... (1)(b)
Important to note here is that we consider that the latency of edge function to be solely dependent
on compute available at the edge infrastructure. One may argue that it may be dependent on storage
as well. To that our argument is that, we can keep in memory all the relevant state that is needed
for latency sensitive operations at edge infrastructure. This transfers that dependency and hence,
bottleneck from storage to compute. Hence, making the latency benefits of edge functions solely a
function of compute resources available at the edge infrastructure.
Bandwidth benefits
Similarly, the use of an edge function allows for lower use of back-haul bandwidth for redundant
accesses for a web service. Since, the aggregate use of bandwidth can only be observed from either
by the web service or an edge function, the formulation is based on their perspective.
Let
‘n’ be the total number of requests at an edge location.
As a result, a web service observed a bandwidth consumption of Bsc due to all its requests.
‘r’ be the total number of requests that can be handled at that edge location by an edge function
denoted by ef(Se, X) on behalf of web service.
As a result, a web service observed a bandwidth consumption of Bse due to all its requests.
For simplicity we assume that all requests lead to equal bandwidth usage. So, we can formally
represent the benefits as follows:
Bse = Bsc(1− rn)
where, r is directly proportional to ef(Se, X). Omitting the constant, we have
=⇒ Bse = Bsc(1− ef(Se,X)n )
and ∆B denoting the reduction in bandwidth usage can be derived as follows:
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∆B = Bse∗ef(Se,X)n
substituting for edge observable parameters
=⇒ ∆B = Be∗ef(Se,X)n
substituting for web service observable parameters
=⇒ ∆B = Bb(1−ef(Se,X))(ef(Se,X))n
Important to note here is that the expression ef(Se, X) can only take values less than one and greater
than zero depending on the storage constraints and the application specific logic to keep or pre-fetch
the relevant content at edge function. The expression ef(Se,X)n can never be more than 1 because it
would mean that an edge function can provide bandwidth benefits for a request that was never made
which obviously does not make any sense. A concrete example of this was demonstrated in p-LRU
caching policies proposed in earlier chapters which is demonstrated to beat simple LRU cache.
From the above expression, we can derive the expression for valid bandwidth benefits as follows:
ef(Se,X)
n < 1 ... (2)
There are two important points to be noted in this discussion. First, we consider that the
bandwidth benefits are solely a function of storage available to the edge function i.e., at the edge
infrastructure. This is reasonable because the bandwidth are not instantaneous in nature but manifest
in aggregate use of a web service over time. Even though, compute at the edge infrastructure will be
used to service clients and realize those benefits, the main contributor to those benefits is storage.
Second, the condition does not paint a complete picture for bandwidth benefits. Even if an edge
function may not be able to provide absolute reduction in bandwidth utilization but at the very least,
it can provide schedulability in the use of bandwidth. It is equally important and valuable to consider
this and aggregate benefits of edge functions as it can reduce the use of bandwidth during Internet
rush hour (7PM to 11 PM) which occurs at different instances at different locations e.g., the time
difference in eastern standard time (EST) and Pacific standard Time (PST).
More generally, as evident from equation (1) and (2), both these benefits are constrained by the
limited resources available at the edge infrastructure. More importantly, it also shows that if there are
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no bandwidth constraints or latency issues then, all the edge function can be provided from remote
clouds.
We next discuss the limitations of the model of edge functions next.
Limitations
The presented model captures the benefits of edge functions effectively. Further, it allows us to
reason about the generic functionalities that can provide those benefits and reason about technical
challenges posed to edge function ecosystem. This model however is limited in the following sense:
• First, the model only considers benefits derived by a single edge function. But by definition
the edge is distributed and hence, the edge functions are deployed in a distributed fashion
to a number of edge locations. So, aggregating benefits of an edge function from a web
service perspective is important. The presented model can be extended to cover that aspect but
discussion on that aspect is out of scope of this thesis.
• Second, the presented model does not consider different location of the edge infrastructure
i.e., depending on where the edge is located those benefits would differ e.g., if the edge
infrastructure is deployed in the cellular towers vs. aggregation points in mobile networks. In
a way, the model abstracts this by considering latency to the edge as constant but that can vary
depending up on the edge location. The presented model can be extended to cover different
scenarios but is out of scope of this thesis.
• Third, although the model provides way to reason about the benefits of edge functions in terms
of latency and bandwidth, it alone does not provide a cost model for deployment of edge
functions directly. The are a number of factors to consider a cost model for edge functions.
First, as discussed above, aggregate benefits of edge functions must be considered. Second,
there is an additional web service specific cost function that translates latency and bandwidth
benefits to dollars. Finally, since there are no existing deployments of edge infrastructure,
there are no model of cost for the use of edge infrastructure. One can use existing web services
or CDN cost models (as done in AppSachet work) but they will remain inaccurate in creating
a good cost model. Due to these reasons, we kept discussion on cost model for edge functions
out of scope this thesis.
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Despite these limitations, the model serves as a good starting point for formalization of edge
ecosystem. Moreover, it is important to note that the above discussion must not be read as suggesting
that latency and bandwidth are the only benefits provided by the use of edge functions. We firmly
believe that real potential of edge functions will only be unlocked when there will be edge native
applications e.g., the earlier chapters of this thesis demonstrated the benefits of ephemeral app to
reduce app discovery barriers or slices delivered from edge functions complementing messaging apps
with missing functionalities. Inclusion of application specific logic is what makes edge functions
unique and differentiates them from other concepts such as network functions, discussed next.
4.1.3 Edge functions vs. Network functions
It is important to contrast edge functions with other prevalent similar functionality i.e., network
functions. We argue that despite similarities, edge functions and network functions serve different
purposes. While network functions, typically implemented at Layer 1 to Layer 3, aim to achieve
overall better network performance or security, edge functions are geared for better end to end
application performance. The main difference lies in the inclusion of application specific logic in
edge functions that can abstract the network complexities and optimize application performance.
Lets consider a simple example to clarify this difference: network content caching vs. content
replication. While network content caching e.g., using URL as key may be able to provide similar
benefits of lower latency to end users and lower utilization of bandwidth for back-end but it can only
do it for a non-secure connection where as edge function that acts on behalf of a web service can
operate on encrypted traffic and potentially even without violating end to end encryption as described
in later part of this thesis. Further, content replication which by definition requires knowledge of
application to decide what to replicate and where cannot be implemented as a network function at
all. That is exactly where edge functions excel and can provide additional benefits. An example is
AppFlux and AppSachet described in earlier chapter that requires knowledge about app usage on end
user device to effectively fetch and deliver app updates to the clients on behalf of an app store. This
led us to try to identify generic edge functions discussed next.
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Table 12: The generic edge functions derived from the model based on their benefits and resource exercised.
Ac: Acceleration, B: Buffering, Ag: Aggregation, C: Caching, U: Understudy and S: Streaming.
Benefit provided Ac B Ag C U S
Latency x - x x x x
Bandwidth - x x x x x
Resource exercised
Compute x - x - x x




























Figure 23: Showing high level design of ABACUS generic edge functions.
4.2 ABACUS edge functions
Lack of real world edge infrastructure deployments and hence, edge functions severely limits our
ability to reason about them without being affected by idiosyncrasies of particular application being
posed as an edge function for a web service. The rationale for defining generic edge functions is
also derived from a simple observation is that if there are no latency and/or bandwidth issues, all the
functionality implemented as edge function can anyways be provided from the remote clouds. For
that reason, we refer to them as ABACUS of edge computing. However, we want to re-iterate that
edge functions are not limited to these functionalities.
We observed that different functionalities exercise different edge resource to provide the above
mentioned benefits. Table 12 tabulates their benefits and the resource they exercise. In doing this,
our rationale was to cover the full spectrum of edge functions characteristics. We discuss them below
with an example of real life web service that they can potentially cater to:
• Acceleration: An accelerating EF utilizes a fast path to inform and/or send relevant information
to remote cloud when the client request passes through EF as depicted in 23(i). The fast path can
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be implemented either by reducing network distance or reducing number of bytes or both e.g., An
image analytics service (e.g., Ditto Labs) can detect a product image (coke bottle) in uploaded
images from end clients at edge cloud. The send very small packets vs. waiting for the image to be
uploaded via UDP using Accelerating EF resulting in faster real time image analytics at backend.
• Buffering: A buffering EF stores responses from back end service using EF on behalf of one
or more client and delivers the response in a delayed manner as depicted in 23(i). The delay
can be based on use connecting to a particular edge node e.g., at home or programmed by back
end service to reduce client overheads due to many push notifications. e.g., An end user might
authorize a Facebook EF to fetch and buffer his notification and deliver them when he is back
home or an app can use buffering EF to reduce push notifications overhead on backend servers for
Chrome and native apps.
• Aggregation: An aggregating EF stores multiple requests and/or data from clients and sends a
single request to backend while removing redundant information from the requests as depicted in
23(ii). The aggregation function can be supplied by backend service or by end user e.g., an edge
function as IoT hub could aggregate traffic from different sensors over time while periodically
sending information to backend service, resulting in a reduction in bandwidth usage.
• Caching: A caching EF stores the responses for client request and then, uses those to service other
clients or same client with same requests as depicted in 23(ii). The caching policy can either
be service defined e.g., App Sachets [56] which proposes novel caching policies tailored for app
installs and updates.
• Understudy: An understudy EF provides the same functionality as current backend services but
without contacting and/or informing backend services. The functionalities and/or quality of result
however can be lower than that provided by remote cloud counter part e.g., hyper local services
e.g., YikYak messaging for events or stadiums where everyone is connected to the same edge
function.
• Streaming: A streaming EF stores bigger content on secure edge node which when authorized
by backend services can be streamed to clients. The content streaming logic and/or its format of
storage can be defined by backend services in EFs e.g., Ephemeral apps - streaming apps from the
edge nodes or simply a distributed video delivery for video streaming.
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The seemingly straight forward nature of these generic edge functions can be misleading to
assume that there are no technical challenges in realizing them. Contrary to that, (i) these generic
edge functions when deployed for some specific web service will carry the sensitive application
specific logic which if leaked can lead to major security issues, (ii) there are strict performance
requirements for these edge functions either in terms of latency or bandwidth saying which if not
achieved absolve the benefits of deploying them in the first place and finally, (iii) these edge functions
must be able to ensure end-to-end security guarantees for end users accessing them on behalf of the
web service. Learnings from implementing these edge functions and the concrete edge functions
for Android app delivery informed our research to develop system level support needed by edge
functions presented next.
4.3 Technical challenges
In order to realize an edge function computing ecosystem that can be assimilated in existing com-
puting ecosystem, there needs to be generic and system level support for edge function deployment.
We posit the following factors are crucial to develop a general purpose software platform for edge
computing.
4.3.1 Low Developer constraints
It is critical that egde function platforms do not put additional constraints on developers in creating
new EFs to unlock the real potential of Edge computing. We derive this from from the plethora of
tools (Android specific and others) we used to develop edge functions for Android app ecosystem.
Without those, we simply would have been bogged down with the implementation intricacies. Simply
stated, EF developers must not be require use of specific SDKs, APIs or libraries, etc., outside of the
standard system libraries such as libC for Linux and OS-provided system call interfaces. A higher
barrier in terms of learning for developers can prove a big hurdle in creating momentum for Edge
computing applications. However, we believe that EF development can benefit from using a common
set of software patterns corresponding to obvious edge functions such as caching, aggregation, etc.
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4.3.2 Fast on-demand provisioning
Wider mobility patterns of end users and resource constraints (storage) on edge obviate the possibility
of static provisioning of all possible EFs in all possible locations of edge infrastructure [87]. Further,
if the time required to provision an ephemeral app edge function takes more that it is required to
install an app, it defeats the whole purpose of having an edge function in the first place. This led us
to a requirement that edge function platform must allow fast on-demand provisioning edge functions.
An implicit requirement is that developers must be able to package their edge functions in coherent
modules. Further, the choice of system software must minimize the time required for EF provisioning.
Furthermore, the provisioning must be scalable in terms of concurrent provisioning requests which is
a implicit requirement for multi-tenant edge infrastructure.
4.3.3 Privileged software agnostic security
Based on continual security and privacy concern raised by numerous peer reviewers, we concluded
that it is crucial for edge functions to address security and privacy aspects. However, we posit that in
securing EFs, there are only certain critical functionalities that must be provided – verification of
integrity of a provisioned EF, confidentiality of data stored on an edge node. Important to note here
is an implicit limit on how much overhead can be tolerated, since too much overhead would defeat
the purpose of deploying an EF in the first place. Therefore, securing the complete EF execution via
a complete system lock down using encryption are not desired. Another implicit requirement arising
out of deployment models of edge infrastructure i.e., whether they are deployed as strategically placed
servers or randomly distributed based on individuals or businesses taking franchise of operating an
edge node, is that an EF cannot rely on system software to meet its security and privacy goals.
4.3.4 End-to-End semantic preserving communication
Finally, a key challenge, that has remained overlooked in edge computing research, is enabling
edge computing is to permit edge functions to operate on encrypted traffic, without breaking the
end-to-end security semantics of the applications and the secure protocols they use. Stated simply,
edge functions cannot access the end-to-end encrypted traffic without decrypting it. But if they do
decrypt it, they inherently trust the privileged software for confidentiality of their secure traffic. The
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privileged software may be an OS or hypervisor that enables their deployment in multi-tenant settings.
This also calls for new forms of security semantics to be defined which explicitly acknowledge
presence of edge functions, acting on behalf of web services.
4.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we presented a model of edge function to reason about their benefits for existing
web services. We presented generic edge functions that we posit can be useful as basis for future
research in edge computing by reducing the burden of implementing elaborate use-cases which
in our experience sometimes overshadows the discussion on system level issues. Generic edge
function allowed us to reason about the system level functionalities needed to develop a generic
system software for edge function deployment platform. Based on those functionalities, we outlined
the technical challenges associated with developing a generic software platform for edge function
deployment and thus, making it possible to translate the edge function benefits to arbitrary web
services. However, we want to point out that these challenges are not independent of each other
making it important to quantitatively and qualitatively explore the technology space for solutions
that address them. We describe such an exploration and the edge function platform developed as part
of this thesis in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
FAST, SCALABLE AND SECURE ONLOADING OF EDGE
FUNCTIONS
As discussed in previous chapter, before edge funciton onloading or edge computing in general
can deliver on its promises, an Edge Function Platform or EFP must address the outined technical
challenges. Briefly, for backend web services to utilize edge infrastructure, the EFP must allow
them to dynamically onload their EFs quickly, and the EFPs must be able to scale onloading for
multiple simultaneous onloading requests. Furthermore, backend services onloading EFs on an edge
cloud must be assured that their service specific logic included in EFs will not be compromised,
that valuable content their EFs store is not stolen, and confidentiality of information about their
users is ensured. Since the edge infrastructure is by definition deployed in the wild near end users,
backend services cannot trust EFPs or any other privileged software running in the edge cloud for
these assurance guarantees. This chapter describes the design of such a software platform.
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we describe the design process and design of the software platform – AirBox – that
strives to find the sweet spot in meeting the goals laid out for EFP and to provide support for fast,
scalable and secure onloading of EFs.
In designing AirBox, we first compared provisioning performance (speed and scalability) for three
existing system level mechanisms i.e., virtual machines (cloudlets) vs. OS level containers (docker)
vs. user level sand boxes (embassies), listed in Table 13, to conclude that OS containers can provide
the right mechanisms and layer for EF provisioning. Further, inspired by recent research [53, 139, 98]
which pioneered the use of hardware-level security support such as Intel SGX [119, 26] to run cloud
applications securely with an untrusted system software, we propose the use of Intel SGX to provide
security and privacy guarantees to EFs running on edge cloud platforms.
Overall, this chapter makes the following contributions:
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1. Design space exploration for speed and scalability: Using two different hardware platforms
with distinct capabilities, we compare the provisioning performance in terms of (1) speed and
scalability of EF provisioning, (2) invocation speed, and (3) overhead of provisioning (§5.2.2).
2. Hardware-assisted EF security. We address EFs’ requirements for verifiable integrity, secure
execution, and confidentiality for the state stored in the edge clouds, even in the case of physically
compromised edge infrastructure, by leveraging upcoming hardware-level security features such
as SGX for Intel processors [98]
(§5.2.3).
3. Design and implementation of an EFP prototype: We present the design of AirBox—a secure,
lightweight, and flexible EFP consisting of two modules: AB console that allows backend service
maintainers to deploy and manage their EFs on edge cloud locations, and AB provisioner deployed
on edge cloud nodes that allows seamless dynamic provisioning of EFs. In AirBox, we prescribe
the anatomy of secure EFs (§5.3), and illustrate their implementation with a benchmark that
represents the generic functionalities expected from EFs (§5.4).
Our evaluations show the following benefits:
• AirBox EFs can be provisioned up to 10x faster with only one user when compared to the state of
art [87, 93].
• AirBox provisioning scales well in multi-tenant settings with negligible overhead due to its use of
SGX.
• We discuss in details how correct usage of SGX leads to EF integrity, their secure execution and
data confidentiality with an untrusted EFP.
• We present detailed analysis of the performance overheads caused by use of SGX EF execution,
using simple EFs on an OpenSGX [98] platform.
5.2 Design space exploration of technologies for edge function platforms
In our design space exploration, we chose the candidate technologies based on following three
considerations:
• Developer constraints – which refers to the extra effort required from developers other than for
implementing the EF functionality.
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• Provisioning performance – which refers to the time taken to provision an EF on an edge cloud
node when there are multiple simultaneous provisioning requests.
• Security and Privacy – which refers to ensuring the integrity of the EF code, confidentiality of the
end user interactions, and confidentiality of state saved on an edge cloud platform, without relying
on the system software (EFP included) or the physical security of the edge node.
It is important to note that the above list is not a complete list of considerations. There are
other factors that can be considered for a comprehensive EFP design, such as dynamic resource
management, I/O scheduling [45] and resource isolation [116]. We intentionally omit these from our
discussion as they have been extensively studied for data center based systems, and the learning from
those studies can be applied for EFs either directly or with some effort.
Based on the chosen considerations, we ruled out a number of technological solutions from our
exploration. Specifically, we did not carry out evaluations for JAVA virtual machine-based solutions
(e.g., using node.js to implement EFs), application sandboxes that require explicit use of their specific
compiler tool chains (e.g., Google’s NaCl [153]), and a hypervisor-based unikernel (e.g., Jitsu [114]
based on the Xen miniOS kernel) which confines users to a limited system interface and, due to lack
of full POSIX support, constraints the libraries which can be used for EF development.
However, we made sure that in carrying out a comprehensive experimental exploration, we chose
solutions that operate at different layers of the system software stack. The technology solutions that
we identified as potential candidates and which we used in our experimental exploration (listed in
Table 13) include: (i) virtual machines (VM) synthesis used in Cloudlets, (ii) OS level containers
in form of Docker, and (iii) user level sandbox based on pico-process abstraction emulating a full
POSIX interface.
Each of the technologies have trade-offs. For example, the use of virtual machines (VMs) put no
constraints on developers but result in large size of VM images to be provisioned. Using application
sandboxes avoids OS constraints but puts more constraints on developers, e.g., to use specific tool
chains, or a limited system call interface to port existing applications, or results in large binaries due
to inclusion of a libOS to be linked. OS containers put constraints on the underlying OS that can be
used to develop edge functions. We present our analysis of the chosen considerations next.
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Table 13: Enlisting the approaches, we evaluated for their suitability for Edge Function Platform.
Systems Technology System layer for provisioning Software stack used in exploration
Virtual Machines Hypervisor Cloudlets
Containers Operating System Docker
Sandbox User level application Embassies
5.2.1 Considering Developer Constraints
In terms of developer constraints, the use of VMs puts no constraints on developers in implementing
EFs. Developers can choose the OS, libraries or applications, and package them as VM images
which can be delivered and invoked without any issues on hypervisor-based EFPs. The use of OS
containers requires developers to implement EFs for a particular OS, e.g., Linux for Docker, but given
the increasing penetration of container technology, most popular OSes will support containers [18].
Furthermore, most libraries and/or SDKs are available for all popular OSes, and since EFs typically
will resemble backend services in their implementation and/or their dependencies on standard
application frameworks (node.js), and software stacks (LAMP stack), this puts little or no constraints
on EF developers. The use of application sandboxes either requires the use of specific tool-chains or
linking with a platform-level ABI library. For instance, Embassies [94] require pico-process libOS,
linking with modified versions of standard libraries such as libC, additional executables for secure
execution (e.g., monitor), and a customized elf loader. Despite these requirements, it has been shown
that full blown desktop applications can also be run with this approach [95]. It seems that there may
be a learning curve, but with appropriate skills, developers can overcome those hurdles.
However, based on our experience during setting up our experiments, we argue that there can
be rather subtle assumptions in non-standard solutions. For example, using Cloudlets as described
in [87], we realized that the overlay VM created for every client has a static port configuration
that needs to be defined as different for all clients even if they will access the same EF. Also, VM
overlays that may be created at backend servers are sent to client. The client then has to transfer it to
Cloudlet servers, this is a detour we want to avoid. Backend servers can simply send the EF image to
Cloudlets server as proposed by onloading approach. Using Embassies took a considerable effort
and learning curve in setting it up. The reason is that EFs as Embassies require a new elf format,
loader, and effort to port standard libraries to its libOS. In fact, we limited our evaluation to only one
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Table 14: Deployment models, capabilities and experimental setup configurations for edge infrastructure.
Type Deployment scenario Machine Configuration
Mini-edge Strategic placed server racks - (Server class ma-
chine)
Intel x86-64, 24 CPUs, 1.6 GHz, 50 GB RAM,
4 NUMA nodes, 2 sockets, 6 cores per socket, 2
threads per core, VT-x, L1 (i+d): 64 KB, L2: 256
KB, L3: 12 MB
Micro-edge Randomly placed standalone servers by busi-
nesses or individuals - Desktop class machine.
Intel x86-64, 4 CPUs, 1.6 GHz, 4 GB RAM, VT-x,
L1 (i+d): 64 KB, L2: 4096 KB
Table 15: Mechanisms employed for security. Note: Invalid for compromised privileged system software.
Mechanisms
Requirement Cloudlet Docker Embassies
Provisioning Full VM image Image layering App Image [94, 93]
Invocation VM boot Container startup Run Embassies [71]
Integrity Verification* Manual Central registry cryptographic attestation
Secure Execution* via Hypervisor namespaces, cgroups, SELinux, etc. Not supported
Data confidentiality* Disk partitions Disk volumes encrypted file system [53]
User confidentiality* mcTLS,split TCP mcTLS,split TCP mcTLS,split TCP
Developer Constraint None OS libOS linking, porting
EF or application because we found it very difficult to create and run the same applications across all
these solutions. However, to be fair the goal of Embassies was not to support all the applications
but to demonstrate the proposed concepts. In contrast, deploying those applications using Docker
containers was straightforward. It was as simple as writing a correct docker file to deploy a container
containing EF implementation on an edge cloud node.
5.2.2 Comparing Provisioning Performance
Concerning provisioning, the use of virtual machines has been proposed to handle just in time
dynamic provisioning of ofïňĆoading-based cyber-foraging, to cleanly handle complexities due to
their inherent dependence on the mobile devices’ operating systems (e.g., Android, iOS, etc.), or the
different mechanisms employed in application partitioning and/or ofïňĆoading, which get updated
regularly at higher frequency. In contrast, we posit that the EFs will resemble back-end services in
their implementation and will exhibit dependencies on standard application frameworks (node.js),
software stacks (LAMP stack), etc. Therefore, for provisioning, we consider as viable approaches
that use higher layers of the software stack other than OS, such as application sandboxes and OS
containers. we believe by choosing a higher layer of software stack may help improve provisioning
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(iii) Desktop class machine (cached)
Cloudlet - cached
Docker - No cache
Embassies - cached
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(iv) Server class machine (cached)
Cloudlet  - cached
Docker - No cache
Embassies - Cached
(b)
Figure 24: Comparing provisioning time of Docker, Cloudlets, and Embassies without availability of any
pre-provisioned base images on (a) desktop and (b) server class machines and with cached base images on (iii)
desktop and (iv) server class machines.
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Figure 25: During provisioning of Cloudlets, Docker, and Embassies without availability of base images
showing CPU consumption on (a) desktop and (b) server class machines and memory consumption on (iii)
desktop and (iv) server class machines.
speed. We present our experimental exploration below.
5.2.2.1 Experimental Setup and Workload:
Table 14 lists the hardware platforms we used in our experiments. Our rationale to choose two
different hardware platforms is that each represents a configuration representative of proposed views
of edge cloud infrastructure. We used a simple EF application, for which we create instances for all
of the chosen technological solutions. We used a simple image inverting application that exposes
a command line interface of standard exact image library processing library to perform any image
transformation similar to applying filters on an image in Instagram app running on Ubuntu 14.04.
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5.2.2.2 Experimental Results:
We present the experimental results as part of our design space exploration below:
Scalable provisioning: Figure 24(a) and Figure 24(b) shows the time taken to fetch or take
appropriate actions (e.g., VM synthesis, applying layers on Union FS or saving binaries) to create an
EF image that can be booted, with varying the number of simultaneous provisioning requests. In
these first experiments, the common parts needed for provisioning, i.e., VM base image for Cloudlets,
OS kernel image for containers, and monitor program images for Embassies are not available on the
EFP before the start of provisioning.
In addition, the VM base images or the required base software components may be statically
pre-provisioned at edge cloud nodes. This puts pressure on the Cloudlet server storage, or additional
constraints on developers on what OS/software components they can use to develop EFs, but it can
reduce the time taken for provisioning. Figure 24 (iii) and (iv) shows the comparison of provisioning
using Docker (no cached images) with Cloudlets using cached base images, and with Embassies
using cached base software components. Despite these optimizations, Docker is faster and scales in a
much better manner.
Cloudlets suffer from the complexity of the VM synthesis step which requires a VM overlay
to be created by a client and then, sent to a Cloudlet server, where binary patching is performed to
create a VM image. The overlay file can be significant in size and needs to be sent to the Cloudlet
server wasting the limited energy and memory capabilities of the mobile device. Though alternatives
Cloudlet models [87] have been proposed where the overlays are distributed from the cloud. Under
optimal conditions, with base images cached locally, Cloudlet provisioning times can approach that
of Docker (Figure 24 (iii) and (iv)), but the higher overheads of this approach limit scalability, so the
Cloudlets approach falls behind when multiple provisioning operations occur concurrently.
Embassies suffer from the sheer size of the resulting executable which we found to be 4 times the
size of the same app without running in Embassies. Earlier work showed the delay mostly consists
of merkle tree based cryptographic attestation of components of a Embassies app [93]. However, it
is important to note that the cryptographic attestation is carried out by privileged software which
violates security in our threat model. The figure omits the provisioning measurements for Embassies
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in case of 5 requests because we were unable to boot 5 simultaneous instances of Embassies in our
experiments.
Docker addresses the size issue by using a layered image, made possible by its use of union
file system [10], but lacks the security guarantees of applications provisioned in Embassies. Earlier
measurements have shown that docker containers can boot faster than VMs [45] also observed in our
experiments because VMs need to boot a copy of OS unlike containers which are basically processes.
Docker solves the problem of locking of system resources by dynamically reusing the resources for
starting multiple tenants using the same application. This also leads to more disk space savings as
compared to Cloudlets or Embassies.
Resource utilization in provisioning: We measured the resource consumption during provisioning
process in terms of CPU load ( Figure 25(a)) and memory usage ( Figure 25(b)). From these results,
we see that for all hardware capabilities, Docker containers outperform the other solutions for all
performance metrics. This provides us with a clear design choice to use containers for AirBox on
performance grounds. However, there are security concerns for provisioned Docker containers, as
discussed next.
5.2.3 Exploring security options
Concerning security, earlier work provides incomplete solutions to security concerns faced by an EF.
Specifically, these solutions leave EFs vulnerable to attacks by malicious privileged software, i.e.,
OS, EFP, etc. [64], derived from easy physical access to edge cloud infrastructure.
Out of the box, none of the considered solutions have built-in mechanisms to fulfill all secu-
rity requirements posed by EFs – (i) integrity verification, (ii) execution security and, (iii) data
confidentiality without trusting any privileged system software such as hypervisor or host OS.
Important to note here is that EFs cannot trust EFPs and/or privileged system software for their
integrity verification and/or their stored state due to their proposed deployment models (Table 14).
Since the edge cloud is situated in the wild, without any guarantee of physically secure premise like
a data center, EFPs can be compromised by malicious parties who gain physical access to edge cloud
nodes. This poses severe risks to backend service providers who, by deploying EFs, may exposing
their business logic embedded in them. We argue that it is crucial to consider a threat model which
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covers lago attacks [64] for EFs. This poses additional concerns about the content stored in edge
clouds as well as user privacy for users using the edge cloud infrastructure.
There are several available and/or proposed approaches that can be used to address the above
mentioned concerns. Specifically,
• For OS level containers, Docker provides a trusted central registry which can be used for integrity
verification, leverages kernel features (i.e., namespaces) for isolation among containers, and,
can be hardened by enabling SELinux/AppArmour on the host and defining appropriate security
policies. By exposing an encrypted file system via VFS, content and/or user privacy can be ensured.
However, it is important to note the weaker isolation property of OS containers and the larger
attack surface in the form of a shared kernel.
• For full virtualization based systems, integrity verification can be based on checking a hash of
a VM image with that provided by a trusted remote registry, implemented as hypervisor based
mechanisms. Earlier work like TrustVisor [117] showed that using a formally verified VMM layer,
which results in a smaller trusted code base, can be used for securing execution. InkTag [91]
proposed the use of para-verification to verify the execution of EFs even with untrusted system
layer. However, we argue that verification may not be practical for EFs as a malicious edge cloud
node might not implement verification actions as required by Inktag. Since it is not present in a
physically secure premise, it may not be practical to force it to use the appropriate host image.
• For application sandboxes such as Embassies [94], isolation semantics similar to data centers
can be provided to unmodified desktop applications by running them as web apps on end user
machines. Embassies are built on top of the pico-process abstraction [95] that intercept all
application interactions with system interface (syscalls). This, combined with integrity verification
via cryptographic attestation, can offer strong security semantics. However, Embassies also suffer
from the large attack surface in form of shared kernel.
Further, earlier work suggested the use of secure boot [80], verification via redundant execu-
tion [143], trust relationships [83], use of Trusted Platform Module (TPM) modules, etc. They
provide incomplete solutions for the security concerns faced by EFs, since EFs are deployed in the
wild where system software can be compromised or where physical security of the edge cloud cannot
be guaranteed. For example, a TPM based approach can be vulnerable to attacks based on physical
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access, where one could simply take the TPM chip out of platform.
All of the above assume trusted system components i.e., host OS, docker engine, or hypervisor. There
are no existing approaches that can provide secure execution without trusting the system. Haven [53]
builds on top of the pico-process abstraction and leverages SGX support proposed in Intel’s next
generation processes to achieve security guarantees for unmodified application without relying on an
untrusted host OS. Haven’s design suffers from a large attack surface – all system interactions of an
application on Haven pass through libOS whose interface exposes a limited syscall interface which
is being monitored by the shield module. We posit that covering all possible system interactions
may be an overkill for EF performance. Another proposed approach, VC3 [139] reduces the large
attack surface and limits performance overhead by partitioning application into trusted and untrusted
parts. It proposes to use the SGX support to run only the trusted part and shows a verifiable execution
of map-reduce executions on an untrusted cloud. Verification based approaches may be used after
the fact but they cannot provide confidentiality of EF state or user requests and certainly leave EF
vulnerable to attacks by malicious privileged software, i.e., OS, EFP, etc.
5.2.4 Summary of design space exploration
We derive following conclusions from the above discussion:
• Performant EF provisioning can be realized by using OS level containers. Using containers puts
minimal developer constraints and provides fast, scalable provisioning out of the box. However,
an additional mechanism is needed for verifying the integrity of the EF being provisioned.
• An EF cannot rely on any trusted components controlled by the system on which it runs. However,
it can rely on a processor built-in feature shielded from system software, like Intel’s SGX, but it is
important to keep the attack surface minimal and to minimize the associate performance overheads.
Based on these observations, we built AirBox on top of Docker while leveraging Intel’s SGX to
provide security guarantees.
5.2.5 Background on chosen technologies
In this section, we briefly summarize the technologies used in AirBox – the Docker platform along
with relevant details about Intel’s SGX.
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Docker is an open platform for developers and sysadmins to build, ship, and, run distributed
applications. Unlike traditional virtualization, containerization takes place at the kernel level. Docker
builds on top of these low-level primitives to offer developers a portable format and runtime environ-
ment. Docker containers are small, have almost zero memory and CPU overhead, are completely
portable and, are designed from the ground up with an application-centric design. Docker leverages
the following Linux kernel functionality in its container format: (i) Kernel namespaces: Docker
uses kernel namespaces to provide a layer of isolation: each aspect of a container runs in its own
name space and does not have access outside it; (ii) Cgroups: Docker uses the cgroups support in the
kernel to allocate hardware resources to containers and, if required, to set up limits and constraints;
(iii) Union File system: Docker uses kernel support for union file system to create applications
layers, making docker containers very lightweight and fast in provisioning. In addition, Docker has
built a secure registry service for base container images and other tools simplifying management of
distributed applications. Docker provides data volumes and data volume containers to manage data
for containers. For additional details, refer to the Docker documentation [17].
Intel SGX is a hardware feature to provide and improve security for applications. SGX offers 4
main features: (i) Secure ISA extension: It extends the x86-64 ISA to allow application to instantiate
a protected execution environment called an enclave, while only trusting the processor and not
system software (hypervisor, OS, frameworks, etc.); (ii) Remote attestation: provides a remote
attestation feature, in which an enclave can verify the integrity of a target enclave running on another
remote SGX-enabled platform; (iii) Sealing: allows securely saving enclave data in non-volatile
memory for future use, encrypted with a processor-provided sealing key; and (iv) Memory protection:
When executing in enclave mode, the processor enforces additional checks on memory access using
dedicated hardware support, ensuring that only code inside the enclave can access its own enclave
region. For details readers are directed to the SGX specification [119, 26].
OpenSGX is a software platform that provides necessary support for SGX application program-
mers to readily implement and evaluate their applications that leverage trusted execution environment
(TEE). OpenSGX [98] supports SGX development by providing: (i) a hardware emulation module,
(ii) operating system emulation, (iii) an enclave loader, (iv) a user library, (v) debugging support, and

































Figure 26: (a) Showing design of AirBox EF provisioning; (b) Showing overview of secure EF anatomy
highlighting the AirBox Open SGX interface.
of providing secure execution in AirBox. Next, we describe the design of AirBox provisioning and
anatomy of a secure AirBox EF.
5.3 AirBox: A platform for Edge Functions
In AirBox, we focus on the design of two essential elements of EFs, namely secure provisioning and
secure EF anatomy.
5.3.1 Secure Provisioning in AirBox
AirBox provides a centralized backend service, which acts as a central directory of AirBox edge
cloud hosts, facilitating their discovery. It also implements AB Console, a web-based management
system to let admins manage and deploy services dynamically at remote sites. The actual deployment
invokes the Docker mechanisms on each host, after the integrity of the image has been verified
using SGX. AirBox can use the Docker container registry service [19], delivery mechanisms that
allow docker daemon to pull containers from remote clouds for EF provisioning, and mechanisms
implemented in docker engine to handle synthesis of an EF (i.e., download the EF binary and its
dependencies.
AB Console can be installed by backend services or can be provided as a cloud based service
by a third party that offers edge cloud infrastructure to a number of backend services. Choosing the
appropriate AirBox node after discovery is another important concern that needs to be addressed for
AirBox. We leave such details for another paper, and focus this paper on the mechanisms of secure
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provisioning.
A backend service can create its own repository of EF binaries, use already available docker
images, or simply register a docker image containing an EF binary and create a docker file describing
its dependency in standard ways. There are no additional requirements that AirBox poses on EF
developers. To provision an EF, sysadmins can send commands through AB Console to the AB
Provisioner modules deployed on edge cloud machines, which in interact with the local Docker
daemon. When an EF container is booted on the edge cloud platform, the EF container checks its
own integrity using SGX’ remote attestation capability.
Since, an EF can tolerate temporarily being unavailable for clients, because in the worst case
clients can fall back to remote clouds. We do not consider denial of service attacks in our threat
model. Further, delayed verification of execution does not suffice for EFs. Instead, apriori security
guarantees are desired for an EF because the edge cloud infrastructure may be deployed in the wild
so it can be easily possible to spoof a edge cloud node using replay attacks. Further, edge cloud
infrastructure may be deployed in locations with no physical security and it may be possible for
attacker to gain access to the hardware (say via connecting a serial port cable). So, it is of utmost
importance that that the EF mustn’t rely even on AB provisioner for its own integrity check, execution
security and data confidentiality.
AirBox EFs can withstand privileged system software based attacks [64] while executing on an
untrusted edge cloud infrastructure running untrusted system software (hostOS, EFP). Further, since
it is impossible to takeout a subset of instruction set out of a processor, it makes it impossible to
compromised EF even if EFP is compromised. Achieving that however is non-trivial and can be
achieved by carefully designing EFs and using the AirBox secure interface described next.
5.3.2 AirBox Secure EF Anatomy
There are two main challenges in using SGX to provide data confidentiality for state stored in edge
clouds and secure traffic confidentiality to ensure end users privacy that can be violated a result
of information leaks from their interaction with EF. First, using SGX to ensure security/privacy is
non-trivial in an EF because even if an EF’s trusted part is executing within an enclave, it can be
compromised by its I/O interface or by privileged system software [64] (e.g., if it relies on system
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calls that can be logged by the platform). An EF must not leak sensitive information, such as client
requests or valuable content that needs to be stored on the edge cloud. Second, running in an SGX
enclave leads to overhead due to limited or indirect (via a trampoline) I/O, encryption, etc. Therefore,
it is important to minimize the code executing in an enclave for performance reasons.
To address these, EF’s in AirBox consist of an untrusted and a trusted part, as shown in Fig-
ure 26(ii). The untrusted part handles all the network and storage interactions exposed to an EF by
EFP. We assume that all network interaction with clients are over a secure channel established by the
TLS protocol. In this manner, we minimize the secure execution of an EF (from within an enclave),
thereby reducing the overhead and the attack surface. A secure OPENSGX interface, described next,
further addresses the first concern.
5.3.3 AirBox Secure Interface
AirBox uses SGX heavily for security and requires EFs to do so if they need execution security and
confidentiality guarantees. SGX support is implemented as instruction set extension and relevant
hardware support. The OpenSGX APIs are tied to those hardware capabilities and do not necessarily
match the set of intuitive primitives an EF developer may want. AirBox provides a limited but broadly
useful and extensible set of higher-level APIs, listed below. These in turn may use multiple native
or emulated SGX operations. Thus, AirBox simplifies the use of SGX for EFs and may improve
the likelihood that SGX is used correctly to ensure data confidentiality. The interface provides the
following capabilities:
• Remote Attestation: It allows an EF to verify its integrity using a SGX enabled remote server,
using SGX remote attestation feature.
a i r b o x _ s g x _ a t t e s t ( a t t e s t _ q u o t e )
• Remote Authentication: It allows an EF to securely query remote SGX enabled remote server
for its private key used in a TLS session. It also uses SGX remote attestation feature to fetch the
private key securely.
a i r b o x _ s g x _ a u t h e n t i c a t e ( a u t h e n t i c a t e _ q u o t e )
• Sealed Storage: It allows EF to securely read and write on an insecure disk using sealing feature
of SGX.
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a i r b o x _ s g x _ g e t ( key , k e y _ l e n )
a i r b o x _ s g x _ p u t ( key , key_ len ,∗ va lue , ∗ v a l u e _ l e n )
a i r b o x _ s g x _ g e t k e y s (∗ keys , k e y s _ l e n )
• EF defined: It allows an EF to run arbitrary SGX code built using openSGX’s libsgx. Examples
include implementation of a hash map that can be used to implement a secure customer aggregation
logic on an edge cloud.
a i r b o x _ s g x _ r u n ( < module_name > , < conf >)
Unique about the AirBox secure interface using hardware functionality is that it enables an EF
to keep privileged software blind to the sensitive operations and/or contents.In fact, SGX is not
intended to be used for securing I/O operations. AirBox OPENSGX interface allows EF developers to
do exactly that but in a secure fashion. Specifically, AirBox uses OPENSGX provided libsgx interface
to accomplish the following tasks:
5.3.4 Handling secure traffic
For traffic on a secure channel, the untrusted part of AirBox EF passes to the trusted part the encrypted
traffic using the user’s key established during TLS negotiations. The trusted part then uses the remote
authentication interface to get the current session’s private key from a remote SGX enabled backend
server, referred to as a session key. Once EF has access to session key, it uses it to decrypt incoming
requests from clients and responses from backend service. To ensure the session keys persist across a
complete session with multiple requests on an untrusted platform, the AirBox EF uses the sealed
storage interface to securely store the session key. This rules out any end user privacy concerns that
may arise from providing secure traffic access to EFs deployed on EFP, because it disallows any
snooping on the traffic even by the privileged system software.
Existing approaches towards allowing edge cloud access to requests over secure channel include
the use of (i) homomorphic encryption [141] techniques which have not reached a point where they
can be used practically due to their computational intensive nature, (ii) passing key out of bands e.g.,
mcTLS [123] which would lead to weaker security and privacy guarantees, and (iii) trusting EFP
to allow it to access all traffic over secure channel i.e., providing it with a valid root certificate and
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allowing in to create a split secure connection which can allow a malicious EF to get full access to
secure traffic. In addition, the EFs have to trust the EFP when using (ii) and (iii). However, even with
AirBox secure interface, threats arising out of statistical analysis of traffic or side channel attacks
still persist. We posit that existing differential privacy techniques can be deployed to obfuscate EFs
themselves but investigation of this aspect remains part of our future work.
5.3.5 EF State Confidentiality
To perform many useful functions, e.g. caching, an EF will require a secure storage to store the
requests and responses on the edge cloud node. Compromising storage can nullify all the effort put
in securing traffic. We discuss the how AirBox interface provides secure storage below.
To store data securely on untrusted edge cloud node, an AirBox EF uses the untrusted part to
interact with storage exposed to it by the EFP. However, before storing anything on disk, it uses
sealed storage interface which gets an enclave specific encryption key, referred to as sealing key and
encrypts the data it wants to store with it. Then, it passes the encrypted data to the untrusted code
and instructs it to write the data to a specific location on insecure disk. To read a file, it instructs the
untrusted code to read the encrypted data and pass it in to the SGX enclave, where it is decrypted
using the sealing key and can be operated on. This rules out any possibility that content stored on an
edge cloud can be stolen even if the privileged software on edge cloud node is compromised.
In designing the above two tasks, there are several non-intuitive design decisions that need
to be made. The first concern is around the shared memory allocated to an EF’s trusted part or
enclave to carry out network and storage I/O via the untrusted host part. In AirBox, we used the
trampoline-based approach available in OPENSGX with a maximum buffer size of 5 MB that can be
used for I/O for host-enclave communication. If a larger memory is required, then the state or content
to be shared has to sliced and re-assembled. This can have performance implications on EF. The
second concern is to ensure that host, if compromised, cannot access end user requests or content
stored by an AirBox EF. All storage I/O carried out by an EF is designed as a 2 phase process. In
the first phase, host communicates meta-data e.g., a path of encrypted blob to be read/written to the
storage. The actual I/O e.g., reading/writing the content to storage is carried out in second phase.
In second phase, it ii ensured that appropriate encryption/decryption is carried out on the content
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to ensure functional correctness of an EF by satisfying the following two conditions: (i) content
served to end clients is always encrypted with the end user’s session key and (ii) anything saved in
the storage is always encrypted using sealing key before writing it to disk.
5.4 Implementation
AirBox Console is a web front end implemented similarly to OpenStack Horizon, but simpler and
limited in features. AirBox Provisioner is built as an extension of the Docker command line interface
to include AirBox specific commands (attestation, authentication) and to accept provisioning requests
from the AB Console. In addition, every secure EF image is patched with a binary that loads an SGX
enclave to carry out remote attestation on boot up.
The implementation of the AirBox secure interface entails implementing I/O between host and
enclave using the OPENSGX-provided I/O trampoline and implementing appropriate encryption/de-
cryption AES routines available in the polarssl library. More importantly, it requires maintaining
appropriate ordering of the OPENSGX-provided operations so as ensure security/privacy guarantees.
For instance, when an end user request arrives over the network, airbox_sgx_get() uses the follow-
ing OPENSGX interfaces. First, it uses sgx_enclave_write() and sgx_set_args() to copy data and
arguments for AirBox specific commands before entering an enclave. Inside the enclave, it uses
sgx_enclave_read() and sgx_get_args() to read the data and commands in enclave memory. Then, it
uses 128 bit AES encryption routines provided by the polarssl library. Finally, it returns status and a
handle to the value (e.g., stored encrypted file) pointed by that particular key using sgx_set_ret_val()
and sgx_enclave_write(). If a match for the key is found during lookup, the host again sends the
encrypted value pointed by that handle (e.g., the content of that particular file) and commands using
the above mentioned APIs. Inside the enclave, the content of the value is decrypted and re-encrypted
appropriately before transferring it to the host using the same APIs. Finally, the response to a user
request is sent. Similar steps are performed for the other interfaces. This discussion highlights the
fact that using SGX to correctly implement a secure sequence of operations is non-trivial, so the
higher-level security primitives provided by AirBox can be of great value to an EF developer.
We implement a suite of generic EFs – the Aggregator, Buffering and Caching EFs to evaluate































Figure 27: (a) Showing high level design of AirBox EFs; (b) Showing implementation details of a caching EF.
out the following generic operations on web traffic.
We describe the implementation of a secure edge function using the caching EF as an example, as
shown in Figure 27. When an end user request is handled at an EF, the untrusted host part implements
a proxy functionality setting up the required network connections, and passes the encrypted request
to the trusted part running in enclave mode. If a session key for this request is not available, the EF
requests it through the remote authentication interface and saves it for the current session from within
the enclave. With the key, the EF has access to the request in plain text, e.g., to a URL which is used
as the hash table or look up key. The value in that hash table points to a location in the file system
partition assigned to the EF instead of to the actual response. In case of a miss, the response for this
request is saved on disk at the particular location assigned to the request, but only after encryption
using a SGX sealing key is carried out inside the enclave. In case of a hit, the traffic is decrypted, the
appropriate encrypted content is read from that path and passed to the trusted enclave code which
decrypts it using the sealing key and re-encrypts it using a session key, before responding to the
client.
5.5 Evaluation
In this section, we present our experimental result using the OpenSGX platform. The evaluation
uses as benchmarks the same applications used in evaluating the provisioning performance in §5.2.2
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Figure 28: Comparing provisioning time using Docker and AirBox including SGX attestation for a hello
world and an image inverting application vs. increasing number of simultaneous provisioning requests using
(a) desktop class machine and (b) server class machine; (c) time spent in attestation command vs. number of
simultaneous attestation requests using windows SDK on SGX hardware.
and the simple ABC benchmark EFs, developed to evaluate AirBox. Our future work will consider
more elaborate real-world edge functions. Further, since we are using OPENSGX, which is an
emulator platform based on QEMU, we believe that it would be unwise to show hard response time
measurements or bandwidth saving numbers. We refer to previous work [57, 56, 85] that shows
those benefits for any applications based on edge cloud and focus on the effect of using of SGX on
provisioning and security. Specifically, we aim to answer the following questions:
1. How much overhead is caused by the SGX attestation during provisioning of AirBox EFs, with
varying number of concurrent provisioning requests?
2. How much overhead is caused due to the design of the secure AirBox EF anatomy?
3. How much overhead is added by SGX overhead for generic EFs and how does this vary‘ with
workload characteristics?
4. How closely do the SGX overheads observed on OPENSGX resemble the overheads on real
hardware?
5.5.1 Provisioning performance
Figure 28(a) and Figure 28(b) show the time spent in provisioning and booting EFs using Docker
vs. AirBox, respectively. We carried out the experiments on a server class machine and a desktop
class machine with a hello world application, and an image inverting application which uses the
command line interface (econvert command) of exact image library processing library. As clear
from the figures, the difference in AirBox and Docker provisioning is not visible in any of the cases.
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Specifically, the difference is on the order of milliseconds while the attestation requests remains on
the order microseconds. Figure 28(c) shows how the time spent in attestation requests varies with
number of simultaneous requests.
5.5.2 Security and Privacy Overhead
To gauge the overhead associated with ensuring security and end user privacy using Intel SGX,
we perform analysis using the ABC EF benchmark. We also implemented an automatic EF load
generator that exercises an EF booted on OPENSGX platform. We used a 256 byte request size and
1KB response size to measure the overhead to carry out experiments on a desktop class machine.
The size of request and response is important as memory copy and encryption overhead depends on
it. We measured the number of CPU cycles consumed during operations of the ABC EFs without
using SGX vs. varying level of functionality carried out in an SGX enclave: (i) while handling secure
network by exchanging session key from within an enclave to decrypt the end-user request and carry
out appropriate EF functions on request and/or response; and (ii) while handling secure network and
ensuring that before anything is stored on the file system, it is encrypted inside an enclave using a
sealing key. This also entails re-encrypting the stored state with a session key before responding
to the client. Figure 29(a) (i) shows the results. To further analyze the overhead, we looked at the
break down of where the instructions are spent. As evident from Figure 29(a) (ii), the majority of
the overhead arises out of performing host-to-enclave or enclave-to-host memory copies. This is a
result of the small size of the request and responses, as opposed to encryption vs. memcpy overhead.
This highlights the importance of design choice to facilitate memory copy between host and enclave.
To verify it, we measured the number of CPU cycles consumed by an EF while varying the size of
the buffer to be transferred between host and enclave. Figure 29(b) shows the CPU cycles spent with
varying size of the memory size to be communicated between enclave and host using OPENSGX with
different levels of encryption employed by an EF i.e., with only network encrypted and with storage
and network both encrypted.
Since OPENSGX is merely an SGX emulator, the measurement may not directly reflect real
hardware. To get better sense of the actual overheads, we carried out a similar experiment using the



























































































Figure 29: Showing (a) (i) Airbox overhead in ABC use cases due to the use of SGX for security and privacy
using OpenSGX; (ii) Showing the break down of the overhead in ABC use cases and (b) Showing SGX
overhead variation with size of data transfer between host and enclave with no encryption, only network
interaction encryption and with both network and storage encrypted (i) using OpenSGX and (ii) using Windows
SGX SDK.
this paper. Since Windows is not our target platform, we only implement the bench marking cases
to measure the performance on real SGX-enabled hardware. The experiment results are shown in
Figure 29(b) which shows the time spent in memory copy operations on real hardware where it is
difficult to measure CPU cycles spent inside an enclave due to lack of appropriate support/tools1. The
overhead of including only network encryption and both network encryption and storage encryption
are around 0.8 ms and 0.4 ms when the request/response size is up to 200 KB, respectively. The
results demonstrate that there is a negligible overhead for performing purely a memory copy operation
from host to enclave on the real hardware, implying that majority of the overhead on real hardware
would be associated with encryption used inside an SGX enclave. More importantly, evident from
the figure is the similar trend with increasing size memory copy with OPENSGX and Windows SGX
SDK highlighting that a similar performance can be achieved when deployed using real hardware.
However, it is part of our future work to evaluate the performance of real applications such as web
caching proxy, firewalls, etc., that utilize the AirBox secure APIs on real SGX hardware.
1Instructions such as rdtsc cannot be invoked inside the enclave in SGX revision 1.
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5.6 AirBox deployment scenarios
In Mobile networks. We envision AirBox to deliver part of the system level functionalities as
described in ETSI’s framework and reference architecture for Mobile Edge Computing [21]. In their
terminology, the AB Provisioner will be deployed on an edge host providing what is referred to as
virtualization support (via Docker containers). AB Console will act as a mobile edge orchestrator
either for mobile network operators or third parties, depending on its deployment. Further, AirBox
augments the static attestation of edge application (or EF) with SGX based attestation carried out
by the EF itself to remove reliance on system level management for its integrity. AirBox with
appropriate enhancements to interface with radio access network (RAN) equipment can be deployed
in mobile networks.
In Enterprise. Recent trends suggest deployment of on-premise virtual customer premise edge
(vCPE) equipment to reduce the number and cost of physical hardware appliances required for hosting
value-added features (EFs). AirBox can provide necessary support to quickly, securely provision,
and manage those EFs on deployed in enterprise settings. We posit that vCPE providers can integrate
AirBox in a straight forward manner enabling them to use containers (with security guarantees) as
opposed to current virtual machines to deliver EFs. This can result in a better price-performance
ratio for their deployed hardware.
5.7 Chapter Summary
We presented the design space for edge platforms that can execute functionality onloaded on behalf of
remote, cloud-based services, in order to address the bandwidth use and address latency requirements
of device-cloud interactions. Based on detailed analysis of the current technology space, we observe
that OS containers can provide a solution for fast and scalable provisioning of edge functions, with
minimal developer constrains. In order to address problems related to the lack of trust among of
such edge functions and the underlying platform, we develop a solution that leverages efficient
containerization mechanisms (Docker) as well as hardware assisted security (Intel SGX), while also
balancing the goals of reduced attack surface and reduced overheads of using trusted execution. The
outcome is AirBox – a performant and scalable edge function platform that provides integrity and
security guarantees for edge functions.
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CHAPTER VI
TOWARDS END-TO-END SECURE EDGE FUNCTIONS
Even with a software platform that allows for efficient and secure deployment of edge functions
which is crucial harnessing edge computing infrastructure, there remains a critical, yet common
scenario where edge functions are inapplicable: under the encrypted communication. Unfortunately,
most web services today are delivered over end-to-end encrypted channels. Worse yet, one report
suggests that by the end of 2016, 70% of the global Internet traffic will be encrypted [22], with some
networks surpassing 80%.
6.1 Introduction
The key challenge in enabling edge computing is to permit edge functions to operate on encrypted
traffic, without breaking the end-to-end security semantics of the applications and the protocols they
use, while still providing the expected benefits of reduced latency and reduced backhaul network
footprint.
Stated simply, edge functions cannot access the encrypted traffic without decrypting it. But if they
do decrypt it, they inherently trust the privileged software for confidentiality of their secure traffic.
The privileged software may be an OS or hypervisor that enables their deployment in multi-tenant
settings. However, as highlighted by the NSA-linked Cisco middlebox zero day vulnerability [36]
incident, the trustworthiness of such privileged software is questionable.
The fundamental problem of establishing trustworthiness of an execution environment controlled
by another entity has also manifested itself in other scenarios like cloud computing [50, 120].
However, for edge computing, solving this problem is more challenging because of: (i) performance
constraints: too much performance overheads to ensure confidentiality of encrypted user traffic can
absolve latency benefits expected from the edge functions, and (ii) the magnitude of security risk: a
compromised edge function can not only compromise that web service but also other edge functions
and thus, those web services own by multiple parties.
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Performance is of the utmost importance for edge functions because if there are no performance
benefits in terms of latency and/or bandwidth savings, then all edge functions can be anyways
deployed in centralized remote clouds. Any solution must incur low performance overhead to allow
authenticated access to edge functions and should perform well with the concurrent construct.
Regarding security-related compromises, the inadequacy of existing approaches stems from
the different operating conditions for edge functions. For instance, it is often assumed that the
infrastructure where edge functions are running is trusted and physically secure, e.g., in content
delivery networks’ data centers where appropriate business agreements could suffice to address
security and privacy concerns. This assumption is not true, as by definition, the edge infrastructure
implies it is situated at the edge in the wild, e.g., physically insecure aggregation points under lamp
posts or publicly accessible cellular towers.
Existing solutions in the networking domain allow middleboxes to securely operate on encrypted
traffic which include splitting SSL (or TLS) via based connection termination [109], multiple context
encryption [123], and homomorphic encryption [141] schemes. But all of these approaches either
incur too much performance overhead for them to be of any practical use or compromise end-to-end
security (§6.2.1). Existing solutions in systems space have focused on providing a trusted execution
environment (TEE) by reducing the trusted entities to a small verifiable code base [51, 65, 90, 146,
152, 155, 132] and trusting only the hardware [52, 126, 138]; they lack discussion on how to enable
establish trustworthiness of communication channels with such primitives, which is an inseparable
and critical part of edge computation. More importantly, even for systems that provide the capability
to allow backend web services to measure the trustworthiness of the edge functions through remote
attestation [149, 89]; without careful design, communication to the TEE may be subject to two types
of attacks: time-to-check-to-time-to-use (TOCTTOU) and cuckoo attack [128] (§6.2.1).
6.2 SPX: Preserving End-to-End Security Semantics in Edge Functions
To address these challenges, we present the Secure Protocol Extensions (SPX) for existing secure
protocols to allow edge functions to operate on encrypted traffic in collaboration with backend
services. SPX uses hardware-assisted TEE such as Intel SGX in the edge infrastructure, where edge
functions are run; backend infrastructure, where web services are run. They collaboratively allow
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edge functions to access encrypted traffic while preserving what we refer to as End-to-Edge-to-End
(E3) secure semantics (§6.2.2). Finally, the SPX not only should it allow a web service to measure
the edge functions, but it allows edge functions to check the integrity of web services.
Achieving this however, does not mandate any changes to end user devices. We prototyped
SPX for TLS (§6.3.3) and protocols based on the Noise framework (§6.3.4). We demonstrate their
efficiency in terms of the client’s setup connection time, and the overhead, which is observed by the
client and server on the opposite ends of the edge (§6.5.2). Furthermore, to highlight its efficiency
and scalability, we evaluate the them with realistic workloads. (§6.5.1).
In summary, this chapter describes the following research contributions:
• A design framework for creating secure protocol extension SPX for existing protocols, while still
preserving E3 security semantics.
• We demonstrate its use by prototyping TLX (SPX enabled TLS) and NoiXe (SPX enabled noise-
based protocol framework). We then demonstrate that deploying SPX does not require any visible
changes on the end user’s side.
• We outline the design choices in constructing SPX to address protocol performance, which ensures
secure semantics and the limitation of trusted execution environments (i.e., Intel SGX).
• With our experimental evaluation, we show that SPX acquires an overhead of up to 20% in
handshake performance. Lastly, we demonstrate that this overhead is amortized in bigger size file
transfers and web page loading.
6.2.1 Inadequacy of existing solutions
Today, end-to-end encryption is prevalent for ensuring the confidentiality of communication. Con-
sumer web services employ Transport Layer Security (TLS) to guarantee confidentiality in commu-
nication to their users; Whatsapp uses noise pipes for its encrypted chat’s transport security [47],
and Cisco proposes an IoT security framework [78]. We posit that application defined security
protocols will become more pervasive for emerging applications such as those proposed for the
Internet of Things, driver-less cars, etc. However, to grant edge functions access to encrypted traffic
using existing solutions have a undesirable side effect of compromising security or compromising
performance.
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Network solutions. Existing solutions in the networking domain either incur too much performance
overhead for them to be of any practical use or compromise end-to-end security.
Split TLS connection: It means that clients’ secure connection terminates at the edge loca-
tion [109]. Edge functions are pre-provisioned with a valid authentication token, e.g., certificate, to
act on behalf of a backend service. This means that data transfers can be made available in plaintext
where the connection is split. This approach is employed conventionally by content delivery networks
(CDN) which deliver content on behalf of their clients and by mobile network operators in their core
network to optimize the delivery of content (e.g., down scaling video for mobile device).
Multiple context encryption: Recent work [123] proposed the use of multi-context encryption
scheme as extension of TLS protocol. It involves encrypting the data, or part of the data, with
different keys (or contexts). Then, selectively sharing those keys with middleboxes to allow them
access to pre-defined part of the traffic. With this, the edge function can only access the encrypted
traffic partially assuming that there are multiple contexts. If there is only one context then otherwise
it is the same thing as sharing the key out of band with middleboxes and hence, compromising end to
end security. This approach has several limitations. First, using it requires updating the end user’s
devices, middleboxes, and servers. Secondly, it requires applications to appropriately partition and
tag the data sent to the multiple contexts (or encrypt them with different keys). The partitioning task
is non-trivial. Third, because it shares keys to partial content, it makes the traffic more prone to side
channel attacks and limits the functionality due to partial access. Lastly, if full access is granted, then
it violates the end-to-end security.
Homomorphic encryption: Another recently proposed approach [142] suggests the use of ho-
momorphic encryption to allow introspection in the middleboxes. However, homomorphic based
encryption computation is far from practical in terms of its computational requirements to be a viable
option for edge computing applications.
Furthermore, we argue that assuming a trusted edge infrastructure, including trusted privileged
software (OS, hypervisor) that hosts edge functions, is not desirable in edge computing scenarios.
This renders edge functions deployed in multi-tenant setting prone to a malicious edge function
which can gain root privileges via a vulenerabilty, i.e., includes attacks by a compromised OS [64].
For instance, a malicious edge function can act as a Netflix edge function to its Netflix web service;
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thereby request and steal all the videos from the Netflix web service.
TEE-based solution. It may appear that the use of a trusted execution environments with remote
attestation feature would solve the problem. Unfortunately, it will not. The usual approach to
authentication, e.g., using a shared secret or public key infrastructure, does not suffice for edge
computing because it requires an existing trusted channel to deliver the shared secret or the private of
a certificate. But no such channel exists if the edge infrastructure provider or malicious edge function
with root privileges (MEF), who controls both the edge infrastructure and the network, is not trusted.
Consequently, the only reliable way for authentication, is by using a unforgeable report in the form
of remote attestation. This is typically created by a correct or benign edge function (BEF) using
trusted execution environment. Based on this unforgeable evidence, one can be reassured whether an
edge function can be trusted or not.
However, if a communication channel is not carefully binded to the authentication, two general
types of attacks become possible:
TOCTTOU attack: A communication channel is vulnerable to a TOCTTOU attack if the at-
testation is performed before establishing the communication channel. Consider the following: A
web service initializes a remote attestation request to measure the target edge function. Next, the
MEF routes this request to the correct BEF edge function. The BEF responds with an expected
measurement and the web service initializes another encrypted communication channel to edge
function. To provide confidentiality and integrity (e.g., using the TLS protocol), MEF routes the
new communication to itself instead. This attack is possible for two reasons. First, the MEF has full
control of its internal network, so it can route network packages to whichever edge function it wants.
Secondly, because there exists a lack of a trusted channel to deliver the certificate, it is impossible to
rely on TLS to ensure both MEF are BEF are the same.
Cuckoo attack: A communication channel is vulnerable to cuckoo attack if the attestation is
performed after establishing the communication channel. When a web service initializes an encrypted
channel to an edge function, the MEF routes the communication to itself. The web service initializes
a remote attestation request over the established channel. MEF forwards the attestation request
to a BEF, and the BEF responds with a correct measurement to MEF, which forwards the correct
measurement to the web service. The cause of this attack is similar to the TOCTTOU attack: MEF
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can arbitrarily route network packages and TLS cannot distinguish between the MEF and the BEF.
Using TEE has inherent performance overhead due to memory encryption, limited or no I/O
access in trusted mode, limited addressable memory (e.g., Intel’s 6th generation processors have a
maximum of 128 MB addressable by an enclave), limited number of concurrent trusted execution
(e.g., Intel’s 6th generation processors can support a maximum of 12 enclaves), and compared to
canonical threading model (e.g pthread) multi-threading within an enclave is not trivial.
6.2.2 E3 semantics for secure protocol extensions
E3 properties. Before introducing our assumptions and design goals, it is important to first define the
E3 security properties discussed further in §6.3. We consider an SPX to be satisfying E3 properties
if the following two conditions hold:
1. The SPX preserves end-to-end security properties for encrypted network traffic transmitted on it
i.e., prevents access to encrypted data by any unauthorized party; and
2. The SPX does not mandate trusting the privileged entities (e.g., system software) in enabling
access to encrypted traffic to authorized entities.
For clarification, consider a simple example of Netflix which deploys its edge function that
caches videos on an untrusted edge infrastructure and uses the TLS protocol to secure the connection
to users. When a client connects to a Netflix server, it is desired that the content is served from the
edge function for obvious latency and bandwidth benefits. However, Netflix will only want to stream
videos to the clients authorized by its backend service. In this example, a connection must be setup
between the client and backend server while the edge function serves the content. This is different
from the scenario of the content delivery networks in which the secure connections of the clients
terminate at CDN nodes. It should be noted that authorization of edge to act on behalf of a backend
server is an automatic side effect if a protocol extension provides E3 guarantees.
6.2.3 Assumptions, Threat Model and Goals
Assumptions. We make the following three assumptions. First, we assume that backend services are
willing to deploy edge functions on open multi-tenant edge infrastructures. Edge functions handle
end user requests over secure protocols to provide reduced latency to their users and bandwidth
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benefits to them. At the same time, they want E3 guarantees to preserve the privacy of their users
and to secure their states that lie within edge functions. Second, we assume that when a client try to
access a web service, the connection is transparently directed to an edge function. The redirection
can be a DNS-based redirection, or an explicit mechanism deployed by the edge infrastructure e.g.,
redirecting RAN packets to appropriate edge functions by some sorts of match-forward rule, or
HTTPS based redirection (although this may absolve the benefit of deploying edge functions due to
latency concerns). The mechanism used for redirection is orthogonal to the design of SPX and we
assume that somehow the packets are redirected to a SPX enabled edge function. Third, we assume
that security guarantees provided by existing protocols in end-to-end client server communication
hold, e.g., TLS or noise based protocols provide the required end-to-end security. SPX relies on that
to create extensions. Finally, we assume availability of an OS-agnostic secure channel between the
edge and the backend servers e.g., Intel SGX remote attestation feature. With these assumptions, we
next specify explicitly our threat model for SPX.
Threat Model. Different from traditional network threat model where an adversary usually is
in the middle and launches attacks over the intermittent traffic, we consider a stronger threat model
where an adversary has a full control over the edge infrastructure including the operating system,
except for the isolated execution environment (TEE) which runs a trusted program. The adversary
can freely monitor, intercept, and forward the data over the communication channel between the
OS and TEE. For example, if an edge function running in a TEE tries to open a channel to OS in
order to talk to remote clients, the adversary who controls the OS also has the full control over that
channel. However, the adversary cannot mount any attack directly on the TEE, since we assume
TEE is under a strong protection against all external software accesses. We do not consider denial of
service attacks of edge functions that can be mounted by the operating system.
Design Goals. Giving the above assumptions, this work aims to achieve the following goals.
The first goal of this work is to articulate a generic protocol extension to an existing secure protocol
that can be applied to an edge computing network while providing End-Edge-End or E3 secure
properties. The second goal is ensuring interoperability of SPX with existing protocols, i.e., no
changes should be required in protocol stacks deployed on end user devices. The third goal is
















Figure 30: Showing the overview of SPX approach.
those extensions should take reasonable amount of effort in edge functions and backend services. The
final goal concerns the performance impact of using SPX to provide E3 guarantees, i.e., the created
protocol extensions must put minimal performance overheads on end clients, on edge functions, and
servers.
6.3 Designing SPX with E3 semantics
Figure 30 shows the simplified view of how SPX can be realized for a general secure protocol, using
OS-agnostic communication channel secured by remote attestation provided by the TEEs. We next
discuss the edge- and server-side details of SPX during different phases of a protocol lifetime.
6.3.1 A Generic protocol
What SPX accomplishes is to allow the communication channel between the client and the edge
function to be secured transparently as if the client was directly communicating with the server. This
is achieved in two steps. First, SPX utilizes TEEs to perform the encryption so an MEF cannot
access the encrypted network traffic. Second, SPX utilizes an attestation-binded handshake protocol
to transfer the session key of the supported protocol from the server to the edge. As a result, when
establishing the secure channel, the client still authenticates using the server’s credentials, so the
edge function is transparent, e.g., during a TLS handshake, the client will see and authenticate
the edge function using the server’s certificate instead of the edge provider’s certificate. Next, the
authentication key of SPX-enabled secure protocols (e.g., the private key of the server’s certificate)
never leaves the server so the risk of identity theft is low. Finally, by binding the key exchange
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between the edge function and the server with an attestation, SPX is resistant to the two kinds of
attacks discussed earlier in §6.2.1. Next, we describe in detail how the SPX’s handshake protocol
works.
Detect: A SPX enabled edge function must be able to detect the client’s session initiation
message which is usually transferred in plain text.
Relay: Once the edge function detects an initialization of SPX-enabled protocol, it relays
the initialization message to the server and behaves as a transparent proxy before the session is
established. It is important that edge function monitors the whole handshake process so as to extract
relevant protocol state (e.g., encryption suite) that is necessary to talk to the client.
Bind: Piggybacking with the relayed traffic, the edge function sends additional message that
binds the attestation with a ephemeral public key to the server. Note that, the ephemeral key pair
are generated inside the enclave and will be deleted after the handshake completed. This is the step
where the two aforementioned attacks are prevented.
Forward: To maintain transparency, the edge function must not communicate any SPX-related
information and/or clears any marks in the protocol messages to be handled at the edge before
forwarding them to clients. This function is important to avoid interoperability and deployment
concerns with SPX.
Grant: When the server finishes the session establishment and the authentication of the edge
function is successful (by verifying the attestation report), the server transfers the session key, which
is encrypted by the ephemeral public key contained in the attestation, to the edge function through
the key exchange channel. On receiving the session key message, an edge function decrypts the key
using corresponding ephemeral private key, registers the session, and begins serving the request of
clients thereafter.
After successful creation of a secure session, edge function maintains the state of the session
unless explicitly directed to discard. SPX also maintains the state per connection and supports
resume operations supported by the protocol. On carrying out these function in appropriate manner,
the connection between the client and edge function would satisfy the E3 security properties.
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6.3.2 Design Choices
The following design choices are carefully considered while designing SPX:
Channel binding: The key to prevent the TOCTTOU and cuckoo attacks is to bind an attestation
with the corresponding communication channel. In SPX, this is done by including the ephemeral
public key in the attestation so when the server verifies the integrity of the edge function it can check
(1) whether the edge function is indeed running inside a TEE, (2) the integrity of the edge function,
and (3) the ephemeral key pair is indeed generated inside the TEE so no other entity has access to it.
Channel relaying: After the detection, an edge function can carry on a handshake with server
without involving clients to carry out binding. After the binding is successful, it acts as a transparent
forwarder for client-server handshake messages. At appropriate instances, server shares the session
state and session key but before communicating the secure connection established to client. This
allows SPX enabled edge function to relay the same communication channel for its own and clients
handshake. This is important because requiring additional connections is undesirable from edge
function and server resource use perspective.
Piggybacking. SPX messages are piggybacked with existing protocol messages as much as
possible as opposed to detached messages. SPX piggybacked markers trigger an SPX function at
edge functions or server. This is important as it ensures that SPX protocols do not make existing
protocols vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks and to keep lower overhead on edge and server
side while at the same time keep client side engaged to avoid timeouts.
Protocol replication. Wherever possible, SPX replicates the protocol’s abstract state at the
edge function instead of having the edge function to maintain all state variables, replicate the crypto
functions. SPX enabled edge functions only maintain protocol state and request the session key at
appropriate state of the protocol via remote attestation. This allows SPX to keep the computational
overhead associated with carrying out those functions at the edge.
Limitations of TEE hardware. It is important to consider limitation of TEE hardware e.g.,
(i) 6th generation Intel processors have only 128 MB of memory addressable to all the enclaves
running, (ii) the number of enclave instantiations running simultaneously is limited, and (iii) running
an SGX thread consumes one of the logical CPUs and make it unavailable to other threads. Although
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these are soft limitations that may be addressed in future generation of processors but a practical
SPX should be able to overcome these limitations. To address (i) SPX uses a spilling mechanism
i.e., session look up table spills over to host memory if the memory available to enclave is not
available. However, to ensure E3 guarantees, SPX uses another TEE feature sealing to store session
information. To guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of the sealed information, sealing encrypts
the information using the hardware generated sealing key. By doing this, with a small performance
penalty, SPX-enabled edge function is only limited by the amount of host memory as opposed
to memory addressable by a TEE. To mitigate impact of (ii) SPX enabled edge function requires
only one enclave instantiation per edge function as opposed to one enclave instantiation per session.
However, SPX cannot share enclaves with two different edge functions without compromising E3
guarantees because in that case two edge functions can generate the same ephemeral key and same
attestation reports. To mitigate impact of (iii), we need to make sure that the time required in binding
is kept to minimum so that the the edge function waiting for attestation response including session
keys finishes as quickly as possible accomplished by monitoring the state of the handshake.
6.3.3 TLX = TLS + SPX
TLS/SSL [148] is a widely used secure protocol that provides end-to-end confidentiality and integrity
guarantee for network traffics. The protocol has two types subprotocols: the handshake protocols
and the record protocol. The handshake protocols is for negotiating security parameters for the
record protocol, authenticating two peers, reporting errors, etc. It is also the key step to prevent
MITM attacks. In particular, by using public key encryption, TLS guarantees that only the two
communication peers have access to the randomly generated session key that is used in the record
protocol. In TLX, we utilize SPX to securely transfer this secret key from the server to the edge
function without trusting the edge provider. Figure 31 shows the TLX protocol as described below:
1. Detect function is carried out by an edge function detects a ClientHello, SPX adds a request as a
TLS extension in the ClientHello message and forward the message to the server.
2. Having received the request, the server response by including a response in its ServerHello
message, again, as a TLS extension. The response can be OK or Not Capable. In case of OK, a
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Figure 31: Showing the SPX enabled TLS protocol: TLX handshake protocol.
and a signed ephemeral public key (similar to the ServerKeyExchange message) to establish the
key exchange channel.
3. Having received the response from the server, SPX strips the server response from the ServerHello
message and relays the rest messages to the client.
4. SPX validates the certificate, checks whether it is from the trusted server (similar to public
key pinning [75]), and verifies the ephemeral key is signed by the public key corresponds to
the certificate. This is important to prevent MITM attacks between the edge function and the
server [111].
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5. While waiting for the client to response, SPX generates a fresh pair of ephemeral keys and
generate an attestation that includes both the public key and the challenge (nonce). Then it sends
the attestation and the public key to the server together with the client response.
6. Having received the attestation, the server verifies its freshness, correctness as well as the legitimacy
of the public key. Once every check clears, the server then send the session key to the edge
function encrypted with the exchanged ephemeral key, as well as ChangeCipherSpec and Finished
messages. Please note that for transparency, all SPX-related messages will not be included when
calculating the hash of handshake messages.
7. SPX strips and decrypts the session key and forward the rest messages to the client. From now on,
the edge function can securely communicate with the client using the TLS record protocol with
agreed cipher spec.
The handshake will be aborted if either the normal TLS handshake fails or an attestation-related
error occurs.
6.3.4 NoiXe = Noise + SPX
Noise is a framework for crypto protocols based on Diffie-Hellman key agreement. Noise can describe
protocols that consist of a single message as well as interactive protocols. A Noise handshake is
described by a simple language consisting of tokens arranged into message patterns. Message
patterns are arranged into handshake patterns. A handshake pattern specifies the sequential exchange
of messages exchanged between a initiator (client) and responder (server) that comprise a handshake.
A handshake pattern can be instantiated by crypto functions (DH functions, cipher functions, and a
hash function) to give a concrete Noise protocol. A noise protocol starts with prologue data and some
patterns require pre-messages to be exchanged between the parties. In a nutshell, message include e:
ephemeral key, s: static key and dhee, dhse, dhes, dhss: sender performs a DH between its
corresponding local, remote and performs hash). Readers are directed to the Noise specification for
further details about the framework and language to describe protocols [130].
Applications can choose to specify and use their own defined protocol between their end users
and the web service. NoiXe allows edge functions to support any secure protocol that can be built
using noise protocol framework. A noise protocol starts with prologue exchanged between a server
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and client. For example, suppose a server communicates a list of Noise protocols that it supports
to clients. Application on client side will then choose among them and execute that protocol to
communicate with server. SPX uses prologue to perform detect function on edge and server side.
When a client tries to connect to a server using a noise protocol, it is directed to a NoiXe enabled
edge function, it leverages the hand shake pattern information of the protocol being used to choose
appropriate messages to carry out its other functions. First, it creates a secure channel with server
using the same protocol as requested by the client. The, edge function and server carry out the bind
function i.e., uses the channel to send and receive attestation report created in a secure enclave. On
successful mutual attestation, a NoiXe enabled edge function relays the same channel to client and
while acting as a noise proxy for it to carry out its handshake with the server. This ensures that
security expectations of the clients are honoured and the channel which was binded is the one that is
getting used for client server communication.
On edge function side, after detect function, the protocol NoiXe capable edge function initializes
a handshake state object for that protocol and keeps it up to date with the state on the server side
while acting as a forwarding proxy for communication between web service and client. Since, noise
uses symmetrical encryption, there is no need to replicate the execution of protocol on edge function
side instead, it selects the appropriate messages from the protocol’s handshake message pattern (part
of Noise handshake state) to get required information from server e.g., current hash state. Finally, the
session keys are granted by server to edge function before the last message is exchanged between
server and client as part of another attestation report to prevent eves dropping or impersonation. In
cases, the last message in the handshake pattern is from the client side, server grants the session
keys after it finishes the crypto function are finished. The handshake is only carried out whenever an
attestation request can be satisfied (indicated by attestation extension). The handshake is aborted if a
requested attestation is not received or is invalid, or the noise session information does not match the
signature in the attestation.
Figure 32 shows the handshake patterns Noise_XX between a initiator (client) and responder
(server) along with the SPX functions that are carried out between handler (edge) and responder to
achieve SPX goals. Noise_XX is used to start a compound protocol called noise pipe. Noise pipes
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Figure 32: Showing the Noise_XX pattern handshake with SPX enabled Noise framework.
pattern supports mutual authentication and transmission of static public keys which are stored and
used as pre-messages in the next Noise_IK pattern to create the session. Important to note is that
bind happens only after fir DH function is performed. Identifying this step requires knowledge about
the protocol and NoiXe preserves it by piggybacking the attestation with DHed message. Other
protocols are supported in similar manner.
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6.4 Implementation
We implemented SPX prototypes for Ubuntu 14.04 using Intel SGX linux SDK. We highlight
interesting implementation details for TLS and Noise protocols below:
TLX. We prototyped TLX by modifying TLS implementation on top of mbedTLS libraries. We
leveraged the extension feature introduced in TLS 1.2 protocol to integrate attestation request and
verification into handshake. We then ported the modified library into an enclave to support SPX
functionality.
NoiXe. We modified the Noise protocol framework to support a new role of ’handler’ to create
an intelligent Noise edge function that allows replication of the state of noise protocols. To run
noise protocols in an SGX enclave, we ported the full Noise protocol framework to run inside an
enclave including all its crypto functions. Using it, we implemented a proxy that runs as the edge
function and a server that uses the SPX enabled Noise framework - NoiXe. We had to disable use of
vectorization in blake2 and ChaChaPoly because SSE2 optimizations are not supported in an SGX
enclave with 6th generation Intel processors.
Remote Attestation for Enclave. Remote attestation in Intel SGX is designed to use trusted
servers i.e., Intel servers or other parties that are granted the processor secrete keys under suitable
agreements, to verify the attestation measurements. However, in our implementation, we bypassed
the use of those servers to simplify our implementation. But it doesn’t lead to any loss of generality
of our prototype or evaluations because we posit that parties deploying edge functions would act as
those trusted entities as per Intel.
6.5 Evaluation
A SPX enabled protocol preserves E3 semantics while allowing edge function full access to the web
traffic. Careful design of additional messages exchanged between edge function and backend servers
and secure execution guarantees provided by Intel SGX make it possible and transparent to end users.
In this section, we evaluate the overhead incurred to carry out those steps.
Experimental Setup. Table 16 lists the experimental setup used in the experiments. We used
machines with 6th generation Intel processors that have SGX support to prototype edge function and
remote server. We implemented a TCP client, proxy (edge function) and server which communicate
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Table 16: Experimental setup for SPX evaluation.
Setup Configuration
Client Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620 v2 @ 3.70GHz, 16GB DIMM DDR3 Synchronous RAM, Intel
Ethernet Connection (2) I219-V
Edge Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 16GB DIMM DDR3 Synchronous RAM, 128
MB configured for SGX, Intel Ethernet Connection (2) I219-V
Server Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 16GB DIMM DDR3 Synchronous RAM, 128
MB configured for SGX, Intel Ethernet Connection (2) I219-V
Network LAN over 512 Mbps connection. RTT (Client-Proxy: 0.964) (Proxy-Server 0.901) (Client-Server
0.962)
Table 17: Showing handshake patterns of Noise interactive protocols used in experiments along with reference
to understand handshake pattern from protocol name.
Noise protocol Handshake pattern Reference
Noise_IX (-> e, s); (<- e, dhee, dhes, s, dhse) First letter for Initiator
Noise_NK (<- s); (...) | (-> e, dhes); (<- e, dhee) Second letter for Responder
Noise_XN (-> e); (<- e, dhee); (-> s, dhse) N = No static key
Noise_NN (-> e); (<- e, dhee) K = Static key Known
Noise_NX (-> e); (<- e, dhee, s, dhse) X = Static key Xmitted ("transmitted")
Noise_IN (-> e, s); (<- e, dhee, dhes) I = Static key Immediately transmitted
using TLS (mbedTLS library) and Noise protocols using standard framework as our baselines. Then,
we added SPX capability to edge and server side i.e., implemented the portion that handles encryption
state (proxy and server both) to run in an SGX enclave used TLX (modified mbedTLS library) and
NoiXe (modified Noise framework libraries). We used 128 bit AES encryption in RSA for TLS with
a certificate of size 3KB and ChaChaPoly cipher, 256 SHA2, 56 bit curve488 key for Noise based
protocols. In both cases, we used a 512 byte attestation report generated by processor inside an SGX
enclave. We used echo protocol over TCP socket connection to carry out our experiments.
6.5.1 End-to-End Evaluation
File Transfer. Figure 33(a) and Figure 34 compare the time taken to transfer files of different sizes
with baseline. We chose the file sizes for the experiment from the average size of objects transferred
in top 100, top 1000 and all websites from HTTP Archive [43]. The experimental results shown are
averaged over 20 runs along with one standard deviation. As evident from the figure that SPX incurs
modest overhead of 12-15% over split proxy baseline. This can be attributed to execution inside a
SGX enclave. Partly, inherent SGX overhead and partly to the copying of encrypted network packets
from host to enclave. The higher standard deviation in TLS vs. noise is due to the packet size used in
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Figure 33: (a) Showing time time measured on client side in file transfer using TLX (SPX enabled TLS) over
TCP; (b) Showing CDF of locally replayed web page load times for Alexa’s top 100 web pages over TLX.
experiments. TLS experiments used blocks of 1KB for the file transfer where as Noise mandates
the use of blocks of 65536 bytes. To put it in context, this means that with SPX a DPI solution for
encrypted traffic in middle-boxes can be implemented as proposed in [142, 123], with a much lower
overhead. Further, SPX approach also doesn’t mandate apriori knowledge of what to look for in the
encrypted traffic. In summary, SPX is a low overhead solution that provides full secure access under
E3 security properties.
Web Page Loading. To understand how the SPX would perform in real-world performance, we
examine web page load time. We recorded and replayed Alexa’s top 100 websites using Mahimahi
tool [125]. Figure 33(b) shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the webpage load
times with proxy only and with SPX enabled proxy. Evident from the graph is that there is modest
SPX overhead in full web page loading. We attribute this to the structure of the web pages which
include a large number of small objects, where SPX overhead is not amortized. However, important
to consider the fact the we are locally replaying web pages over very fast networks. The web page
loading which is usually in order of seconds is finished in milliseconds, thus presenting the worst
case for TLX which is also evident on the right side in the figure. As the time to load increases, you
can see that the performance gap diminishes.
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Figure 34: Showing time measured on client side in file transfer using different handshake patterns provided
by NoiXE (SPX enabled Noise framework) using echo protocol over TCP.
Table 18: Showing expressions for extra bytes introduced in handshake due to SPX.
Protocol Expression to calculate extra bytes in handshake
Noise attestation report size + bytes in one handshake + session key size
TLS attestation report size + bytes in one handshake + certificate size + session key size
6.5.2 Micro Benchmarks
Handshake time. Figure 35 shows the time taken to carry out handshakes when client connects to
server without any proxy (E2E), with a split connection proxy and finally, a SPX enabled proxy and
server for TLS and 5 interactive handshake patterns. For readers, we list the handshake patterns in
Noise terminology in Table 17. The results shown are averaged over 20 runs to show one standard
deviation. We observed an overhead of only over our baseline. SPX approach outperforms the only
solution reported in literature [142] that offers such security semantics. However, in offering such
security semantics that work is limited in that it only allows a limited level of access to middle boxes.
Extra bytes in handshake. Since, the extra work is done at the edge and server side, end clients do
not see any change in terms of number of bytes exchange to setting up a secure connection. Table 18
shows the expression to calculate the number of extra bytes due to SPX enabled edge functions and
servers to setup a connection. It shows that the overhead in terms of extra bytes is reasonable SPX

































Figure 35: Comparing the handshake time of SPX enabled protocols (TLX, NoiXe) as observed on client
side.
encryption keys for different contexts. This results in the handshake sizes proportional to number
of contexts. Even if we do not consider the tediousness of explicitly creating multiple contexts in
client traffic to service them at the edge, mcTLS can support a limited number of contexts due to size
of the handshake. SPX enabled protocol allow edge function to fully access to traffic, in essence
providing infinite contexts with constant overhead. Further, SPX provides E3 security semantics
where as mcTLS context available to a middlebox is insecure as that context can be decrypted and a
malicious edge function with root privileges can steal that information. We only show results for
TLS for further benchmarks. However, we report that we observed similar trends for Noise protocol.
Concurrent connections. Figure 36(c) show the handshake time measured on client side with
number of concurrent connections. Evident from the figure is that SPX performance is not con-
strained by the number of concurrent connections. This is important for SPX to be a solution in edge
computing scenarios because the edge infrastructure is by definition resource constraint. Further,
it also highlights another point that with SPX edge functions can securely service multiple clients
without being limited by the amount of memory addressable by SGX enclaves.
CPU Overhead. Figure 36 shows the average CPU consumption on the proxy and server during file
transfer experiment. It clearly highlights that SPX puts substantial overhead 2x on CPU time during
its operation. The consumption is due to memory copy of network packets from host to enclave and
overhead due to memory page encryption. Compared to BlindBox [142] which uses much more CPU
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Figure 36: Comparing CPU time spent on proxy side measured (a) during file transfer experiments; (b)
multiple concurrent connections experiments; (c) Showing variation of time measured in file transfer using
TLX with number of concurrent connections.
intensive homomorphic encryption and reduce functionality supported at the middle boxes deriving
them from use cases, SPX approach provides full access to encrypted traffic with lower overheads.
It is especially important for Edge computing perspective because this implies that developers have
full flexibility to implement any logic for their edge functions.
6.6 SPX Deployment scenarios
In Mobile networks. We envision SPX to deliver a crucial functionalities as for edge computing
applications described in ETSI’s framework and reference architecture for Mobile Edge Comput-
ing [21]. SPX augments the static provisioning of certificates to edge functions with just in time
remote attestation carried out by the EF itself to remove reliance on system level management to
service end users. This is important to thwart efforts of spoofing an edge function to access impor-
tant content. SPX with appropriate enhancements to interface with radio access network (RAN)
equipment can be deployed in mobile networks.
In Enterprise. Recent trends suggest deployment of on-premise virtual customer premise edge
(vCPE) equipment to reduce the number and cost of physical hardware appliances required for hosting
value-added features (EFs). SPX can provide necessary support to allow edge functions deployed in
those equipment to operate on encrypted traffic. We posit that vCPE providers can integrate SPX in
a straight forward manner enabling them to benefit from end to end security guarantees. This can
result in a better price-performance ratio for their deployed hardware.
Other scenarios. Although, this research is motivated by edge computing applications. similar
approach can be utilized in other settings with appropriate modification which we believe will be
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trivial to carry out. For example, (i) to secure the control plane for the virtual network functions
(VNF) - a direction all the mobile networks are moving towards, (ii) in inter data-centers specifically
in hybrid cloud settings, only allowing appropriate access to relevant parties.
6.7 Chapter summary
We presented a design framework – SPX– to create secure protocol extensions to enable edge
computing applications to operate over encrypted traffic without violating . SPX uses hardware
assisted trusted execution environment such as Intel SGX for widely popular TLS and Noise based
protocols. It is crucial for edge computing because edge infrastructure is by definition present in
physically insecure locations. In creating SPX, we address a fundamental technical issue of binding
the trusted execution with a communication channel that allows it to abide by the proposed E3
semantics — secure semantics which are equivalent to end to end semantics but also explicitly
recognizes the edge. In addition to outperforming state of the art, we considered difficult problems
such as inter-operability, deployability in developing SPX to ensure that we put minimum constraints
on developers of a emerging edge computing eco-system. SPX provides the example of innovative
solutions that an attractive and sustainable edge computing eco-system would entail. More generally,
it highlights an important point that existing abstractions e.g., end to end principle have to be revisited




We organize the related work with broader research areas that this thesis spanned.
7.1 Android App Delivery
Supporting apps from the Edge. Prior efforts have considered support app execution via edge-
cloud platforms [106, 70, 100, 60] to leverage resource-rich execution environment to partially or
fully offload app execution from resource constrained devices. But none of them considered use of
edge cloud platforms for app delivery. In that sense, the research carried out as part of thesis is the
first one.
Web traffic characterization. Previous work on characterizing Internet traffic workload has mainly
focused on video e.g., YouTube access patterns [61, 158, 66, 107, 79] etc, and web but, there has
been no work done in collecting the android app access patterns. This research carried out as part of
this thesis is the first of its kind to capture and analyze the download behaviour of Android apps.
Application Streaming. Prior work on application streaming includes (i) ‘thin’ desktop clients [14,
30, 35, 42] streaming pixels to low cost front end displays. (ii) Numecent’s cloud paging [37]
streams memory pages to end clients. (iii) Instart logic’s [25] web-app streaming exploits the order
of relevance of app components using a browser-resident nano-visor to optimize web app delivery. A
recent offering by Amazon performs mobile app streaming using a wrapper SDK. AppFlux differs
from such efforts because (i) it focuses on mobile apps vs. desktop applications, and (ii) it exploits
the emerging eBox tier.
Mobile app analysis. Earlier work has analyzed mobile apps from various perspectives, e.g.,
quality [97], unsafe exposure [84], security [156], privacy [150], etc. We provide a performance-
centric analysis of mobile app structures relevant to enabling app streaming.
Online application update. Dynamic software updates [144, 124, 113] leading to reference man-
agement tools [48] have been explored for enterprise IT teams, with a focus on managing system
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updates for large organizations [7, 31]. But no such tools/technique exist to benefit end users of
mobile devices and apps. AppFlux addresses this gap. Recent work to reduce mobile app update
traffic proposes micro app updates [67] which would complement AppFlux.
Pre-fetching cache. Using dynamic caching for pre-fetching content, Gandhi et al [79] suggested that
k-means clustering used more intervals while reducing error rate compared to dynamic programming.
However, based on our android app access pattern, k-means clustering gave a cache-hit ratio of 75%,
which is lower than the cache-hit ratio of the proposed p-LRU algorithm. Zink et al [158] observed
a similar pattern for YouTube videos and proposed a caching policy based on LRU and popularity
of a movie. The results showed an improvement in the cache-hit ratio. However, their algorithm
depended on a global list of popular movies. Access to a global list may or may not be there. Also, it
might happen that the global popularity list might differ from local lists [158], where they proved that
there is no strong correlation is observed between global and local popularity and video clips of local
interest have a high local popularity. The p-LRU algorithm addresses these issues, as it generates the
popularity list by learning the access patterns locally.
7.2 Edge infrastructure and edge function deployment
The emergence of edge infrastructure is evident in research prototypes such as cloudlets [106] and
eBoxes [57], and industry initiatives such as Microsoft’s micro DCs [20] and ETSI Mobile Edge
Computing [21]. Examples of edge cloud nodes include small cells [39, 8], WiFi routers [9, 40], or
cloudlet servers [106], that could be located in homes or neighborhoods, stores, malls, offices, etc.
ETSI MEC initiative is a nascent standardization effort with many industry participants. Although
complete MEC implementations do not yet exist, the industrial push to define such architectures
reflects a strong, shared belief in the need for edge infrastructure. Inherent to that is the need to timely
consider the full spectrum of technologies that can address the requirements. AirBox is the first step
towards those needs prior to the concrete definition of architecture which can get constrained by
choosing a particular technology. The MEC white paper also enumerates security challenges faced
by EFs, but relies on trusted platforms to address these. AirBox is a concrete first step towards a
solution without strong assumptions of trust in the distributed platforms.
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Edge function Provisioning. Use of virtual machines is proposed in conjunction with VM synthe-
sis [87] capability to provision edge functions as a VM. This can be resource intensive and slow,
despite optimizations such as caching base images and making available overlay files from back-
end. AirBox solves the same problem in a much more scalable fashion using Docker’s capabilities.
Jitsu [114] is proposed as a power-efficient and responsive platform for hosting cloud services in
the edge network while preserving the strong isolation guarantees of a type-1 hypervisor but still
relies on the hypervisor for security guarantees. Further, the Jitsu kernel based on the mini OS kernel
may put additional porting effort and/or constraints on developers of EFs to create thin mirage OS
based VMs for their EFs, and is susceptible to unavailability of standard tools to implement EFs.
Paradrop [151] uses LXC containers to provide virtualization with significantly lower overheads
which is similar to AirBox. LXC lack the seamless provisioning support provided by Docker and
simple Docker file interface. In general, our research validates the idea of using containers for EFs by
considering evaluating it for different capabilities of edge cloud platforms. Additionally, we analyze
the upper bounds for provisioning activities. However, Paradrop does not address security aspect of
EFs.
7.3 Edge Function Security
Edge function security has drawn less attention alongside the fast growth of edge cloud research.
Several surveys[140, 96, 145, 133] have pointed out security and privacy challenges from various
perspectives. For example, how to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the data in
edge cloud; how to prevent edge cloud services against external attacks (man-in-the-middle attack)
and internal attacks (compromised environment). Possible mitigation techniques are also proposed
for different kinds of threats. However, there is no existing platform that takes various security
considerations into account. AirBox is proposed to be a practical edge cloud platform that attempts
to address existing security challenges by integrating the novel commodity CPU features (Intel SGX).
AirBox [59] proposed to attempt the address handling of secure traffic in edge services by integrating
Intel SGX. But the approach was not protocol centric and did not address the limitations of TEE
hardware. SPX fills that gap.
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7.4 Handling end-to-end encrypted communication
Protocol based solutions. Earlier approaches to provide access to optimizing web proxy proposed
to create split connections [109] at SSL layer but in essence required violating end to end principles.
More recently, [123] proposed the use of multi-context encryption scheme as extension of TLS
protocol. It involves encrypting the data, or part of the data, with different keys (or contexts). Then,
selectively sharing those keys with middleboxes to allow them access to pre-defined part of the traffic.
It shares keys to partial content, it makes the traffic more prone to side channel attacks and weakens
the end to end semantics. Another approach, [142] suggests the use of homomorphic encryption to
allow introspection in the middleboxes with notion of use case defined privacy constructs. However,
homomorphic based encryption computation is far from practical in terms of its computational
requirements to be a viable option for edge computing applications. Finally, none of the above
mentioned works can handle privileged software attacks [64].
Secure communication channel. Under a threat model where host is untrusted, some works focus
on building a secure communication channel on the same machine. Zhou et al. [157] outline an
approach to secure the data-transfer between user’s I/O device and a program trusted by the user.
Jang et al. [99] propose SeCReT, a framework to build a secure channel between TEE and non-TEE.
SPX targets on establishing secure end-to-end channel over the Internet thus is orthogonal to these
works. Further, compared to SPX approach of binding TLS session with remote attestation on the
server side, another approach is to replace the TLS certificate by the Attestation Identity Key (AIK)
certificate. However, this solution is not suitable for multi-tenant virtualized edge computing scenario
because: (i) AIK certificate is typically unique for one host machine making it vulnerable for MITM
attack, (ii) cost associated with applying a TLS certificate if we consider assigning a TLS certificate
to each edge function and (iii) performance overheads associated with execution in TEE as we would
have to use it twice for every new session: one for decrypting the pre-master secret and one for
generating the attestation.
Trusted execution environments. Other direction in research has focused on providing a trusted
execution environment (TEE) by reducing the trusted entities to a small verifiable code base [51, 65,
90, 146, 152, 155, 132] and trusting only the hardware [52, 126, 138]; they lack discussion on how
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to enable establish trustworthiness of communication channels with such primitives, which is an
inseparable and critical part of edge computing.
TEE based remote attestation. Several works make use of remote attestation to provide trustwor-
thiness of the local TCB to a remote party. Flicker [118] provides hardware-supported isolation for
executing sensitive code. By using TPM, the executed code can be attested by a remote party. Due to
significant performance overhead introduced by the design of Flicker, a follow-up work, TrustVi-
sor [117], achieves the similar security guarantee by implementing the system in the hypervisor level.
The remote attestation capability is still supported by leverging TPM. Cloud Terminal [115] also
adopts TPM-based attestation which allows the server to validate the client application. Haven [52]
leverages Intel SGX to prevent code and data from tampering by an untrusted cloud provider. SGX-
based attestation is used to provide a proof of the program is correctly loaded and executes in an
SGX enclave to a cloud customer. The above-mentioned works are the concrete examples of using
remote attestation. However, these works either fail to provide detail on the how to perform remote
attestation protocol or only consider the naive protocol. SPX can be used to fill the gap in the
protocol part.
Other forms of remote attestations. The original version of remote attestation mechanism proposed
by TCG has suffered from several limitations e.g., Direct Anonymous Attestation [62] EPID [63],
Semantic remote attestation [88] Property-based attestation [134]. Although, the design described in
this paper utilizes Intel SGX support for remote attestation, SPX offers high flexibility to adopt any
type of remote attestation mechanism as long as it provides the requires OS agnosticism.
7.5 Concepts and System Mechanisms
Ephemerality. Lacuna [73] propose the idea of secure ephemeral channels to guarantee forensic
deniability. Similar to Lacuna’s principle, for app slices, app components and state are erased but
without any strong deniability guarantees. Ephemeral community 4chan [54] is known for ephemeral
content streaming at scale, compared to that AppSlice can be seen as stream of ephemeral apps.
Program Slicing A large body of work has focused on program slicing [92]. The primary focus of
many such efforts has been to identify program execution components and to apply those findings
for predicting performance or resource consumption [108, 110]. We apply a similar methodology of
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analyzing the app components’ dependency graph in packaging activities in individual app slices.
Additional opportunities exist in further leveraging prior work on program analysis to further optimize
the slicing process.
End-to-edge-to-end (E3) Security Semantics The end-to-end system design principle was first
introduced in [135] which has been applied to networked systems and to encryption in TLS to
provide confidentiality. Active networks [147] proposed to change those semantics but without much
practical success. However, ubiquitous presence of middleboxes suggests otherwise. Despite that





Edge computing will pave the way for emerging Internet applications. The insights gathered through
this dissertation work suggest several promising research directions.
8.1 Towards a richer app ecosystem
There are a number of opportunities in existing mobile app eco-system that can create a more
compelling case for apps in future. We outline some of those below which can be considered as
being opened up by work in this thesis.
8.1.1 Semantic gap in app functionalities and their use
With AppInstant, we demonstrated how the future models of end user interactions can benefit from
the large momentum of app eco-system. However, a problem that remains open is mapping the
semantic knowledge of the functionality provided by an app vs. with what user wants to do i.e., user
intent. In our earlier work [60] (not included as part of this thesis), we proposed the abstract notions
of competence, Intent and Context for edge computing applications. We see opportunities especially
in emerging assistant like devices at the edge e.g., Amazon echo, Google Home, etc., of applying
those abstractions and technologies developed as part of this thesis. More generally, mapping user
intent to the functions provided by a device is an interesting area with potential of changing the
dynamics of how end users interact with devices and web services.
8.1.2 On-demand, contextual management of Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) presents a promise of a future with billions of interconnected devices,
where end user interactions with such devices, or services enabled by device-device interactions
augment our cognitive abilities and improve our lives‘ experiences. Achieving this requires that
interactions with and across such things are effortless, regardless of whether the environments
where we rely on IoT services are ones we repeatedly inhabit (like our homes, offices, vehicles, or
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neighborhood stores), or ones that are seldom, if ever, revisited (like conference venues, or remote
airports and hotels). Yet, there are daunting practical problems with achieving this goal. In the
absence of standards, establishing a universal lingua franca to communicate with or across devices,
is not realistic. One solution to this can involve dynamic download and installation of device-specific
applications, but given current technologies and the current state of the mobile app ecosystem, these
explicit download/install related steps affect the seamlessness of the IoT experience. More generally,
research in the direction that allows decoupling of the IoT device interface from the device itself and
making it available dynamically and on-demand based on context can lead to high impact outcomes.
8.2 Open problems in edge computing
Mobile edge computing is posed as an integral part of 5G expected to hit the mainstream [21, 20,
137, 60] by 2020. More importantly, the promise of new revenue generating ecosystem makes it
strategically important for mobile network operators and enterprises. There exists a plethora of
research opportunities that could result in high impact outcomes. We list a few below:
8.2.1 Capacity planning and data placement in edge computing
The critical challenges for a web service to utilize the mobile egde data centers are determining their
appropriate locations, deployment of its edge functions and placement of associated data at those
mobile edge data centers. The problem of data placement among geographically distributed data
centers has motivated sophisticated approaches (Volley [49], Acorn [154]), etc.
For mobile edge data centers, the problem becomes more difficult and hence, requires a new
approach because of the following reasons:
• High degree to distribution: the number of mobile edge data centers is expected to be in order
of 100,000s as compared to 10s or 100s for core data centers.
• Shorter decision window: The resource limitations and user mobility leads to a shorter time
window to decide and execute data placements. A more aggressive and pragmatic approach is
needed for data placements at the mobile edge.
• Potentially higher WAN costs: Although, we are not aware of any price differentiation between
WAN traffic and the traffic that would be placed at the edge but we posit that the cost of sending
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a data to the mobile edge which would require traveling via mobile back-haul may be costlier
than over conventional IP network.
• Severely limited resources: The limited availability of resources at the edge data centers
stems from the allowed power levels, heating concerns arising out of safety regulations and
availability of real estate to create those data centers. A typical mobile edge data center is
expected to be something like a half or full 42U rack of servers.
Addressing each of these factors can lead to interesting research results that can help shape the
next generation Internet eco-system.
8.2.2 Addressing Mobility for edge functions
Concretely, user mobility which motivated earlier work in geo-replication or data placement con-
sidered user mobility between data centers. However, the impact of user mobility among edge data
centers is much more pronounced because of the smaller area an edge data center can service e.g., one
located at a GSM cellular tower can service clients in its range i.e., 70 KM. At first glance, it seems
like a simple problem that is solved by mobile networks and virtual machine migration in data center
world. However, the existing approaches are either too heavy to be considered for edge functions
(e.g., VM migration) because of the inherent assumptions they make i.e., trust the infrastructural
elements i.e., cellular tower among with hand off is carried out or availability of a common shared
file system which is not true for edge functions. So, that problem remains open. Further, the problem
becomes even more difficult and hence, requiring a fresh approach, if we consider migration of
secure edge functions i.e., running inside secure SGX enclaves which are inherently tied to a single
processor on which it is running. More generally, the direction of addressing mobility for edge
computing applications remains an open and interesting research direction.
8.2.3 Formalizing problems in edge computing
The capacity planning, data placement and mobility problems described above are fundamentally
are NP complete problems. We posit that novel ways to formalize edge computing eco-system as
a whole can lead to fresh approach to solving this difficult problems. As a first concrete step, we
present the following formulation which can be used as starting point towards that:
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• Infrastructure map (i-map) can be thought of as a static input to system containing locations of
edge data centers,
• Access map (a-map) can be thought of as a dynamic input containing spatial and temporal
characteristics of end user accesses to the service,
• Edge map (e-map) can be thought of as intermediate output structure containing the selected
edge data centers where edge functions and state must be deployed while being inside some
constraints e.g., a the cost envelop,
• Data map (d-map) can be thought as the final output which can be fed in to data transfer utility
that can actually carry out deployment and/or move the data.
A web service can make use of this formulation by carrying out the following actions.
• Preparation Phase. Before running a jobs a web service creates the i-map from the information
about the mobile edge infrastructure, a-map using the access patterns of its users and their
locations.
• Selection Phase. Then, using input i-map and a-map as input, a web service can select
appropriate mobile edge data centers that fit in to its cost envelop. This is first instance where
we can reduces the number of locations to be considered. Fundamentally, this is a subset sum
problem which is exponential with respect to number of mobile edge data centers.
• Placement phase. Then, it can assign mobile edge data centers to one of the regional data
centers OR CDNs (macro edge). At the macro edge, using appropriate a-map partitions – data
placement can be calculated thus, providing a device and conquer approach. Fundamentally,
this is a clustering operation. The intuition behind it is that due to storage constraints at mobile
edge data centers even if we calculate exactly, we may not be able to benefit from it.
However, This was just an example of formulation. We believe that there exists research
opportunities in more elaborate and elegant formulations that can lead to development of practical
solutions.
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8.2.4 Exploration of new system level concepts
E3 semantics and ephemerality presented in this thesis provide examples of new abstract concepts
that a attractive and sustainable edge computing eco-system would entail. There are many interesting
assumptions in networking and systems that may be violated or not required in edge computing
scenarios. This opens up opportunities to develop those new concepts and position them to solve
difficult problems.
8.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we outlined concrete research directions and open problems in Edge computing space.
It is our hope that this is useful for a young researcher or research community in general to provide
an concrete set of directions to explore in their research. We hope that of the contributions made by
this thesis can pave the way for future approaches and research to address technical challenges to




This thesis contributes systems and concepts that address technical challenges associated with
assimilation of edge computing in general computing landscape. Towards that, we introduced the
notion of edge functions as application specific logic running on edge computing infrastructure.
9.1 Summary
In the first part of thesis, we presented concrete edge function use cases that address real life problems
faced by Android app eco-system. We also presented the first of its kind measurement of app delivery
traffic and a rigorous analysis of Android apps. This allowed us to gain unique insights into the
Android app eco-system. Firstly, it allowed us to quantify the pain points in app delivery: back-haul
bandwidth use in the last mile, app discovery and relevancy in emerging models of user interaction
with web services. Further, it highlighted the need for developing new low overhead system level
concepts – ephemerality – in Mobile OSes that can unlock the full potential of edge functions.
Addressing those concerns, we presented four concrete systems: (i) AppFlux, (ii) AppSachet, (iii)
Ephemeral apps and (iv) AppInstant which demonstrated the benefits the edge functions can deliver
to highly dynamic and large scale Android app ecosystem. We demonstrated that we are able to
achieve upto 83% lower back-haul bandwidth usage in the last mile which cannot be addressed by
existing computing infrastructure while ensuring atleast 2x faster app delivery at a reasonable cost
and leveraging the proposed system software support for app streaming based app updates. Further,
using the proposed new ephemeral app model made possible by system support for ephemerality, we
demonstrated that we are able to reduce barriers to app discovery by 10x without compromising of
performance or requiring any changes for end users or app developers. Finally, we demonstrated
that with AppInstant how edge functions based app slicing functionality along with earlier discussed
system support can bridge the gap between existing (apps) and emerging (messaging) model of web
service consumption without a large scale developer mobilization for another computing eco-system.
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This highlights a concrete instance of transformative change in a large scale computing eco-system
made possible by edge functions. More generally, we highlighted the importance and benefits of
employing application specific logic embedded in and as edge functions, justifying their definition
and deployment of edge computing infrastructure.
In second part of the thesis, we presented our research to translate those benefits to arbitrary
web services. Towards that we presented a model of generic edge functions allowing us to reason
about their benefits and led to identification of the ABACUS edge functions – that exemplify the
characteristics of different edge functions and lower the constraints on researchers paving a smoother
way to reason about system level functionalities for edge functions. We demonstrated that by deriving
the technical challenges for edge computing based on the lessons learnt in developing the above
mentioned edge functions. For edge functions to seamlessly assimilate in to mainstream computing
ecosystem we identified the following challenges: (i) fast, scalable and secure provisioning, (ii)
low developer constraints in developing them and (iii) their secure execution and confidentiality
guarantees for their state stored at untrusted edge infrastructure; . In
In third part of thesis, we presented the quantitative exploration of state-of-the-art technology
including virtual machines, containers and application sandboxes carried out to identify suitable can-
didate for addressing the above mentioned challenges in bootstrapping the edge function ecosystem.
In doing this, we rationale was to profess a more scientific approach to choice of the technology for a
nascent edge computing eco-system rather than popularity. Based on our analysis, we presented a
Docker based edge function platform – AirBox – developed as part of this thesis. AirBox enables
fast, scalable and secure deployment of edge functions in arbitrary edge infrastructure. For AirBox
edge functions, we prescribed the use of state-of-the-art security features in processors i.e., Intel
SGX to address their security concerns and those associated with the use of container technology.
Further, to reduce developer effort in using Intel SGX, we presented an intuitive and general interface
for edge function developers that simplifies the non-trivial use of Intel SGX in their edge functions.
Concretely, we demonstrated that AirBox outperformed competing solutions by 10x in deployment
performance and is demonstrated to provided highest level of system security for edge functions, bar
none. To the best of our knowledge, we were the first one to propose the use of Docker containers
and Intel SGX together.
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In the fourth part of this thesis, we presented a solution for the the most critical problem faced by
edge computing which could render the use of whole paradigm impractical. The problem of enabling
edge functions to operate on encrypted traffic without compromising end-to-end security semantic
and without adverse effects on their performance. We presented an protocol level approach – Secure
protocol extensions (SPX) – to develop protocol extensions for secure protocols that guarantees the
security properties of a protocol while at the same time allows edge functions to operate on encrypted
traffic using OS agnostic trusted execution environment such as those provided by Intel SGX. We
demonstrated its applicability for TLS and Noise based protocols expected to gain popularity in
emerging IoT scenarios. Further, we demonstrated that we are able to achieve the goals with mere
12-15% overhead, which gets amortized for real world applications such as browsing and file transfer.
As part of this work, we also introduced the notion of end-to-edge-to-end E3 security semantics.
However, we argue that similar to end-to-end argument in system design, the E3 semantics are more
practical and general system level notions that can be applied to other aspects of systems as well.
9.2 Lessons
We learned a few important and un-intuitive lessons while working on this thesis discussed below.
9.2.1 Edge computing ̸= Minified Cloud computing
A high level learning from the thesis is that edge computing must not be treated as simply application
of the technologies developed for cloud computing paradigm at a small scale. Intuitively, it is a very
common approach and is visible in a number of research projects and solutions proposed for edge
computing. For instance, the availability of elastic and practically unlimited resources for services
in cloud scenarios is not valid for edge infrastructure, which by definition is limited in resources.
The availability of pre-provisioned network between different nodes of the cloud is something that
is simply not true for edge nodes placed in distributed locations. Similarly, the assumed physical
security of compute infrastructure is violated for edge.
As concrete example of those assumptions, we observed that the use of virtual machines to provide
deployment and multi-tenancy support in edge computing has been assumed without understanding
the trade-offs in using other technologies. However, for edge computing it is crucial to consider
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per node efficiency and concurrent provisioning performance which was not even considered in
other solutions as problems. This is exactly what we demonstrated with AirBox project. Similarly,
addressing the assumptions about secure communication between different edge nodes or between
clients-edge on behalf of a web-service led us to develop secure protocol extensions (SPX).
Additionally, there are inherent un-intuitive constraints in using the potential technologies, such
as developer constraints, experienced while developing edge function for Android app eco-system, in
making Android specific changes, using specific toolchains, etc. Constraint like those should also be
considered when realizing a sustainable edge function eco-system. It is these non-intuitive constraints
and requirements that can lead to unique solutions developed as part of the edge computing space.
9.2.2 Potential for transformational changes
A common view of edge computing is to consider edge functions as supporting functionality (load
balancer, proxy etc.), of back-end web services. But we observed that real potential of edge functions
is unlocked when the systems and approaches are designed with explicit consideration of the edge
infrastructure as part of the computing eco-system.
An example demonstrated as part of thesis is the notion of ephemeral apps for Android app
ecosystem which can potentially lead to transformational changes in how apps are delivered, used
and can also be integrated in emerging models of web service consumption. Another example of this
manifested itself in form of the cache policies and cost model for app caches developed as part of
AppSachet which highlights a simple fact that the benefits of edge functions can be realized with
minimal costs. We learnt that it is an important to vet all existing technologies when using them in
edge computing systems.
We hope that this transformational angle of edge computing is kept in mind by future researchers
and/or application developers to create edge native solutions/applications. We hope that it is con-
sidered in the way future research is carried out in edge computing space leading to much more
compelling use cases and systems.
9.2.3 Need for new abstractions
A common approach to developing practical systems is to stick with existing system level abstractions
and mechanisms to develop solutions for and/or based on edge computing.
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For example, the well regarded end-to-end principle, specifically as applied to network transport
encryption, had to be re-visited to enable edge functions to operate on end-to-end encrypted traffic
transported using secure protocols without compromising their security semantics. In developing
the secure protocol extensions (SPX) approach we defined a new End-to-Edge-to-End (E3) security
semantics — a equivalent of end-to-end semantics but with explicit recognition of the edge component
in eco-system. Further, we observed that newer formulations are needed to characterize benefits of
edge functions depending on where measurements are carried out e.g., at client side, at the edge or at
the remote cloud. This led us to develop different expressions for latency and bandwidth benefits.
These experiences lead us to believe that new system level approaches and abstractions may be
required to explicitly recognize the edge infrastructure as part of computing ecosystem and harness
the full potential of edge functions.
9.3 Thesis Concluding Statement
This thesis provides hard evidence that edge functions can deliver latency reduction and bandwidth
consolidation for current device-cloud interactions. Not only that but it shows that edge functions
can lead to transformational changes in the computing ecosystem. Solutions developed as part of
this thesis address the critical problems and highlight the technology trade-offs in the mechanisms
for edge computing and for a practical edge function eco-system. However, there remain interesting
open problems, trade-offs to be explored and new solutions to be developed for the edge function
eco-system, providing a fertile ground for systems, networking and security research.
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